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Abstract

The purpose of this

project was to

evaluate the process of positioning

congregation to plant

a

ultimately become

autonomous, self-governing,

church within the

an

same

church on-site in

facility

as

a

the mother church. The initiation of the

a one

affected the pace and

approach to its implementation.

sabbatical,

a

the comfortable status quo the church had settled into

used for

managed to

was

compliance with a vision

challenged

for

(Appendix 1),

and the consequent

The

initiating the change the project espoused was the Tichy/Devanna model

of a

ministry rooted

the model

was

and

leadership

in servanthood

overtly

within

leadership

implemented with sensitivity to

the

an

it

importance

was

change.

organization.

postmodem cultural

be shown to be the

already been
coming

on.

The

from and where

community,

context that

ethos.

it is

more

readily

mns

embraced

outcome of the journey the church has

Statement became the

we were

backdrop

learned that the road that leads to tomorrow

logical, sequential

Signature

a

ready influence of its

through yesterday. When strategically implementing change,
can

With

and authentic Christian

affects the church situated within the

Of principal

were

Statement

tool

of biblical

when it

project began

strategic

secure

three act drama for transformational

subtly

plant would

component of the project that markedly

Using the missional values vested in church's Signature

discontent

existing

self-supporting, self-propagating

upon my retum from

year

The church

postmodern context.

an

continuity link between where we

going. Change is made palatable when the vision

is the natural consequence of biblically driven

ministry.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the
It

was a

Cultural

hot

August afternoon when h hit me.

Anthropology class

Like

a

thtmderbolt it struck

trials of contending with
all of the

,

I

was

a

group report.

Whiteman's

Having recently

read

predisposed to recognize what

was

me:

sitting in Darrell

secular humanism is dead! All of the

modernity; all of the pains

of fighting with the claims of science;

struggling with a rational apologetic to convince the modem mind were over.

Westem culture

that her

I

in the midst of doing

Loren Mead's The Once and Future Church

happened next.

Study

was

suddenly the war bride sitting at home waitmg

for

a

letter to tell her

husband, secular humanism, had been lost in the battle for the human

mind and

heart.
The

experience

was

riveting

for

me

The dilemma

understanding reality was emerging.
defined and still

taking

form. The

emerging worldview was

a

hybrid.

because I sensed that

was

a

whole

that the

In

fact, it is

paradigm for

paradigm was

new

Enlightenment project was being

new

ill-

abandoned but the

not a worldview at all as

classically

imderstood.
The

loosely defined term

Snyder called
221).

It

it "a

pastiche

of postmodernism shelters

of styles thrown together with

represented an entirely

pmdently

it could recapttire its

culture. It could

move

a

new

playing

apostolic

whole host of ideas. Howard

no

overall

design" (Currents

field for the church. If the church acted

character and recharacterize its

out of what Mead termed

a

"Christendom

place

paradigm"

in the

and into

a
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new

"Apostolic Paradigm" (Mead 28).

Mead calls the church to its

own

from the ashes of Christendom's
afresh and for the church to
will not suffice to

nuances

must be

reinvention and to the

collapse.

of Phoenix

This shift calls for the culture to be

reposition itself to respond to the newly emerging

fight yesterday's battles.

engaged

possibility

This

and encountered in

new

new

rising

exegeted
culture. It

postmodem culture with all

of its

ways.

The Problem
Even

to

a

embrace

cursory overview of the church finds it locked in

change.

The pace of cultural

change has outstripped the

church. As the former has accelerated, the latter has become

The church, in the main, is

a

aging paradigm, unwilling

an

generation, perhaps

a

pace of change in the

increasingly intransigent.

generation and a half behind the

rest

of the culture.
In every

different,

era

save

the church has had to penetrate its culture with the

for this distinction: the shift in

postmodemity exacerbates the degree
In many

our

culture from

of difficulty for

era

is

no

modernity to

engaging the culture.

quarters, the church is still addressing the questions raised by modernity long

after the culture has abandoned confidence in

grounding the Gospel

reason

and

logic.

metanarratives and

long held foundations.

apologetics.

After

in cogent, rational argument, the Church is

emergence of postmodernism with its abandonment of absolute

Christian

Gospel. This

This has

drastically

In the main, the church has not

even

spending 200

contending

tmth,

years

with the

reason,

altered the

landscape

recognized this shift and

of
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persists

in

addressing questions that are no longer being

church is out of touch with its culture becomes
In addition to

side, all of the historic referent points and

leadership

cues

foUowership.

So

such

leadership, authority,

givens,

as

those

on

the

about which

they

The whole

are

still has not yet taken
carefiil

are

analysis.

In

are

for

people they lead.

leadership

are

respond to leadership
a

subtle but

On the

sure

shift in

a

The

problems this raises

effective

leadership

influenced

followdng

host of former

no

longer apply.
ethos in ways

is

reshaped by
readily

an

emerging ethos that

discernible

or

subject to

with the nature of postmodernism, the referents of leadership

change)
are

This makes

very

leadership

complex to

to reach into the

a

new

engage its culture when it will not release the

older

in the church

norms

of

(which lives

say the least.

manifold. How do leaders need to

in such times? How does

by such forces

occurs on

cognizant.

objective considerations.

behind the pace of culture's

a

leadership

perspective

being reshaped far more existentially and experientially than by the

rational and

leaders

I have coined the term

could make about followers that

the characteristics that make it

keeping

are

before.

in flux and difficult to

absolute truth, hierarchies and

of leading and

on

the

being reshaped by the emergent postmodem

not even

manner

cues

foUowership side,

assumptions leaders

Leaders and followers

so are

ever

associated with the status quo of church tradition have

become fluid. For those individuals who

things

convincing now than

this, the nature of leadership shifts markedly. Not only

product of the cultural shift under way but

read. The static

more

asked. The assertion that the

church leader

change to give

position a church

cultural milieu? How does the church

paradigm it has

worked

so

hard to
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establish? How will the church engage
from? These
church

problems

further

are

difficulty then is not simply means

change.

One

jettison

all that is

postmodem context

on

adherence to traditional forms of

postmodem heart. The

ministry,

understanding

I have leamed

a

few

things

in the church to address the

insight.

about

bringing

denigrate

what is

happen next.

In this

replace

it what needs to

and

or

regard,

\mique features of this emergent

identified above is to commit ecclesiastical suicide. The better

solution may well be to
current model. The

and method but

setting, just add to

going

becoming increasingly isolated

with relevance in the

do not subtract, add. Do not

in your church

happening
to

principle is:

culture that it is

compounded by the

ministry that do not resonate

In fifteen years of pastoral

a

position the present church to

leadership

add

a new

model of church to the

necessary to do this is at the heart of this

study.

The Context

Nothing happens
my

approach to

in

a vacuum.

it. What you

begin addressing

see

The

depends

problem has

on

how to lead the church in

a

context that

clearly influences

where you stand. So from where I stand I

engaging the emerging postmodem culture

effectively.
The Christian and

evangelical

Missionary Alliance (The C&MA)

stream focused

(understood by

such terms

principally
as

the

on

two

things:

Spirit-filled life

or

the

is

a

free church model in the

deeper Christian

life

the victorious Christian

life)

and

global evangelization (the planting of self-governing, self-supporting, self-propagating,
indigenous local churches). Originally begun as
America with the missionaries

serving

a

society to

overseas, the

imite Christians in North

typical development

of a local
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church ethos
v^th

some

always

was

reluctance

sectarian. He had

by

slow to be

the founder, Dr. A. B.

interest in

no

starting

a

parachurch organization. Ultimately, the

theological distinctiveness, becoming
churches) with

a

were

by

we

Simpson,

embraced but

who

was

avowedly non-

denomination, only

growing

American standards

society

a

viable North American church

a

independent, self-energizing

nonetheless ambitious about

in communicant

evangelism

in effect,

...

a

(2,400 plus

churches

overseas).

spirit of Simpson's

and

self-sustaining.

denomination in the decade of the '80's. Still

(100,000

only

movement defined itself via its doctrinal and

C&MA endeavors to maintain the

do tend to be

the fastest

was

significant world mission focus (14,000 plus

Although the
stance,

it

recognized. Eventually

membership

in

non-sectarian

In Canada

relatively

Canada),

we

small

we are

growth. The spiritual dynamism

and church

associated with this movement is attractive and winsome.
The church 1

population of about
sixty churches

serve

is in

2.5 million. In this

serve.

The

to

a

province

province the

in the last fifteen years.

800,000 people and is home
church 1

Calgary, Alberta,

Calgary

is

a

Alliance has

prosperous,

twenty of our churches,

spirit of the city

is marked

one

by mgged

technologies
growth,

and

and

From the latest in fashion and

enterprises, Calgary

making

a

favorable

is

a

planted approximately

growing city

of over

of which is Foothills, the

styles

of the Old West.
to the most

city whose corporate

values

Calgary

up-to-date

are

success,

impression.

This character is matched

by

a

a

individualism and

entrepreneurial strength, reflecting the pioneering heritage
image conscious city.

in Westem Canada with

strident, secularized paganism that knows

no

is

an
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cultural counterpart
Canada

a

province

on

pagan nation in its

listing of religious heritage by

of Quebec in Canada is

(UPG) in the world;
groups such

consider it

(even

American soil. The United Nations in recent years has declared

in its

as

one

moral

evangelized mission fields
hyper-tolerance,

all dominant features

Unlike the United States, Canada is
of civil

on

The evidence of this
Canadian

move.

Government of Canada

can

be

clearly

seen

and

not

a

political correctness,

landscape

in

Calgary

sociological

and Canada.

culturally religious nation where strands

Copps, Heritage

Canadian

States) annually

and

in the national fabric.

The Honorable Sheila

Calendar to mark those dates of historical

heritage

groups

in the world. Secular humanism

in what Canadians would

(the approximate

the President of the United

ardent

the cultural

religion become significant threads

typically

largest accessible unreached people

the

Crusade for Christ and other denominational mission groups

of the least

are

of the

Missiologically,

fact, the largest m North and South America. Many faith mission

Campus

decline),

privatization

in

one

nations.

equivalent to

commissions and

significance for

commonly

call

a

Minister of the Federal

a

Secretary portfolio

produces

a

to

Heritage

Canadians that affirm

our

position us within the wider global community.

To the marked

chagrin of even the most cynical

noted in the month of April, World Book and

of Canadians, the 1998 calendar

Copy Right Day but missed

be inconsistent, in the month of December, it noted World Television

Christmas. It is hard to

imagine a calendar produced by the

would include International

Day of Tolerance

Easter. Not to

Day and missed

American goverrmient that

and International Children 's

Day of

Elliott 7

Broadcasting and miss the
Quistmas. The
occurrence

entire stream of Christian

marginalization of any

in Canada and the

Christian

Unlike the American context, there is
that remains

heritage

product of an overtly
no

affirms what
the

place

religious

leaders have

of the church in

professional

services that

Based

on

a

window

long suspected

by

society

as

seeking

while

an

be

leveraged for growth or

on

sociologist, Reginald

the Canadian

religious milieu that

here in Canada: culture has
of belief,

practice,

landscape. Thirty years

in

was

was

usurped

and

still considers of value, albeit limited.
over

that

period,

state of the Christian faith

ago Pierre Berton wrote The

across

Comfortable Pew,

a

to examine the state of the church at a time in the late 1960's

significant upheaval

.

In this work. Berton characterized the church

unobtrusive, sheltered place along the sidelines of the Canadian culture

lagging behind that culture developmentally.

from culture into

Bibby,

a

on

The church in effect had withdrawn

safe, sheltered irrelevance.

the other hand, characterizes the church in Canada

comfortable pew but

as

with secular values. He

belief

everyday

twenty years of research and six comprehensive studies

work whose purpose
when culture

common,

Canadian

Bibby has for many produced the definitive book on the
the Canadian

can

society, leaving only fi-agments
our

a

evident nation-wide Christian memory

advance of the church. This absence is underscored

Bibby in Fragmented Gods. Bibby opens

is

secularized cultural environment.

part of the broader culture in Canada that

a

Easter and

heritage by overlooking

the cultural pew,
sees

it

a

a

social institution which culture has leavened

as consumer

( Bibby 148) picking and choosing

today not as

driven church,

what

preferring "firagments of

beliefs, practices, and professional
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services

they will

consumers

whose

avail themselves of from the church.

relationship, you might conclude

effect upon the church. "For most, selective

involvement"

They

from

are

selective

simply

Bibby's work,

is

participation takes the place

parasitic

of wholesale

(Bibby 148).

Consequently, mainstream Canadian culture often rejects the church as
credible voice in
in Canada is

shaping culture.

seen as

being

a

whim of cultural trends and
Its

powerful.
In

impotence

a

speak prophetically

reflection of the culture

opinion.

as a

addition, such

Rather than

nodding acquaintance

of belief,

even

Trying

only
a

as

spiritually

no one

shaped

at the

politically

or even

they might choose to conceive of Him,

but who has

no

real relevance for

into it is often the

hears.

Christian

community within this

must be

good exegete

a

which in

tolerant and kind benefactor with whom you may

pieces may be mutually

Trying to speak prophetically

a

and shoved and

today.

of belief are

exclusive and

Establishing
context is

of the culture

as

feeling

replaced

of one who is

a

effective churches marked

as an

with pieces

an enormous

complex and demanding

well

This of course

contradictory.

to lead the church forward in this cultural climate is

wilderness where

into culture, the church

treat the church as a consumer treats

postmodem context where systems

when those

viable,

posture reshapes the collective, cultural view of God in this

Canadian culture makes God into

reflects the emergent

a

social force is remarkable.

mall. He appears to this culture

a

pushed

The church is neither

country. He is made in the image of those who

have

in its

voice

task.

crying

in

a

by wholesome

in the extreme. You

informed agent of change in the
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church context.
Foothills Alliance Church
of senior pastor. The

dropped from the
or

a

500's down mto the 300's, aided and abetted

church frozen in

legalism,

over

the twelve years

cold and

business
that sin

never

collar

people,

such

the

always

ear

someone

marks of a

by the forced resignations

preceding my arrival.

university neighborhood,

school teachers, small business

as

employees like accoimtants,

was

and attendance had

self-possessed that knew not its

Perched in the heart of a well-educated,

light-blue

passed it by

of the church had

glory days

of numerous pastors

firings

twenty-two years old when I accepted the position

was

else's

it

own

disease.

oil and gas

and low level executives, each of whom

problem. Honesty, transparency,

legalistic church because permission to

was

populated by

was

people,

Foothills

thought

self-disclosure

be human is

are

never

afforded anyone.
1 had been called from

where

we

had served almost

rural church of seventy-five

a

vibrant, growing church in

seven

people

years. We had

into

a

seen

vigorous

a

rural

God transform

Over the first
into

a

1 ,000

vibrant

eight years

plus with many boomer-aged families.

became

a

a

of 4,000

spiritually cold,
a

Sunday

To go from that context to

prodding.

of my tenure, I had watched God transform the church

fellowship, modestly charismatic

attracts like and that

a

and vital church with

morning attendance that consistently pushed the 400 barrier.
Foothills took all of God's grace and all of His

community

in

It is

ethos, with
common

a

moming

in my

attendance; of

experience that

boomer-aged pastor attracts boomer-aged families.

community of faith that had

a

heart for

reaching the Jerusalem

like

The church

we serve

for
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Christ, without losing sight of Judea, Samaria and the
In

facility,
with

a

1992/93, five
$5.6 million

a

venture that

we

area

four-plexes to
from

a

neighborhood

worship,

the

relocated to

positioned us well

manageable but cumbersome debt of $2.3

suburban

people

years into my tenure,

wide
is

homes and

everything

variety of ethnic backgrounds

involvement in

When trust is

everyday

Re-entry

repeatedly

community of faith is

on a

left

a

church, though the

strengths

are

Re-establishing Leadership

wide scale within

out in

a

a

church it

Although this

now

the

the church 1 left after

can

take up to

observation is far from

nimiber of churches I have known.

grew out of its past and embraced

accepted norm.

church to grow and embrace the tensions that

Pastor's program at

were

lives.

science, I have watched it play

was

We

and confidence in Christ

healthy self-concept of love, acceptance, and forgiveness

This

city.

a new

of unchurched

Oriental. The church's

into the Context:

broken

above, the church L serve

within the

our

shortage

surround the

ten years to recharacterize the ethos of the church.

As noted

site and built

women's ministries, and small groups. But its greatest asset is its

Post-Sabbatical

exact social

earth.

imaginable, from multiple family

spiritual vitality, coloring the fellowship with joy, hope,

concerning His

reaching

in between. No

predominantly Caucasian and

pulpit,

for

a new

of the

million. The church is situated in

that embraces every type of housing
estate

uttermost parts

a

renewed and

where the presence of trust
This makes it

possible

for the

growth and change bring.

eight years

for

a

one-year sabbatical in the Beeson

Asbury Theological Seminary. The church I found upon my

return
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was

subtly, yet clearly different.
I had

church

or

family in

institution is

order to lead it with the

ever

tmly

that

new

In

growth.

new

or

seem

addition, there would be

they

In such
currency of a
to initiate any

before

This earned

a

climate, it was apparent to

past

tmst

new

me

the

significant

vocational

was

new

thought,

me.

who would be

Would I be arrogant and

ideas and directions for the

credibility and tmst to
losses in the

common

or

that I would not be able to live off the

bring

principal

This led to

an

tmst

in

of staff,

seven

capital

worship

changes along

church temperature gauges like

significant dismption to

ministry staff (pastors) and the

such

new

in order

1 waited about six months

stylistic changes

later

having to regather the tmst

ground."

me

directed, intentional change. Given this,

In my absence the
not lose

some, 1

relationship but would have to generate

attendance and without any

anticipated

options.

could not embrace?

introducing new program initiatives

without

to be the inevitable

sophisticated language that would prove my

found educational status? Or would I mtroduce

church that

of the

ways and it would take time to understand and

fiill of myself? Would I traffic in emdite,
new

declme

of what the education I had received would do to

suspicious

regather the tmst

effectiveness I had in the past. No person

same

static. Growth

Both the church and I had grown in

adjust to

have to invest time to

expected upon my retum to

or

as

leadership.

necessary

giving

or

church life. What 1 had not

including lay leadership

and the five

support staff (administration).

attitude of the resident church

entrenching of sorts:

a

that made it conservative in its corporate decisions with

leadership was, "Let's

defensive posture of church life
a

view to

"holding the fort"
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rather than

making

new

three months of my

advances. All adult Christian Education

leaving.

All

burner. Rather than risk failure,
stance lead to

means

a

proposed growth

previously

initiatives

loss of ministry momentum and

more

were

a

suspended within

placed

successful outreach events
soft decline in the

of tracking church effectiveness: attendance and
But

was

on

the back

deleted. This

were

principal self-evident

giving.

importantly, this fall-back conservatism led to

a

quiet

erosion of trust in

leadership that affected the

staffs

marshal the

congregation's

confidence to be

exacerbated

by the

in

the mistrust grew into the open fear of "who would be next?". The Board of

ministry,

ability to

decision to release

a

dream and trust God for great

willing

to risk.

staff member who

When this mood

legitimately

Elders who made the decision to release this person left it up to
inform and advise this person of their decision. The result

long serving

staff wondered two

to interfere with the

things: (1)

was

Would I fire them

newly formed relationship

things

me

or

was

needed

a

then

change

when I returned to

that upon my retum other
as

well?

Was I

(2)

stmctures of the staff that had

going

developed

in my absence?
I

was

prepared to

anticipated the

earn

again the tmst of the

church to lead but I had not

energy it would take to re-establish the tmst of my staff. An

of open communication had been

replaced by

furtive

hallway conversations

party reports of unrest and distmst. It took several face
three staff retreats focused

staff meetings; and

a

on

to face

spiritual imity and team work;

encoimters,

atriiosphere
and third-

one on

one;

several months of weekly

full year of loving support and nurture before

a new

bond of tmst
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was

established with my staff.

additions of two
whole

was

ministry

pastoral

staff who had to be

integrated

endeavor

was

the

into the whole while the

being recharacterized.

The
it took to

new

Adding to the work load of this

adage is true:

no

army

can

advance

on

all fronts at

regather and reposition my staff for effective ministry
energy needed to

keep the

in attendance of about 100 -150

family

had in fact,

people. However,

changed by

apparent in hard, overall numbers. The
assimilation and the
clear that 1 had

home to

forward. The net result

as we

energy

subtracted from the

was

the loss

lost those out the back door

a

about 10 percent but it

new

shaping their focus to

come

growing

ministry

we

front door with the outcome of no apparent overall loss.

gained new people through the
The church

church

The

once.

mix of faces,

was

though,

not

readily

meant more work in

conform to the vision of the church. It

different church and of course,

they

was

received back

a

different pastor.

Eight months

into my retum, with

church forward, I initiated

a new

having it ultimately become

propagating,
church

over

service

on

Saturday night, with

same

building

...

the first of several to follow. This service

from the mother church and has since grown to

the next

to

a

indigenous, self-supporting, self-goveming,

autonomous local church within the

plant, hopefully,

fifty people

an

worship

enough tmst regathered to begin

an

in

was

move

the

view to
self-

effect,

an

on-site

seeded with about

average attendance of 135

eight months.

Sixteen months into my ret\im, in the fall of 1997, 1 initiated

Education program that called for

a

Sunday

format

change in

a new

Christian

service times and stmctures
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that resulted

m

the disaffection of almost 100

resultant inconvenience of the

attendees have

effect,

we

night.

I

identity
church

registered

and

have gone from

am

no

changes. However,

adult/youth

spiritual vitality

growth as

we move

over

left the church due to the

60 percent of our

participate m the new Christian Education

anticipating that the ground

and the

people who

C.E. to

a

60 percent

swell of interest will not

winter into the

spring

format. In

participation rate

of the church but will also fuel

through the

Simday service

over

only sfrengthen the

a new season

of overall

of 1998.

Theological Foundations
From

areas:

a

theological perspective,

authentic Christian

elements

so

ideal biblical

centers the

community and scriptural leadership.

study

paradigm exhibits

the church is well

a

answered

postmodem ethos. Upon examination,

need that calls for the kind of community and

equipped scripturally

in two

What made these two

integrally important to the implementation of the project can be

the needs that characterize the emergent

cultural

ministry

and

spiritually to

the

of plastic cheese

adorning

new

leadership

that

offer.

If you walked into Lambeau Field Stadium in Green Bay, Wisconsin with

triangular piece

by

a

large,

your head you would fmd immediate

acceptance. That symbol has become synonymous with partisan support for the Green

Bay professional football
the

team. In

effect,

community, relationally joined to

support for the home

immediately be

viewed

as

part of

the thousands of others who share your apparent

team. The same kind of experience of community would occur any

time you went into any
home team.

you would

sporting venue wearing the emblems, symbols,

This type of phenomenon prompts culture watchers like

or

colors of the

Jerry Herron,
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director of the American studies program at

"People

comment,

anymore,"

don't

belong to

he said. "We've

Americans have is

run

churches

Wayne
or

State

social

organizations

Such statements underscore

hunger for the experience of commimity,.the knowledge
a

of mainstream culture to offer such
No biblical

community.

over

ministry to

over

success,

The Biblical

Christian

repeatedly, asserting that the generation that best

over

[and feels

ministry

propositional tmth, commvmity

very

much]

response is

community where the

through faith

The character of such

Scripture

same

alone"

knowledge

or sense

community

acceptance is discovered;
are

Since the

a

can

a

principal

be understood

body where

fully humanized

principal tmths

growth,

a

relational

connection is
is

into authentic

access

of relational

readily

priesthood where purpose

over

(Zander 38).

that affords ready

one

in Jesus Christ is the

to describe the church:

relationships

erosion in the

community.

connection with others in the group but in addition asserts that
with God

skaters,

postmodem ethos is the Buster generation that "values relationships

institutions, relational tmth

wholeness

highlight the

as

postmodem heart can ignore this hunger for

the

Zander returns to it

characterizes the

that individuals feel in

or sense

etc., all

thing

dramatically the

group. The advent of multiple subcultures such

punk music lovers, splintered black culture groups,
ability

extended families

or

out of things to feel collective about. The last

sports" (DeSimone).

connection with others in

in Detroit to

University

exists in

personal relationship
common

in the rich

found;

found;

belonging

a

a

denominator.

metaphors

family

used in

where

bride where

in love.

of Scripture

are

relational

(our relationship

with God
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and

our

relationship with

each

other),

the

seelcer finds

postmodem

a

that resonates with their greatest identifiable need. Since such tmths
lived out in

community,

it becomes

important for the

and program church life to maximize the

opportunity

message in
are

Scripture

intended to be

local church to stmcture its
for such

ministry

conmiunity to be

experienced.
The
the

leadership required for this to happen will
ethos.

postmodem

which

are

Scripture presents

valid and serviceable: the

a

wide

prophetic

of necessity have to be in time with

variety of leadership models,

all of

model of a Moses which is authoritarian in

character; the apostolic model of Paul which is hierarchical and institutional in nature; the
anointed model of

seen

through his

valid, they

letters.

may not

David which encompasses both; the

King

Although each of these models
best in

serve

a

postmodem paradigm.

shapes the character of leadership given,
pattems for

us

you tend to

see

every

once

remarked that if the

problem as

a

so

as

scripturally

leadership

best

postmodem person.
you have is

a

hammer, then

nail. The institutional church has been entrenched in

generations

the while, the servanthood model of leadership

dramatically

conspicuous

and

and has fallen behind

keeping pace with the leadership models that postmodem foUowership

looking for. All
modeled

model of John

But if it is tme that the context

only tool

hierarchical and authoritarian models of leadership for
the culture in

appropriate

then Jesus' model of servant

the type of leadership that will attract the

Abraham Maslow

is

pastoral

espoused by

are

Jesus and

in John 13 has been available to the church but has been

in its disuse. What Jesus demonstrates in John 13 is

a

pattem of leadership

that is non-authoritarian, non-hierarchical, charismatic, highly relational, and practical

to
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the

point of pragmatism.

In

Chapter 3

I will contend for this model

as

the

principal

pattem of leadership for shaping the community of faith living in the midst of a

postmodem culture

and

trying to

reach its

postmodem world.

The Problem Meets the Context

How does the church I

postmodem

serve as

context and engage

described above reach into the

people with the

claims of the

Gospel?

newly emerging
How do I

position

it to do so? What kind of leadership strategy would it take to recharacterize the current
church ethos of mistmst into

effectively.
In

What

are

the

of confidence in

one

begirming points

wanting to exegete the

in this

leadership
process?

for that

most

leading

generation. My

purpose in

clearly identifiable segment of the

Where do you start?

new

a

by

it in ways of which

most malleable

they

are

post-Boomer

term which has almost become

beginning with them

is that

they

postmodem culture. Everyone

postmodem world whether they know it or not, including the church I
influenced

the church

culture first, 1 start with the Busters, the

generation that Douglas Coupland called Generation X,
pejorative

for

not

even

cognizant.

is

serve.

are

living

They

But the Busters

of this culture and the features of postmodemism's

impact

the

are

are

in

are

the

most

resident with them.
In

looking

effect. Generation X gives

out onto

engaging them
Church in

a

can

me a

postmodem world.
be

shaped

If their needs

can

wider culture,

be

a

window

clearly identified

then

aroimd those needs. Dieter Zander from Willow Creek

Chicago has studied

Chapter 2 of this project.

snapshot of the

Busters

extensively,

some

of which is identified in

a
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In Zander's

1

.

They

view,

a

summary of the needs and

longings

of Busters looks like this:

spiritually hungry.

are

2.

They feel disconnected and alienated, the belonging that family never gave them.

3.

They have

4.

They value friendship

6.

more

than

feelings

of abandonment.

family. Relationships

matter

more

than just about

else.

anything
5.

low self-esteem due to

They determine morality
networks.

They

They long

for

technology

and truth

have lost any

significance

and

in

through narrative

sense

of foundation

or

interaction in their

friendship

stability.

social environment that has become dehumanized

a

philosophy. They have

lost any

sense

of life

by

having real meaning

or

purpose.

7.

They feel

as

if they

term Generation X.

tend to be

as

are

without

identity,

They try to

transitory

as

create

hence the

an

perceived pejorative nature

identity through playing

the fashion fads which carry them

along

out roles

of the

which

in the cultural

stream.

Certain features of authentic Christian

Buster/postmodern heart.

Jesus Christ

immutable within the context of a

relationships.
other's lives

community address the

can

provide them with a secure identity

loving, accepting community

The narrative character of the

can

help grovmd them

in

a

Gospel

a

community

where the

that is

of authentic

and the stories of God's work in

foundation of truth that is

They can find the significance of being chosen by
church offers

evident needs of this

God to be

a

principle guiding truths

secure

and

lasting.

part of His family. The
are

all relational and
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designed

for the

that Christian

postmodem
as a

No

one

holds the

community

culture. The

community
In Jesus'

strengthening of interdependent relationships.

and

parable

tears

a

key

to

It

quiclcly becomes

reaching this generation and

question becomes,

"How

can we

clear

in wider effect,

marshal the church's

a

strength

capitalize upon that for reaching this postmodem culture?"
of the wineskins

patch from

will have tom the

new

And

new

a new

we

find the seminal solution.

garment and

sews

it

on an

garment, and the patch from the

new

If he does, he
will not match the old.

old

one.

wine into old wineskins. If he does, the new wine will burst
pours
the skins, the wine will run out and the wineskins will be mined. No, new wine must
be poured into new wineskins (Luke 5:36b-38; italics mine).""

The

no one

key to addressing the

need of this emergent culture is to make

wineskins. I want to lead my current church to start

present facility, that
submit that the
such church

are

targeted to

reach into

development of scripturally

plants

will enhance the

ability

a

new

some new

churches on-site, within

postmodem culture.

I would further

accurate, authentic Christian
of these

new

our

community

in

churches to reach and retain the

people of this generation.
To do this will

rather than

giftedness

require

what

institutionally" (

Wineskins

of the church and the

seamlessly incorporates people
attendant

'

Snyder called, "stmcturing

baggage

leading

into the

188). This
of the

will

the church

mean

Holy Spirit to

charismatically

hamessing the spiritual

create

a

church that

Body of Christ via community without the

of institutionalism.

Unless noted, all Scripture references

are

taken from the New Intemational Version.
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Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this

project was to evaluate the process of positiorung

congregation to plant a church on-site in a postmodem context.

This

by the following research questions which the project endeavored to
1

.

What

as

the

were

the

principal leadership

project unfolded

and the

and

an

study

was

governed

answer:

foUowership hurdles that had to

principles that emerged

existing

be dealt with

from the process of addressing

them?
2.

What markers in the process indicated the readiness of the mother church

positioned and prepared to
3.

move

forward with the church

as

fiilly

plant?

How did the real outcomes of the process compare with the

backdrop

of ideal biblical

ministry foundations that centered the study?
4.

How did

5.

How
In

a

was

the

moving

terms which

postmodem ethos shape the process
original

forward in

shape

the

The

project design,

knowledge
a

or sense

it becomes essential to define the

of relational

group. This issues in:

acceptance, nurture, and interdependent

care; and

Community: The experience

each individual

the

process?

significant

explicit definition of

being foremost,

a

belonging that individuals

feel in

(a) the experience of security, identity,

(b) the objective confidence

within the group. Such tmst is foundational to

Christian

the

help clarify the unfolding of the design process.

connection with others in

same

planting influenced by

design process. Although framed earlier,

tenns which follow will

Community:

vision for on-site church

of leadership and actual outcomes?

in

finding

community.

defined above with the

principal relationship

personal relationship with God through faith in Jesus

for
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Christ. Grenz called this "...

enjoying the

redeemed

a

presence of the Triune God"

people dwelling

and

individually;

renewed creation,
This issues in

(Grenz, Commimitv 23).

God's immediate involvement within the redeemed group

corporately

on a

by His Holy Spirit,

(a)

both

(b) the experience of community bemg governed by the

and

revealed truth of Scripture.

Modernity:
foundation

The establishment of culture and life

(Phillips

and Okholm

demystification, secularization,
historical criticism"

12)

on

on a

universal and

the basis of "autonomous

naturalistic reductionism, scientific

(Oden, Modernity 48).

objective

individualism,

empiricism

For Oden this encompasses the

twentieth Centuries, from the fall of the Bastille

during the

interchangeably by

Postmodernism:
array of cultural

lay

a

variety

of scholars, I have used them in the

Also referred to

expressions that

at the heart of the

as

postmodemity,

calls into

cultural

Primer

and

are

same marmer.

it is "an intellectual mood and

modem mind-set" (Grenz, Primer

epoch" (Grenz,

modernity

question the ideals, principles,

increasingly dominant in contemporary society"

eighteenth to

French revolution in 1789 to

the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. Given the fact that modernism and

used

and

12).

signal

These "are

and values that

becoming

the emergence of "a

13). Descriptively, postmodemism

an

new

is the abandonment

of metanarratives; the elevation of the autonomous self; the embrace of ambiguity; the

negation of absolutes;

hyper-relativity;

the recharacterization of language

extreme

pragmatism;

dark

pessimism;

as a

and

a

meaningless constmct;
pervasive hunger for

spirituality and community (Grenz, Veith, Phillips, Jencks).
Signature

Statement: This term is the title of our corporate church vision statement.
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This term

chosen because

was

determined that it
within the wider

was

nothing

important to

Kingdom.

In this

is

distinct

as

one's

as

have the church have

project,

it became the

own

a sense

signature and
of its

we

unique place

principal continuity

link to the

historic, corporate, spiritual joumey of the church.

Methodology of the Project
The purpose of this

project was to

evaluate the process of positioning

congregation to plant a church

on-site in

employed in the project was

single

mother church for its

the

existing

and

people resources

or

autonomous,
church all

case

study

model. The

birthing process.

course

worship

service

was

started with

a

view to

same

maturity and remain within the facility

its

church will

a new

leadership, spiritual, financial,

and

own

own

being

self-generating

a

an

local

facility as the

once

its

mother

become

or

new

becoming

an

local

during its growth

indigenous

defined in its

It is the intention that this

own

by

to

it is fully autonomous.

suit of clothes and will not be bovmd

pastoral staff,

vision

type of church plant. A

that service forward to

growing

ultimately be expected to

emphasis by the mother church.
name, its

plant relied upon

self-supporting, self-propagating, self-goveming, self-generating

church that would meet within the

having

church

of the first six months of my post sabbatical retum, I cast

for the mother church to embrace

new

methodology

with the mother church.

means

This

The

new

existing

to initiate its existence and the vision to carry it forward to

multiple

autonomous,

context. The

postmodem

self-goveming, self-propagating, self-supporting

originated

Over the

a

a

an

new

boards and committees, etc.

in the

sense

ministry style

of

or

church will have its

Apart from sharing

own
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facility

space, costs and

church will be

with

a

It is

At present,

a

as

churches'

give general oversight to the two

anticipated that

range view of having

manageable.
The

A joint board will

relationship.

long

other similar on-site church

many churches within

second on-site church is

facility

one

already

in the

plants

over

the full two-year

sabbatical retum to the present and continues to be

and influenced

The Board of Elders served

today.

as

my

Congregational

Group (CRG) telescoping the input that shaped and reshaped the project.
corrections in the joumey toward autonomy for the

embrace such

presented
A

the

leadership consensus.
a

vision and

in detail in

variety

I

church
for

developed a strategy

implemented

Chapter

new

it

over

the

course

were

markers in the strategy. Feedback

professional

in

shaped the

discussed and noted in

established

by

church to

project. This strategy

is

Chapter 4.

in consultation with

and used

as

process

actual outcomes in ways that will be

In addition to

consultant firm of Phoenix Consultants

mark to further fuel the

Reflection

Course

positioning the

designed

leadership team and the Congregational Reflection Group

on

shaped

3.

of instruments for the collection of data

discussed and elaborated

were

of the

occur

practically

as

period from the point of my
even

will

development stage.

formal, structural approval process for this project'occurred

collaborative

where

doctrinal, denominational, relational, and collaborative ministries

mutually beneficial.
functional

of unity with the mother

maintenance, the essential points

was

this,

a

systems audit by the

commissioned at the one-year

leadership process in this project. Again, the detail of this
Chapter 4, with appropriate documentation appended.

is
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Overview of the Dissertation

Chapter 2
church

the

anchors the model in the current research

on

postmodemism,

life, biblical ministry and scriptural community. Chapter

project including

a

strategic design for leadership,

assist the process, and examines the role of vision

form the actual outcomes of the process,
and transferable

3 details the

casting. Chapter 4 reports

identifying

findings

and offer

design of

the instnmients and tools used to

broad emergent

interpretive insights.

in narrative

leadership themes

principles leamed or substantiated by the project. Chapter

upon the suirunary

current

5 reflects
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CHAPTER!
A Review of Precedence in Literature

This literature review examines the wider culture

from there to consider the
that is

shaping

generation that is emerging

it. Then I want to examine the church

what the

Scriptures teach about the

examine

a

suited to the

new

as seen

it

currently

from it and the

as

nature of Christian

servanthood model of leadership

as

it

currently

community.

in Jesus

as

the

exists and

moves

postmodem ethos

exists and look at
In

addition, I will

leadership

model best

postmodem paradigm.
A View of the Wider Culture

Begining

wdth broad strokes,

characterized American life

over

individualism that Alexis de

the

a

wide range of social movements and trends

generations telescoping

Tocqueville identified in the

life has continued to be colored in America

by this

many of the twentieth century trends that have

into the

mgged

nineteenth century. Cultural

individualism and has

given birth to

shaped the predominant American culture.

Truman's great American dream gave way to distortions of competitive individualism

such

as

such

as

the

rights

movements

consumerism and

Never, it

(civil, women's', gays', etc.) and

conspicuous consumption a neo-hedonism that is pervasive.

seems, has

a

culture been

examined than any other. Plato

was

right.

more

self-aware than this

one

and less self-

The unexamined life is not worth

consequence of this culture's unbridled self-focus

subcultural

success-driven trends

was

the

generation

phenomena such as sky rocketing divorce rates,

living.

The

of anti-social,

break up of the

family.

.
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burgeoning crime rates,
"Whereas traditional

belonging

the national disease of drug

and permanence, the contemporary social

sociological

excesses

have

no

Contributmg to these
factors that

m an

scene

stabilizing mechanisms

cultural currents and

mobility (20 percent of Americans

expediting

life

on one

generated. Ultimately,

is

of both

by

transient culture,

to restrain them.

accelerating their influence were three

move

genders. Technology

upward and
each

year)

downward

common

hand, technology has served

behind walls of mechanization. It further isolates them in

every

morality.

mores.

magnified the impact of these trends. Education in the post-war era became

accelerated the pace of change but made

shaping

a sense

is characterized

ever-changuig,

accessible to all classes of people and both

While

and erosive sexual/moral

communities�families, villages, churches�gave

impermanence" (Veith 86). Therefore,

more

use

on

not

mobility

only

and

geographic

within the wider

society.

the other to isolate

a sea

people

of the information it

media became the most determinative force in American culture,

aspect of life from sexuality

to

Even the information age, the most

politics

to

public opinion

pervasive component

and

public

of our culture's fabric,

shaped and delivered via the medium of media, be it CD rom, personal computer,

or

the Internet.
It almost

seems

trends themselves. A

that the outcomes of these trends

once

cohesive culture has been

are

culture,

we

fmd the

Fumbling through the broken

following:

identify

than the

fragmented and shattered, splintered

into islands of haves and have-nots, the enfranchised and the

included and the excluded.

easier to

disenfranchised, the

shards and debris of our
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1

.

A culture of abandonment: The

Dependmg

upon which

study

longing for belonging has never been greater.
reads, the Buster Generation (bom post- 1965

one

through to 1976, approximately forty-one million)
45-50 percent have been shattered
reared in

a

cynical

are

by divorce while

and

its lack of nurture and hs lack of a

pessimistic about ever finding their place

starving for the intimacy

that

only authentic relationships

lament is that "... many of us have

never

and

style issues,

the

the

degree

The

of family.

of belonging while

supply.

The cultural
and

The social dissonance of their

music,

experimentation in sexuality, the grouped fi-iendship

stmctures all evidence their reaction to the culture

Overestimating

can

sense

experienced real reliability

responsibility" (Mahedy and Bemardi 20).
clothing

another 75-80 percent have been

parent-absent environment (for example, both parents working).

latch-key generation feels deeply
They

have been raised in homes where

to which this

they

were

generation feels

raised in.

abandoned would be

difficult.
2.

A culture of privatization:

fears

Interpersonal isolation driven by

a

combination of social

(crime, sexually transmitted disease) and social-psychic insecurities (ethnic

diversity,

loss of cultural

little worlds.

Society

home exercise

is

identity)

now

have driven

people into the privacy of their own

shaped by gated communities,

equipment because

retreat to the suburbs to escape the

it is unsafe to take

decay

of the inner

a

home

walk in the

city

has

now

entertainment,

park,

etc. The

become

an

imtmsting, privatized lifestyle of isolation from unwanted intmsion.
Much of this

privatization

stems from aloneness.

Aloneness is often

a

survival
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technique that
despau- over

comes across as

social institutions

independence when in reality it is
(Mahedy

complicates the process of engaging this

and Bemardi

about fear and

21). This significantly

culture. Their isolation is very intense. The

absence of contact with the wider world of social constmcts is not the issue. Instead,
it is

a

being

chosen

path of a suspicious disposition rooted in the traumatic experiences

raised in this context.

Of fiirther

significance

information

in this aspect of our culture is the trend to

technologies foment.

The

day

Information has become

so

generalists who

community but specialists who

work in

specialization that

of the Renaissance Man is

preponderous that we

deal with it

privatizing the work environment. Exacerbating this

A culture of despair: The relativism

work in

in the

groundless wasteland

of no

more

seminary professor remarked recently,
every teenager

entering university will

leaving

foundations

the

or

only thing

not

isolation, thereby

fiirther is the home office trend

spawned by the academy

media has eroded any confidence in absolute tmth,

over.

by becoming

where the customary socialization of employees is lost to economic
3.

of

expedience.

and fiieled

by

the

much of our culture awash

roots. As

one

of which you

Asbury

can

be

agree upon is that there is

no

such

anti-institutionalism cultivated

by

so

sure

thing

that

as

absolute tmth.
The

cynicism, the pessimism, the

promises
the

of political

despair.

or

religious solutions to

The present

generation is

one

our

cultural ills

only

"... bom in the Nixon

many broken

serve

era

to exacerbate

(that has)

never
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known national trust in

everything
Bemardi
But

In

fact,

from PTL ministries to the Los

we

have

seen

corrupt leadership in

Angeles police department" (Mahedy

and

18).

beyond this, everything is an anomie,

a

culture without

norms

and foundations.

The consequent culture of despair is self-evident. We have become the

therapeutic

culture, where the demand for remedy outstrips supply. Every suicide,

every

every bizarre act becomes another exclamation

murder,

despairing
4.

leadership.

narrative

our

culture is

writing

point

in the bleak and

of its times.

A culture of dehumanization: The deconstmction of human

feature of a postmodem ethos. As David Hirsch writes,

ideologies
without,

(165).

must consider whether it is

at the same

Further

oppression

diminish hioman

meaningless

pervasive

a

of postmodem

in

beings

..."

empathy, kindness, altmism,

..." you

effectively

theory,

are

termed "...

love ..."

are

termed

have deconstmcted the concept of

and the

is the deconstmction of language which renders it

schizophrenia of trying to

hold

kind of sensible tension. C. S. Lewis wrote that "all

there

is

identity and the concept of universal humanity (Veith 77).

accelerating this

upon the

"Purveyors

individuality, self-worth, dignity

social constmctions ..." and "...

individual

possible to

identity

time, making individual human lives worthless in the real world"

When "... freedom,

"... masks for

mass

validity of reasoning" (19).

are no

such

things

as

proofs

To advance

�
...

an

mutually

exclusive views in any

possible knowledge
argument as "...

is nonsense"

(21).

a

.

.

.

depends

proof that

To hold to such
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incongruities creates
or

submerged

with denial. Both solutions

impact of living
5.

a

change always

means

conflict. As

Perhaps the only
movement, which

new

at

coping

skills

are

made

constant of

means

doped

into submission

deepen the dehumanizing

ever more

complex.

compounded

our

culture is

information

grows in its

The

technologies has disenfranchised much of the
frustration and

to

be

friction, which

technologies and growing

exponential rates, the culture

change

only

serve

only

can

non-real existence.

A culture of change:

means

internal dissonance which

an

insecurity

means

pools

and

And

heat, which
stimulate

panic.

Basic

handle computer

inability to

G. I.

change.

generation resulting

in

deep

stresses that tear at the social fabric of the culture in

manifold ways.
The very pace of change drives
their environment any way

they

marginalization of community
experience
mall

people to retrench, dig

in their heels, and stabilize

This leads to greater isolation and the

can.

in any respect

previously

known. Venues for the

of community become fewer, harder to fmd, and

more

artificial. As the

replaced the town common, real relationships that involve accountability,

commitment, shared experiences, and interdependence become less and less likely
emerge.

Ultimately, technology

enables the

community of e-mail, chat forums
which

personal computer, the

the Internet, and

on

supplant normal expressions

potential

risk of the

even

information pseudo-

vicarious

of community life. All made

isolation this

precipitates only

between inidividuals and face-to-face

community.

serves

to

sexuality

all of

possible through the

to widen the gap
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6.

A culture that is

rapidly losing

church has waned

a

over

the years,

its Christian memory: As the influence of the

going with it is

the Christian memory that has been

Christian themes and values and

significant part of the wider cultural memory.

Christian songs and stories that used to be conunon,
in the

and hearts of the culture

ears

as a

of these
7.

(schools,

today

are

civic

evangelical

rationalistic

toward

a

cognitive,

Christian faith

fastest

or

dark

movies and television.
culture

as

Spiritual

fact,

many

interesting

reality the unpaid bill

theologians

constructed

a

apologetic to modernity, they

spiritually

vital Christian

a

experience

and

reasonable faith led to

Anecdotal evidence affirms that the
in many bookstores.

and

movements of all

more

sermons

descriptions

postmodemism advances.

evangelical paradigm,

spiritual experience. Writing from the

Nouwen says, "More and
than

In

topic

of

Spiritual themes

spiritual themes) have come to predominate the media in

movement, which is withui the

more

as an

growing category

modernity recedes

culture for

movement is in

rationalistic faith. The quest for

impoverishment of spiritual experience.

(mostly occult

from the other social

church. When conservative, orthodox

led the church away from

spfrituality is the

positive

organizations, YMCA, etc.) no longer exists.

hunger: The New Age

approach to

inadvertently

came

longer resonate

counter-Christian in their focus.

A culture of spiritual

of the

no

whole. In addition to this, the

reinforcement of Christian values and ideals that
institutions

public domain

are

Even the

reflects the

Christian

emerging

in the

Vineyard

hunger of our

perspective,

Henri

people have realized that what they need is much

and

interesting prayers. They wonder how they might
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really experience God" (75).
In the face of these
moment these

realities, Pete Drucker (Next) posits the ripeness of the

realities present for the

Kingdom

writes, "You must seize the great changes

bring

in the tools

we now

profound changes that the
1

.

Going

to church

is

no

church

your

no

longer an

opportunities

effective"

(rebirth)

capitalize

Speaking to the church,

upon

as

responsibility

been greater. But
occur

and

but

a

act of meaningless

if that service is deemed to be

Of particular note to this

study

(2),

matter of

commitment,

conformity.

willingness

it is self-evident that

meaningful by

is that Dmcker

sees

and you must

opportunities:

for life in this world. The

combining (1)

the

to

a

retum to the

serve

serving

has

will

4.

There is

are

a vacuiim

authentic

never

only

server.

the third

opportvmity resulting

from the loss of community. He writes, "... the need for it becomes greater

old certainties

he

He then cites the four

(1).

The tremendous resurgence in volunteerism in America vmderscores
desire to take

3.

as

longer a matter of conformity

therefore, meaningful and
2.

can

society

m

have to make this

of God.

as

the

gone" (1).
of beliefs,

an

opportunity

tailor-made for the

enduring

character of

Christianity.

The cultural

landscape

is littered with losses: loss of hope, loss of community,

loss of a coherant view of reality, loss of confidence in social constmcts and institutions.

Coupled with the accelerating pace
documented

of change that is

carefully in such current works

color the context from which the next

as

precipitated by technology,

Richard Swenson's

generation emerges

and

Margin, these losses

with dark

distressing

shades.
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The

despair that frames

their outlook

on

A View of the

The world is

original

with any

one

reach the next for Jesus to

the Christian faith. Our

as

The

paganism. Although not

thought was made popular in the

T. Seamands. All it would take is for

experience the

generation (the Boomer) is

generation the

all part of the
a

Generation

utter

not so much

marginalization of

obliged to reach

it is to reach the next cohesive emergent group.

Generation. The Buster

therefore

deep.

from unbridled

person, I have heard that this

Theological Seminary by J.

generation not to

Boomers

Emergent

always one generation away

one

environs of Asbury

is very

reality

church is

generation

challenged to

is

a

reach in

snapshot of the

our

wider

day

is the Buster

postmodern

ethos. We

postmodem culture but this generation is perhaps more malleable

clesirer reflection of the

of the church's mission to its

own

postmodem world. Grenz, speaking

next

generation and the

context that

foimd within, says "we dare not fall into the trap of wistfiiUy

early modernity that

gave

evangelicalism its birth,

longing

we are

of the

are

and

challenge

generation

is

for the retum to the

called to minister

not to

the

past but to the contemporary context, ..." (Primer 10).
In

reflecting

upon the two

generations,

one

generation,

fiill of optimism and individualism

pessimistic

and

Having
their

cynical (the Busters).

not received that

m

friendship networks.

morality and tmth by
fluid and transient.

their

Here

group

own

notices that the shift is from the "me"

(the Boomers)

The Busters' number

families

or

to the "we"

one

generation,

need is for

from the church,

they

intimacy.

seek it among

they become their own moral entrepreneurs, determining

consensus

with

a

radical

pragmatism and subjectivism that is
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A

new

kind of tribalism results where

individual focused.

epidemic
identity

in the

In part, this is due to the

postmodem milieu.

a

constmcted self that is

extemal realities

(84-85). "There

Futurist Faith
underscore how

for

serves

building isolated community.

is tmth?" Their

dysfunction

and

Village.

question is,

discover is that the

more

group focused than

fragmentation of personal identity that is

a

"improvisational

composite

no

centered

self

(81)

or

what Veith

of roles chosen without reference to

self-identity" (Harvey 53).

Popcom coined the term "technotribalism" (Popcom 36) to

technology

Clinton's It Takes A

is

is

Belah identified within this erosion of personal

the necessary consequence of the

would term

identity

quality

this trend via its

This mood and

ability to

harness

disposition generates

If Busters do show up at church, their

"Can 1 find

cyberspace

relationships here?"

The

as a

books like

question is

Hillary

not

tragedy they too

of community foimd within the church is marked

carnality that satisfying, meaningful relationships

turf

"What
often

by such

caimot be brokered in

that context.

Dieter Zander of the Willow Creek Church addressed the Louisiana

Evangelism Conference January 22-23, 1996,
shapes

his

own

ministry focus

expanded them to

are

saying

question,

"Who

�

They are

very interested in

�

They tend to feel alone, unconnected,
This

sense

keys

to

reaching

the

generation that

thoughts

and

to reinforce what he asserts. He answered

these Busters!?"

the

place.

the

at Willow Creek. I have summarized his

echo what others

are

on

Baptist

spiritual things but not the institutional church.

of discoimection is

and tentative because the world is not

so

intense that Howard

a sure

Rheingold identifies

the
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growing trend toward compu-communities (60-64) that use cyberspace
line

Faith

relationships (cf

They believe only

in

for their

on

Popcom).

themselves, what they

are

about, and what their friends

are

about.

They

do not feel

what and who

good about themselves,

they believe

in the present is of such

living

cohesive, philosophic
Guinness notes that

disposability

consciously

.

.

.

an

a

and

This

can

be

seen

in this

continuity

for the

"...

in television
themes

advertising
or

ideas in such

a

with

a

for

the blurred, the self

The

at odd

or

media, where Os

enduringness

spliced,

on

generation where

in art and

pastiche of forms and moods" (139).

juxtaposed with antithetical

intemal dissonance,

given.

exchange has taken place of,

consistency

created

paradoxes are common

above statement

high value that discontinuity with the past

center is

images that are displayed
are

in. But

paradox in light of the

a

incongmity of the

angles
way

typifies the paradox Guinness describes.

as

or

in the way

to create

they

a sense

of

With respect to

personal identity, this is very destmctive, contributing to the postmodem pattem of
the deconstmction of human

sense

of coherence,

identity.

consistency,

and

They value interaction, friendships

As Veith comments, "Television undercuts any

for its viewers"

unity

and

community.

They process tmth and determine morality,

compelling logic,

but

not based on

reasoning

what is

right or wrong by getting together with firiends

They

have

displaced the thirst

for

objective revelation or

through comparing

classic

or

(Veith 81).

meaning

and

stories. Busters decide

talking.

with the thirst for

significance.
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Zander's

current

"Top

generation

reach the next

Ten List" of generational differences underscores the task that the

of leadership

ui

church

ministry (mainly Boomers) have

in

trying to

generation (Busters).

Boomers
"Me"

Busters
"We" generation

generation

Live to work

Jay

Work to live

Leno

David Letterman

Enlightemnent world view

Postmodem world view

Institutions

Propositional

Relationships

truth

Relational tmth

Excellence
Growth

Authenticity
Community

Lonely

Alone

Success

Wholeness

(Zander 38).

Busters

the Boomer

are

clearly a product of their times. They

hangover of

generation that did not find the fLilfilment it sought in the principal

values of their times:
cannot

live in the cultural

readily

success

and materialism. The fallout is

be shaken but instead

this cultural climate,

clings to

this emergent

a

cultural

residue of despair that

generation

with

tenacity.

In

postmodemism finds a ready home.
A View of the Postmodern Ethos

Even
the

a

cursory overview of the Buster

spirit of postmodemism.

generation. Postmodemism

generation reveals that

In fact, the Buster

is still

embryonic

analysis (Snyder, Grenz, Mead, Veith, Oden).

generation

in form and
But

one

is the first

seems

to

it is haunted with

tmly post-modem

defy

definitive

of the features of postmodemism
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is that it is carried

along by the

pop culture

intelligentsia. Therefore, by examining
generation
To

begin with

study this,

we

do not

postmodemism.
in

stark reaction

on

or

the

of postmodem

thought.
we

and Bill Watterson of Calvin and

analogy (Primer 1)

strip fame. Small wonder then that Howard Snyder in Earth Currents,

quotes Melvin Kowsnowski

collapsing

by the academy

begin in the philosophy department of the academy,

Grenz and his Star Trek

Hobbes comic

than

the cultural trends evident in the Buster

begin to pick up the features

we

more so

on

What these

its

own

as

heralding Mickey Mouse

sources

demise and

as

the first

from pop culture show

prophet

is that

us

something new is emerging

against the modemity and something totally new.

of

modemity

is

from it that is both
And it is

a

rapidly coming

stream.

The accelerated pace of this

rapid evolution of the
of youth culture is

a

change

is

precipitated by

information age combined with the

a

number of factors. The

global demographic expansion

potent combination. Youth culture will be positioned

as no

preceding generation to capitalize upon information and. computer driven economic
realities, standing

to inherit

the

enormous

generation. Thus, postmodemism
The dilemma in the

wealth

generated by

is carried at the

same

analysis of postmodemism

the

success

pace with the

is that it is still

driven Boomer

same

power.

taking shape.

Snyder even questions whether postmodemism is itself a worldview or whether it is
simply

a

transitional stage that

cohesive worldview.

(Snyder,

Currents

our

world is

going through that leads to

"Perhaps poshnodemity

218).

Or

modem, modernism taken

perhaps it is

to hs

logical

as

is

{just}

a more

permanent,

the last gasp of modemity"

Oden said, not post modem but ultra

extreme

( Audio ).

A

good example of this is
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turning the rights movement of modemity into

pig

a

is

and should have
But

a

be

sure

worldwide shift in how

Faithquakes
on

a

boy.'

we

When you try to
much like

seem

to

ministry

a

widely

rat"

is to

gather together the

shared among the

for all of reality.

are

(V eith 75).

in the midst of an enormous,
Leonard Sweet in

products of historical fi-acture, standing
For the church to

consign a generation to

fresh contextualization of the

trying to gather the vsdnd.

be

are

or a

postmodem generation with yesterday's

The clear need is for

ministry.

pig,

postmodem world" (11-12).

for biblical

reach the emergent

hope to

a

interpret and understand reality.

echoes this when he writes, "We

implications

imperative

point is that a human child is not irmately better

at least of this much: we

the cusp of the modem and

and its

Her

higher privileges than a dog,

no

we can

is

dog

cultural

of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals,

"According to Ingrid Newkirk, president
'A Rat is

a

common

But research

sources

ignore this

lostness. We caimot

methods

or

models of

Gospel.

features of postmodemism, it is

yields the following components that

that wrestle with this

emerging

worldview.

(1) Postmodernism
the

is

a

vigorous

reaction

against modernism: "It is

Enlightenment Project to build a new world through reason,

science"

(Snyder Currents 215).

fiuictional

In its

place

is

a

law and

hyper-relativism of no

morality and the philosophic basis for action that

is

a

flat

rejection of

objective
absolute

tmth,

"pragmatism (of the

Dewey sort)"(Connor 136).

(2)

Postmodernism is

view of the individual,

a

vigorous rejection

of Descartes and Newton: Descartes'

thinking self at the center of the universe

mechanistic universe and the consequent

and Newton's

assumption of unending progress is

a
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rejected

for

a

pessimistic subjectivity that no longer

Contours of the

Gospel

in

a

Post-

Modern Context:
assumes

the

goodness, certainty,

or

objectivity

of

A Postmodern Articulation of

Biblical

An

knowledge.

irony that is not lost on critics
is

postmodemism

captured by

Christianit>'

of

Coimor who writes

Post-Individualistic

While not
"... that there is

impossible, that we
of the

that

now a consensus

consensus

is

have authoritative announcements
of authority, that scholars

disappearance

are

narratives

are

of the individual in salvation, we
must affirm what communitarian

scholars call for:

an

altemative to

individualism, which is the
individual within commtinity.
We can readily support the role of
the community in mediating the
-

writing comprehensive narratives on how
comprehensive

forsaking the role

-

transcendent story of the

unthinkable ..."

Gospel.

Post-Rationalistic

(Cormor 9-10).

logic

Yet

still,

raw

experience,

not pure

and reason, govems behavior.
One other

significant outgrowth is the

emergence of style

over

substance.

"Everyone

is

Against the grain of
modernity's elevation of reason,
logic, scientific method and
cognitive focus (the rational animal
of the Enlightenment project), we
are invited by post-modernity to
present the mystery side of the

acting. Everyone
stress

style

over

is

affecting style.

Postmodemists

substance. The surface is

more

the

spiritual, emotive
side of the faith that is subjective
and marked by an authentic,
spiritual joumey.
Gospel

...

Post-Dualistic

significant than the interior" (Veith 84-85). During
the recent federal U. S. election, this

evident. In

a

clear

case

of the sizzle

was never more

outselling the

steak, persona overmled personhood. Candidates

governed their campaigns not according to hard policy

The

Gospel we present must
be Biblically holistic, speaking to
the human person in their entirety,
rather than in the dualism of 'mmd
and matter'. Our
reference

anthropology must
relationships with all of

creation.
Post-Noeticentric
The

or

sovindly reasoned perspectives,

"photo ops"

and "sound

bytes".

but

according to

The 1992

friumph of

Gospel must emphasize

the relevance of faith for every
dimension of life by pressing past
the accumulation of knowledge to
the

acquisition of tme wisdom.
(Grenz, Primer 169-174)
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Clinton

over

Bush

approval rating
one's

(3)

in

remarkable

was a

in the

polls

political affiliation,

Postmodernism is

a

it

was

self-evident that

philosophy:
a

bind

or

90

beat substance

style
a

plus percent

Rorty reflect what
All is difference"

Regardless

by

country mile.

a

seems

(Grenz,

to have become the central

Primer

7). Discontinuity
and

philosophic

explanations

no

longer exist

anti-foundational, postmodemism defies
Given these assertions,

~

all efforts to totalize

kind of coherent whole"

some

one can

a

in

cohesive

(Snyder,

sense

understand how

validates its

worldview)

affirms that whatever

dependent on the community
is

a

a

we

we

as

tmth and

and

postmodem view.

tmth. As Grenz writes,

accept

216).

even

Each

"(The postmodem
the way

we

envision tmth

participate in." ( Primer 8).

vigorous reaction against Modernity's glib optimism: The

mood of postmodemism is

pragmatism that wants

as

that is, to

Currents

community-based

community

ethos

�

of reality.

mediated ways of apprehending tmth color the

(4) Postmodernism

on

postmodem thought. Avowedly

commimity

own

fixated

right now. "Postmodemism rejects 'metanarratives'--

universal theories and

everything together in

of

fall.

unified, cohesive view of reality:

discontinuity with moral, intellectual,

"Totalizing discourses" (Veith 49)

are

a

postmodem thought toward a radical pragmatism that is

the present: all that matters is

overarching

Bush had

by a wide margin in the

vigorous objection to

with the historic past, that is,

foundations presses

and lost

spring

"The work of Derrida, Foucault and
dictum of post-modem

example of this.

pessimistic and skeptical, birthing

life that works

more

than

one

that is

in the process

necessarily

a

radical

coherent.
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fragile
they have no confidence in humanity's ability to
solve the world's great problems
they believe that the continued existence of
humankind is dependent on a new attitude of cooperation rather than conquest.
(Grenz, Primer 7)
They

view life

as

.

.

.

.

This leads to what

...

the

young female

beliefs. 1

vast world. I

are

caught" (

Currents

no

says, "I

belong nowhere.

I have

(5)

Postmodernism is

or

rapidly globalizing

on

postmodemism.

Veith quotes

Generation. 1 have

no

like that. I'm lost in this vast,
Veith attributes this to

roots of postmodemism which

are

the coat-tails of pop-culture: Os

"
.

.

.

through which American

technology

accelerates the pace of this shift in

of postmodem influence becomes mercurial,

adolescents

( Reckoning 129). The implications

youth culture (understand, the Busters) globalizes,

As

a

"Nothing epitomizes popular post-modemism

nibble and dabble their ways toward lostness
as

identity.

(74).

better than MTV and the hand-held remote controls

self-evident:

of himian

anything

philosophic

Guirmess captures this when he writes that

are

sense

absolutely no identity" (72).

the anti-humanism of Heidegger and the

foimd in existential nihilism

essence

belong to the Blank

community, tradition,

of irony

"... the

222).

despair and cynicism is the

pimk rocker who

belong to

.

Snyder calls the trademark of postmodemism:

recognition we
Lost in this

.

so

does

worldviews, the rise

making the ability to be flexible,

read and

adjust to the transition a critical component to successfiil management of it. "The spirit
of the age is

changing more quickly than any of us realize" (Colson 112).

In the Christian context, this

growth.
to

Built

on

can

be

seen

in the

plateauing

of Korean church

heavily authoritarian, hierarchical models of church life the

plateau in growth

is

an

indicator of the influence of the pop culture

on

recent trend

the next
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generation of Koreans that must be reached by
own

denomination,

our

fastest

a

different model of church life. In my

growing church plants

in the North American context

first-generation Asian immigrants (Korean, Chinese, Vietnamese).
structure which needs to

security.

But

groups will

Postmodernism operates

on a

hauntingly

determination of tmth

postmodernism offers,

...

a

on

familiar
the

it.

community-based understanding

statement that sounds

a

only be reached with sensitivity to

unpact of the pop culture and the postmodem influences

(6)

Our hierarchical

change appeals to them for the present and offers

second-generation ethnic

are

of truth: In

a

like Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Grenz notes that in the

constmctive altemative to the modem

of the self-reflective, self-

paradigm

determining,
subject who stands outside any tradition or community.
They affirm that the community is essential in the process of knowing. Individuals
autonomous

knowledge only by way of a cognitive framework mediated by the
community in which they participate." ( Primer 168, italics mine)
come

to

This mood resonates with Bonhoeffer who asserted in

Christianity

was no

that

outside of community. The tension that this

high view of community

postmodemism suggests is that the tmth it seeks may be communally self-serving

its ends and destmctive to the very

The tensions between

conspicuous

and self evident:

mood of despair;

Christianity is

Christianity is rooted

postmodemism has no
can

community

be considered

is

a

a

in

it wishes to create.

postmodem thought and Biblical Christianity

rejects; and of course, Christianity

two

Life Together that effectively there

are

gospel of hope versus postmodemism's

in absolute tmth which

postmodem thought

comprehensive metanarrative which

confidence in. At such

points,

compatible. However, there

there is

are

no marmer

significant points

in which the
of engagement
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(the hunger for spuituality,

the value of relationships, the role of community in

life, etc.) that

can

be

project turns:

not

presenting

but rather

an

leveraged
a

for the

evangelistic enterprise. Upon

comprehensive rebuttal

or

shaping

such pomts this

critique of postmodem thought

exploration of accessible points of engagement with a culture that is rapidly

emerging.
The voices of pop culture that
a

cacophonous choms.

messages shift

so

shape

and define

postmodem realities have

addition, the blurring chaos of images, styles, trends, and

In

quickly that speaking

into it

redemptively becomes

task for the church. The voice of the church must not be shrill

ignores
speaks

or

invalidates the needs that the

postmodem ethos

or

a

very

demanding

reactionary

nor one

that

awakens. And that voice

out of a subcultural context that is both distinct and

context

become

a

part of the wider cultural

of postmodemism.
On

balance, it must be said that the church's

has not been

entirely redemptive

or

response to this emergent

effective. It is clear that there

the total spectrum of the North American church that

subcultural existence that

this

ignores

generation.

contextualizing the Gospel, perceiving

it to be

selling

Voices call for the re-invention of the church, often

denigrate

traditional church. And
institutionalize the
local churches

new

even

its

deeply

and results in

as

a

a

reject the

out to the culture. This

notion of

only

wider alienation.

accompanied by pejorative

claims

history and call for the abandoimient of all ties

when valid contextualization

model

wide bands within

entrenched in

Still other churches

deepens the isolation between the church and culture

about the church that

are

are

generation

structural

mimicking trends that

are

occurs

to the

the trend is to

orthodoxy for the whole church, leaving

ill fitted to their context. In this

some

light, affirming
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the

validity

of effectively

contextualizing the Gospel is crucial,

as

is

gaining

a

better

understanding the emergent postmodem culture.
A View of The Church

The

polls never cease to surprise. Gallup

individuals who

quoted

in TIME

are

bom

is

regularly positions the

numbers of

again significantly higher than you would expect.

magazine

A recent

poll

states the folio wmg:

4,000-respondent poll by the University of Akron lists Evangelical Protestant as
the most common religious self-identification in the US (26 %), followed by
Catholic (23 %) and mainline Protestant (17 %). Beliefs closely associated with
that salvation comes only through faith in Jesus Christ, and that
Evangelicalism
the Bible is inerrant, or utterly tmthful
are held by almost halfof all Americans.
(italics mine) (Van Biema 74)
A

~

~

If this is tme it

certainly

begs the question of where

is the power of this church? It is

not self-evident in the wider culture. One

humbling inequity between the

trip to

evident power of the

and the poverty of such power in North America to

Korea imderscores the

Gospel

reshape

in that

culture. The moral

North America tends to belie any claim the church may make to

spiritual strength to reshape society.
placing the

In

possessing

Canada, Reginald Bibby may

scope of influence of the church

proportionately receding

region of the

on

the

come

world

decay

in

muscular,

closer to

the scale when he forecasts the

number of evangelicals to

dip below 4 percent of the population

by the year 2000.
Regrettably, the

church in its current subcultural posture is characterized and often

experienced much like the wider culture tends to stereotype
infighting

and

disunity.

We

can

is the old mbric of "what you

not

are

it:

divided, creased by

expect the culture to listen

speaks

so

to

a

fragmented church.

loud that I cannot hear what you

It

say." "The
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lesson for the Christian church

(is) that unless they

controversies and restore

form of unity among themselves with the

some

of the idea of tolerance to the Christian

they

carmot

reasonably expect that the exclusion of religious positions

The church it seems, is
or

In most

compelling message,

more

frequently

seen as

void of meaning and
to

with the latter twentieth century mood. The

a

church is
focused
what

a

In

serves

only

significance

own.

public

without

for the culture

in such

a

as a

a

whole.

church is often marked

not engage the needs resident of the

investigation by the culture.
only

for its

Her mission is

light of Dmcker's earlier remarks (cf
ability to redemptively capture this

people will

not

participate

commitment, the church does
the loss of coiiununity is

community to

apologetic

its

itself,

own

The

perception is that the

membership

mostly a merhory,

a

or a

self-

monument to

was.

the church's
where

that

from the

culturally irrelevant,

commxmity

subcultural anachronism that exists

clique

once

it does not invite

but of truth

caricature that is dated and out of step

by dysfunction or an in-grown character that does
well,

re-appropriation

(Paimenberg 32).

minds, the church has been reduced

culture. As

those inherited

conception of not only freedom,

square of modem culture be reconsidered"

clear

overcome

in

offer.

a

28-29), this

does not bode well for

moment in time.

During

in church life out of conformity but

not appear

At

cultural shift

out of

a

time when

in the culture's view the church has

to the issue of the

postmodem context,

a

only

worthy of their commitment.

tragically evident,

Moving

pps

no

vital

credibility of Christian community

as an

John Stackhouse writes,

Among the

most basic assertions of Christianity is the declaration that Christ

established

a

community of believers that would be

characterized

chiefly by
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worship of him and

love for each other. The

inquirer therefore is entitled to
(Phillips and Okholm, Apologetics 48)

whether such communities exist."
In

a vacuum

of belief and real

with its subcultural

spiritual hunger, the church seems

baggage and

its

more

for God. But many

deeply retreating

more are

into

a

Many churches

are

indeed out of step with the culture.

fortress

ark

or

mentality

evangelicalism on one hand or offering only
the rites of passage within the broader,

watching world,

less believable than

ever

waning spirituality.

All of the church does not match this pattem.

things

ask

the sideline church is

a

a

They

are ever

in narrow, fiindamental

dose of church,

theologically

doing great

a

heartwarming homily,

liberal churches

on

the other. To

a

cultural anachronism and the mainline church is

impotent.
In contrast to these churches

turning
of these

once

again to focus

seem

to have

adapted

non-believers into the
ministries and
The

on

an

old

are

very

bright:

in

essence

disciples

of sanctuary

effective

to witness to the power of the

focused

and iimovative

evangelism,

church

evangelize tend to

leaving questions

splintering

Gospel

on

many

attracting

proclamation

growth,

for the wider church. The tensions

of community,

of Christ. The

evangelism,

are

culturally relevant terms.

Some churches in their zeal to

marginalize the
muscular

style

reaching this generation. Curiously,

building through music, drama,

presenting the Gospel

up-sides

number of growing vibrant churches which

the lost and in

significance, and positive modeling
arresting.

are a

and

as

are

cultural

equally

dumb-down doctrine
to how

they will

dividing of churches

in the mind's eye of the culture.

as

or

ever

build

well does little
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Other churches tend to market themselves
from the wdder

community of faith.

churches advertise and
the

historically

or

a

church service. One

impression that

a

church has

no

the

can

or

nature rather than our

spiritual nature.

In summary, the church

culture is

1 want to be careful not

On balance, the church

ministry taking place

respond to

the emergent
as

as a

whole is

postmodem

positioned

And with

a

church has

community

high demand
a

window for

as a

to do

both:

Consequently, the
a

assessing the

demand for

getting the

predicated

paint

reaching this generation by focusing

evangelism.

community represent

purpose is to examine both sides of this

a

all the

early
our

fallen

fragmented

itself well within

culture is not alert to

nor

is it stmctured to

evident need and

strategic leadership

postmodem world for community,

winsome tool for

and authentic Christian

My

in

recognize

ethos.

presently positioned within the

address them. The church must be led
meet it.

unlike

around the continent. Suffice it to say

postmodem realities and the needs resident within such a paradigm,

stmcturing itself to

to not

movement in the church that is

a new

that with the evidence considered above, the church has not
the wider culture to

common

or so

of God often tend to fmd their justification in

new move

of successful

like other churches

"seeker driven" ethos with this brush, but

insecurities about any

pockets

"seeker sensitive"

only wonder if the

denigration of 2,000 years of church history.

churches of the "seeker sensitive"

with

being

different

coimection to the historic Christian church.

One must embrace with caution

on

not

as

or

experienced church that it can be

that you had been to
such

being characteristically

These "seeker driven"

position themselves

understood

as

it is apparent that the

on

authentic Christian

This combination of strategic

potent apologetic in

apologetic

coin.

is clear.

a

leadership

postmodem world.
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A New Testament View of Christian
For the purposes of this

(Greek),

the church

"called out ones"

as

(Miethe 59).

"A call to Christ is

In the

are

in turn indwelt

God is the

Spirit

framework for

2:9),

resurrected Christ
As

a

ones

who have been

community

by

His

.

of

Holy Spirit who

Ogden writes,

"The

of believers. The New Testament knows

implications

understanding

each represents. These

Spirit

nothing

of

of

character of Christian
and

interpreting

community. Snyder's

metaphors provide

conununity. They represent

what constitutes what could

identification of the church

as

embrace the wider character of all that it is. Neuhaus's "sacramental
short of giving

the church.

meet the

"

"...

a

uniquely

a

community" (Community 13) underscores its missional component but does

(113) stops
as

by the

Peter

call into

of community is shaped by the predominant New Testament

understanding the

be called Christian

not

community

church and the

series of models for

Messianic

indwelt

light" (I

a

Spirit operating apart from community" (16).

The experience

metaphors for the

are

sunultaneously

collectively by that same Holy Spirit.

of the

individualized

an

is rooted in the ekklesia

Apostle Peter's words these are

called out of darkness into His wonderful

.

regenerate individuals who

a

project the nature of community

described in the New Testament. The ekklesia is the assembly of

community" (Ogden 193).
.

Community

a

fiill-orbed

understanding of the

Although it is commimal,

deepest human needs,

it is

more

it is

more

than that

than that.

as

community"

communion of saints known

Although it is designed to

well. "What caters to my need for
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community
the

is

opposite
The

only

a

small part of what should be meant

of community"

shape the

content of our

Testament Christian

commimity.

chosen

called into existence

people were

In the Old Testament the

as a

redeemed

the

only

or a

true and

whole world, and

serve a

holy priesthood (cf

1 Peter

community

people

of Israel

instrumentally used

a

holy

nation

church's corporate role

Similarly,

Paul in Galatians 3:7 identifies New Testament believers

shaped by

more

beginning point,

God's

in God's

(cf

as a

peoples and

1 Peter

as

"children of

community

than New Testament literature. However, for the purposes of this

all the while

2:9)

redemptive community.

to conclude that the nature of authentic Christian

explicit New Testament metaphors for the

have limited the discussion to

cross-

2:5) he freights the meaning of the terms with Old

imagery that focuses the

us

as

mediatoral role between all

Testament

Abraham", leading

have

community that they might reveal

God. When Peter calls the church

living

a

of the purposes of new

imderstanding

the character and purposes of God to the nations, be

redemptive plan for the

quite

(Neuhaus 126).

explicit New Testament metaphors of the church as

canonical roots that

It may be

by community.

recognizing the validity the genesis

church

of such

is

study

I

as a

community

in

the Old Testament.
As

insightful

as

the

perspectives of scholars

Testament roots are. New Testament

defining

the ethos of Christian

Scripture

community

Throughout the discussion that follows,
Christian

are, and

serves

in the

as

helpful

best and most

metaphors it uses

I have italicized the

community that lend such community's appeal

to

as

authoritatively

to describe the

descriptors
a

the Old

church.

of authentic

postmodem ethos.

in
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The Church
God"

(1

Pet.

The

as a

Holy

Nation:

"But you

are

...

a

holy nation,

people belonging to

a

2:9c).

metaphor of a holy nation that belongs

to God

implies

not

only that Christian

community is to function redemptively

in accord with the Old Testament purposes but in

addition, it

belonging, globalizes

answers

the human need for

community,

and marks out its ethos

"contains

ethical elemenf

an

life under the

of the

leading

experiential wholeness

as

holy.

The word used here is

(NIDNTT 223).

which

hagios

As individual Christians live out

Holy Spirit and the guidance of the Scriptures,

that results that intemal wellness of souls and

intemal dissonance of spiritual

schizophrenia (cf

wholeness marks the life of the believer. The

wholeness and the

the nature of this

Romans

6-8) is addressed

and

ability to form authentic relationships

which

are

seen

an

effect, the

In

is

holy

there is

spirit.

impact in community

a

a new

in relational

marked

by

reciprocal and unilateral acceptance.
The Church

built into
to God

Pet.

a

as a

Priesthood: "... You also, like

spiritual house to be

through Jesus Christ" (1

are

holy priesthood, offering spiritual

Pet.

2:5).

"But you

are

...

a

being

are

sacrifices

royal priesthood

being

acceptable
..."

(1

2:9b).
"When

...

the

people privately prepare

dynamic of community,

Holy Spirit (cf

Christian

2 Cor.

community

experience.

As

to encounter the

living

God will make His presence known to His

35). Christian community
His

a

living stones,

is marked

by spiritual reality.

merely

a

is

experienced.

sociological experience

priests within this community, believers

people" (Ogden

As God indwells His

6:16) the reality of His presence

out of being

God in the

into

function not in

a

34-

temple by

This lifts

spiritual

merely altmistic
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roles but

truly spiritual roles, mediating the life of Christ to

Old Testament extemal
other within the

(Matt. 23:8-12;
engage in

function, and as well, mediating that
"Rather than

community.
Mark

a

10:42-44;

I Tim.

lost world, similar to the

same

spiritual

life to each

depend upon human mediatory hierarchy

2:5)

we

all have the

priestly functions" (Grenz, Community 244).

privilege

and

responsibility to

This makes such

community

personally significant and meaningfully fulfilling.
The Church

the

as

Body

you is part of it. The

parts
Him

are

many,

body

of Christ:

is

a

"Now you

whole

body, joined

grows and builds itself up in

the

body

of Christ, and each

one

of

unit, though it is made up of many parts; and though all its

they form one body.

(Christ) the

are

love,

So it is with Christ"

(I

and held

every

as

together by

Cor. 12:27;

each part does its work"

12:12). "From

supporting ligament,

(Eph. 4:16) (cf

1 Cor.

12:1-31).

Implied

metaphor is more than simply the

in this

presence of Christ in the world

If the church is the

they

are

in Christ,

body

they

today.

The

of Christ there is

have

a

locus and

a

a

implications
discernible

centered

church
for

being the literal, physical

conmiunity surface quickly.

identity for the

identity in

believer in Christ:

Him.

To the human quest for identity the gospel speaks as good news: we are God's
handiwork; we are God's image; and we are related to the heavenly beings. The

lofty identity, however, is ultimately only ours in Christ.
(Grenz, Conmiunitv 85)
brings us into tme community

fullness of this
one

In

who

.

addition,

an

urmiistakable

also offers the

He is the

.

interdependence gives the body the ability to

function. No part is without purpose,

interdependence

.

giving meaning

to every believer. This

opportunity for relationships that are

character. "Because of the union in the

Body

of Christ, there is

no

communal in

qualitative distinction
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between

(members)

mvolved

interplay of multiple relationships" (Moore

The Church

spirimal
.

built

as a

...

a

result) the corporate body of believers

Building: "...

house ..."

on

(as

Peter

(1

in the Lord"

holy temple
In

building

.

.

.

interlocking

and

in the church that is

change

"When the foundations

building" (1

is joined

as a

erasure

which is in Christ. The

and

have

Cor.

3:9b);

a

"
.

.

become

a

reality of the

what

church

you

people and members

opportunity,

let

of metanarratives, and

The character of the

us

do

can

as

the

God's

are no

is marked

imagery

new

growth without transience.

Family: "Consequently,

fellow citizens with God's

as we

built into

together and rises to

implied by this metaphor

being destroyed,

are

is to imderscore the

The Church

being

with Christ Jesus Himself as the

intermeshing reinforces the strength of this

believer. This affords

are

(Eph. 2:20-21).

stability and a permanent foundation

"Therefore,

God's

change the church offers stability and a foundation.

conmiunity offered

answer

are

culture of instability, erosion of foundations,

a

accelerated

you

apostles and prophets,

chief cornerstone. In Him the whole

Blueprint 49).

also, like living stones,

You

2:5a); "...

the foimdation of the

and Neff,

creates an even more

of bricks

paradigm

When the

new

psalmist wrote
1 1 :3), the

building.

longer foreigners

all

for the

righteous do?" (Ps.

of God's household"

good to

by relational

and

aliens, but

(Eph. 2:19).

people, especially to those who

belong to the family of believers" (Gal. 6:10).
More than

regrettable is the acknowledgment that the

fallen into such poor repute in

dysfunctional families,

our

culture. Broken

institution of the

marriages,

broken

family has

homes,

battered spouses, and abused children all contribute the malaise of
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how the concept of family is
and abandonment
The

are

all

perceived. Fragmentation, alienation, aloneness, isolation,

experiential manifestations

scriptural teaching

on

the church

deteriorated view. The church offers
character of God

being reproduced

that offers the

care

security

metaphor for the

church

a

life

family

The Church

as

be

ought to

community.

am

talking

The

The

community

interdependent

of faith, the

people-in-relationship" (Grenz, Community 208).

implies the belongingness of Christian community.

as

a

place for the

This is

individual to fmd all that is best of

originally intended in the divine design of family.

The Bride of Christ: "Husbands love your

the church and gave Himself up for her ..."

but I

family of God recharacterizes this

in the life of individual believers and

the choseness of 1 Pet. 2:9, that there is

what

the

view of family that is rooted in trust in the

of relational

church, is what Grenz calls "...
This

a

as

of the brokeness of family life.

metaphor of the church as

"This is

(Eph. 5:25).

about Christ and the church"

wives, just

(Eph. 5:32); (

cf

a

as

Christ loved

profound mystery-

Ephesians 5:25-33).

the Bride of Christ underscores the sacrificial,

unconditional, and purifying character of His love for the church. As well it identifies
His permanent role
and

beautifying

humanized

care

and

hope

one

who nurtures the church and

provides for her care, feeding

implication for community

strengthened by hope.

for her and

characterize Christian

effect

the

in holiness. The

by love

the church and

as

is that this

perfect her (cf Eph. 5:27).

Such love and nurture

community with empathy, kindness, warmth, trust, hope, etc.,

perfection.

great significance in

is

It is the declared intention of God to love

humanizing the relational landscape of the concept of family

of final

community

our

This future oriented aspect is

postmodem culture.

a

while

offering

in

the

value-added component that has
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In addition to

these, other useful contemporary metaphors that

understand the church

posits the

church

as a

as a

community

hospital

in Love,

in its

significance,

Acceptance and Forgiveness,

values that resonate with

metaphors recharacterize the negative
social anachronism

insight

or

be used to

relationship to the wider culture. Jerry

metaphor that incorporates the redemptive character of community
purpose and

can

cultural

a

religion.

into both the value of authentic Christian

insightfiil

while

vesting

it with

postmodem heart. Such helpfiil

perceptions

the country club of civil

an

Cook

of the church

But

more

community

irrelevant

as an

importantly,

and its

place

in

it

gives

us

a

postmodem apologetic.
As

church,

one

one

analyzes

some

of the

principle metaphors used

begins to get a composite picture

community. Comparing

begins to get

some

same

Scripture

to

describe the

of the character of authentic Christian

with the character of need in

idea of how such

in

community represents

a

postmodem paradigm,

a

compelling apologetic

one

in

a

postmodem world.
L

Resonating with the postmodem ethos
Christian

of community-based

community offers relationships

experienced within the dynamics

that

are

understanding,

communal in character,

of a wider group yet still within the

authentic

shaped and

pararheters of

propositional, objective tmth claims.
2.

Where

discontinuity with the past prevails

identity

soon

follows. A

secure

healthy Christian community.

identity

in the

postmodem ethos,

erosion of

in Christ that is immutable is found in
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3.

Christian

community places

conununity

to

needs of the
4.

In

holding

a

high relational

focus. This

The church affords

experienced
fiieled the

Christian

an

environment of tmst where authentic

postmodem mood

reciprocal

of pessimism and

the

the dislocated

experience

a

on

well-founded

a

foundation
is

readily

can

be

every hand has

take proven

wholeness and

longing

10. In Christian

eternal and

generation.

pragmatism of postmodemism is a network of interdependent care

and

produce,

to

satisfied in

a

spirit

and

experience

community that leads

of

to

spiritual wellness.

for

Him in

experience of integrated

of the person of this

spiritual hunger of this generation can be

by

deepest

norm, it is difficult to

rebuilding tmst will

unconditional love, acceptance, and nurture in Christian

used

of the

commimity.

Answering

The

one

relationships

fashion. Broken tmst

support that Christian community is built

9.

to

the

community.

The historic permanence of the church offers

The

corresponds

relationships that is permanent and timeless

in unilateral and

belongingness to

8.

orienting

lasting relationships. Stability for relationships to flourish and

found in Christian

7.

relational truths,

on

postmodem heart, relationships of authenticity.

upon which to build those

6.

high priority

unstable, fluid view of reality where discontmuity is the

an

build

5.

a

significance is
meaningful

found in the

significance

of being chosen

ways that have both immediate

community, all service

is made

global implications, and the

meaningfiil by

by

God and

impact and lasting value.
its

spiritual character,

One to whom the service is offered. This

its
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offers renewed esteem and self worth to

simply feeling bad
11. In

an

about itself on

spirituality,

commimity

a

God and function

as

a

as

scale.

by corporate invention but by living

relational truth of Scripture out in

distinctions

generation that Zander characterizes

generation- wide

environment of true, communal

of truth is realized not

living

a

a

context where the

the

based

understanding

propositional

opportunity to

spiritual persons is made available to

and

interact with the

all. Hierarchical

dissipate in such an envirormient.

12. Authentic Christian

also

community

that incamational love affords. In

pessimistic perception of reality,

a

provides

an

environment humanized

culture marked

by

this may be Christian

a

by

the

hope

pervasively bleak,

community's

most winsome

component.
The
around

a

preceeding composite picture of authentic

shorter list of key components. Such Christian

environment where the

principal needs

of these needs of postmodemity
Christian

community.

Belonging:

In

a

discoimection is
�

Identity:

In

social norms,

a

are

Where in

Christian context it expresses
�

Christian

a

a

of a

community offers

postmodem context

in effect the

flip

can

and

an

relational

community treasures

a

need, in

a

and affords.

feeling of

personally isolating.

culture that dehumanizes

finding

a

be addressed. Each

the label expresses

culture of abandonment and broken tmst, the

predominate

circles

side of the coin of authentic

postmodem context,

value that Christian

community

through technology

identity and one's place

and the deconstmction of

in the world is

imperative.
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�

Spirituality: Having watched the preceeding generation bum out on
humanism this

�

All

Relationships:
back to

�

generation is spiritually hungry

desire for

a

across

the

and

authentic

pervasive

root in the maimer in which tmst has been broken

This tmst

vacuum

must

generation has

be filled with

seems

(real

or

in

known: government,

be screened for real outcomes and effectiveness.

In summary,

postmodemism.

observe

a

grid through which this project's attempt to

culture

imraveling

not to be

culture,

simplisticly counter-cultural,

not anti-culture or

pro-culture as

modernism

but

by impoverishing

are

a

supra-cultural

playing

similar to when the

nine-week seasonal thaw. The

during those

institution

across

shaped

What the

field that competes for the

the assumed power of Enlightenment constmcts,

polar ice cap that mns

church,

setting. "Christianity

(Henry 118).

the door wide open to capture the heart that waits in its wake. In

is

gives way to

to survive at all. The

in any cultural

such"

emergence of postmodemism has done is level the

human heart

as

dramatic recharacterization if they

by timeless propositional tmth claims that are valid
is above

etc.

All of the culture-based institutions that modernism created and

supported now face
however, is

we

family, church,

authenticity.

address them

can

finds its

perceived) by the principal

provide

evaluative

fmd its way

postmodemism

These five needs

an

to

relationships.

Trust: The mood of anti-institutionalism that is

social institutions that this

inquisitive.

postmodem ethos, each issue

meaningfiil,

secular

a

leaving

sense, this moment is

the north of Canada is in the midst of its

only opportunity to navigate it by

boat before it re-freezes

weeks and to miss that moment is to endure another

long winter of regret.
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In response to this

begged, however,
seize the

the

in

a

postmodemism

this moment in

influence.

United States, 1 first
years ago. I

that for

am

sure,

this

phrase

intentional, planned change to

occur

planned change is

history where the

making its

way onto the cultural stage.

defining

and

wrote

an

article

on

as

sense

of relevance and

Further,
moral

with

the

a

are

well. What the

shaping leadership

phrase implies

extraordinary

in flux

as

prevalent trend

are

in the

is

influence of a

capitalize

upon this

postmodemism continues

in the North American church

are

Russell Chandler in Christianitv

to

Corporate

21st-century

America for

Help"

the wealth of books written in this

"business-speak" language that gives

credibility rooted

the

across

Spiritual Leadership

such

leadership

culturally prestigious business

temptation to mimic business theory in the pursuit of success

pragmatism.

now tum.

the annual church conference, "The Church in the

In support of this

regard, complete

question I

in order for the church to

Church", and self-evidently titled it, "Pastors Turning

(Chandler 47).

To this

John Maxwell in seminars

heavily influenced by the corporate business culture.
Today

church to

will take the

cultural constmcts

moment in

Present trends in

required to position the

in J. Oswald Sander's

however, that it predates him

leader. And intentional,

question

Leadership

Though popularized by

came across

a

culture. The

history provides?
A View of

Leadership is

awakens and makes

post-rationalistic, post-individualistic

is what type of leadership would be

opportunity

that authentic Christian

scriptural evidence is

addresses the needs that

community winsomely

compelling apologetic

opportunity,

models

a

world.

is to fall prey to
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Such frends
wrote

an

article

he lists ten

language
leader;

are

on

styles

visible in the church. Bill

leadership styles for the Leadership Journal (Winter 1998)

of leadership for church

entrepreneurial leader;

motivational leader;
make church

The

simply

a

seem more

use

of such terms,

community motif,

it is

one

a

common

re-engineering

managing leader;

new

(Hybels 85-89).

a

This may

to church culture or lend the

wonders who and how the content of such

cultural

be far from

is to take

a

leadership values that are

Without critical discenmient

scriptural.

through

Cultural

weighed and considered

only

is church

a

long step

Wholesale

biblical lens, the

leadership pattems

in the

are

light of scripture.

biblical

not to be

To

leadership

in which

is

a

leadership is to

exercised in
be

indiscriminate

a

cultural

origins and risk

leadership values.

ensure

rejected outright,

could

but to

scripttiral validity of local

wide range of leadership models of equitable

never

into the

leadership style outcomes

leadership, the church is better served to begin with biblical

The Bible offers

or

away from biblical

not in sync with

world,

leadership buying

leadership styles to acquire their attendant

or success

importing

the domain of the business

promoting the concept.

credibility, relevance,

serve

accessible to those

underscores the trend noted above. Not

business

since

a

directional leader"

though not exclusive to

adoption of corporate

church

a

cast in the

bridge-building leader;

team-building leader;

of relevance, but

a sense

a

in which

being defmed.

business

be

a

strategic leader;

leadership

church culture
terms is

leaders, eight of which are

of corporate business culture: "...

an

Hybels of Willow Creek Chiu-ch recently

models of leadership.

validity. However,

vacuum, it is necessary to understand the context

given in order that the model

the interests of that moment. The

of leadership chosen will best

postmodem context that govems the leadership
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model

required for this moment has been widely discussed

contextualize the
to discuss four

above. In order to

leadership that best corresponds to this postmodem ethos,

leadership models that Scripture presents

and

critique them

I

move now

for their

suitability for the postmodem context.
The first model is the anointed leadership model which for the purposes of this
is related to the

study

used of kings,

pillars

kings

of Israel in the Old Testament.

(both persons

and

things

were

anointed

in Genesis 28:18; the tabemacle and its

Exodus 28:41;

prophets

model of leadership that
marmer

in 1

sign of separation imto God;

as a

fiomishings

in Exodus

Kings 19:16) anointed serves

assumes

being

set

Although not exclusively

as an

30:20ff; priests in

accurate label for that

apart with divine authority in

a sacrosanct

give leadership.

to

The account of David and Saul illustrates the distinctiveness of this anointed

leadership
1 Samuel

place,
the

model. Saul had been anointed

9,10)

by the prophet

but had fallen out of favor with God

Samuel anoints David

as

king

is

caught

as

having both authority and

so

(

his disobedience. In his

on

the throne. In

Saul's jealousy, David flees and

1 Samuel

"But the Lord forbid that I should

lay

leadership model

independent church founded by

a

24,26).

on

at

David views Saul, the

sacrosanct status because Saul had been anointed

by the Lord Himself through the prophet Samuel.

This anointed

king in Israel (cf

in vulnerable circumstances where David could kill him

least two occasions, David refuses to do

king,

owing to

in 1 Samuel 16 while Saul is still

ensuing conflict between the two precipitated by

although Saul

Samuel to be

is

a

hand

on

a

Thus in 1 Samuel 26:1 la, David says,

the Lord's anointed."

commonly

leader with

king

seen

in the current church context

charismatic

personality

who mles in

as

the
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effect,
the

as a

benevolent dictator. Where that benevolence is focused

community

of faith such models

abound. Whenever

questioned

authority arise, the

anointed leader

assumes

that such

leadership to

a

response

or

can

one

accountability

or

points to his anointing by
the

should

never

authority

leadership

when attempts

to curb their

God to start the church and

question satisfactorily. They

be sacrosanct and vested with

accountability. After all,

the best welfare of

flourish. However, abuses of such

called into

answers

on

view their

from God that is above

touch the Lord's anointed.

(In the Bible a) sharp warning is sounded for pastors. A great deal of leadership
authority is handed to them, but because they are human beings this can be, and all
too often is, abused
Sociologically, churches are voluntary associations.
the family of God. Neither allows for a coercive type of
churches
are
Spiritually,
The dangers of lordship, rather than Christian leadership, are
leadership authority
clear. (Wagner 116)
.

.

.

The anointed

an

.

.

leadership

postmodem realities
decision

.

making.

In

model is hierarchical in nature and antithetical to the

of community based determinations of tmth and

addition, this model functions

untenable consideration to the

on

postmodem mind.

apparent that the anointed leader^ip model is

the

premise

For these

participatory

of absolutes which is

considerations, it is

not conducive to

leading

the church in

a

postmodem context.
A second

leadership model

leadership model.
the

one

stone

who has

common

to

Scripture is

Moses becomes the classic

come

(Exodus 19-35).

what I term the

prophetic

example of this leadership type.

down from the mountain with the will of God etched
In this

model, Moses has exclusive

not and he alone can determine the will of God as

access

on

Moses is
tablets of

to God that others do

expressed in propositional

absolutes.
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Moses meets with God face to face, dwells in God's
the

people

he leads of what God has said

In the

leadership

unarguable
extremism
for God"

over

status

.

.

.

his

of prophet. "He

and his

this

paralleled in the authoritarian-

sheltered under the

temptation will be to speak

picture

Such

on

his

temptations

of prophetic

covering

will be

(the prophetic leader)

to

leadership.

ovm

pastor/leader has
of the

subject to

the

and claim to be

seemingly
dangers of
speeiking

self-serving

ends

Herbert W.

Armstrong

clear

are a

serves as

of this type of leadership model at its distorted extreme. In contrast, John

McCarthur may well

an

foUowership

(Snyder, Commimitv 91).

example

model

her

or

distortion of the biblical

an

we see

models of some church movements. In such contexts, the

strong control

and then informs

should be and do.

they

contemporary church context,

glorious presence,

serve as a

espoused by Thomas

positive example

Oden where

of this

model, closer to

authority for leading is

not

the

shepherd
"... not

coercive,

extemal, manipulative, alien power that distances itself from those "under' it, but

rather

a

legitimized

recipient" (Oden,

and

happily received influence

Pastoral

in

a

only good for

its

53).

Ideally cast, the prophetic leader functions
using that term

that wishes

non-pejorative

sense.

as

Moses did

as a

benevolent

dictator,

Across the wide spectrum of the church

subculture, this prophetic leadership model finds wide and effective

use

in

numerous

denominational contexts.
Such

an

authoritarian model of leadership is

sharply rejected by the postmodem mind.

Although authoritarian models of leadership hold the appeal for

population seeking definitive
diminish in effectiveness

as

answers

a

segment of the church

and black and white solutions, this model

postmodemism takes greater hold on culture.

can

Exclusive

only
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access

to God

a

select few denies the need in the

of immediate

spirituality

place

by

in the

personal

Kingdom but is

constmction. The

not the

soul for

postmodem

a

prophetic leadership

direct
model has its

appropriate model for reaching this emergent

generation.
A third model of leadership the

Scripture

in the New Testament pattem of sent
status and

or

This

stmcture. The term

purpose in the selection of the twelve

appointed tasks

include

by

Jesus

preaching, authority for healing,

resurrection appearance of Christ

into all tmth,

apostolic office
are

the

John

norm

is

even more

of doctrine and

as

and

and

held

a sense

special
of

in Mark 3:14ff where
out demons.

casting

having

point

into

witnessed

a

post

(John 20-21). Since the Holy Spirit is uniquely tied to

ministry of the apostles after the

guidance, leading

implies

Christ becomes the authoritative entry

personal commissioning by

apostleship along with having been with Him (Acts 1 :21)

the

This model is rooted

apostolic.

(from the Greek, apostello) who

authority within the early church

commission
the

ones

espouses is

death and resurrection of Christ

bearing witness to

deeply rooted

fellowship

their

(cf

John 14-17, for

ministry) the authority

in the divine. "For this

reason

in the New Testament church,

(cf

the

of the

apostles

Acts

2:42; 1

2:19)" (N.B.D. 60).

The

office.

Apostle

His claim

Damascus

place as

Paul represents
comes

(Acts 9; cf

an

compliance

a

unique exception to the precedent criteria of apostolic

from the resurrection appearance of Christ to him

1 Corinthians

apostle, appealing to

15:8). Throughout his writing, he insists

it for

authority where

in the churches he dealt with

cf Galatians 2:8;

5:2).

on

(Romans

necessary in order to

1 : 1 ; 1 Corinthians

the road to
upon his

gain

1:1; Galatians 1 : 1
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In

appealing to apostolic authority,

the New Testament church, where
church. In this

maimer

his

writing

and

Titus)

is the further

apostolic writing finds

As the

1 Corinthians

original apostolic

apostleship

hs

of the

to rest in distinct offices

place

in the New Testament

canon

had firsthand interaction with Jesus. Included in

institutionalizing of the

and sections of his other

(Ephesians 4;

parcel with the institutionalizing of

authority now comes

along with Peter, James, and John who
this

he is part and

church in his

epistles where

pastoral epistles (Timothy

offices and roles

are

described

14).
group

is evidenced in the

passed

ftom the scene,

post-apostolic

era.

a

secondary,

derivative

Snyder writes.

successfully maintained that the apostolic ministry passed away with the
death of the original Twelve. Nor is there Biblical evidence, conversely, that the
apostolic ministry was transmitted formally and hierarchically down through the
history of the church. Rather, Scripture teaches that the Spirit continually and
charismatically gives to the Church the fiinction of apostle. (Snyder, Community 88)
It cannot be

Snyder notwithstanding, although there
office of apostle continued
firmed in its structure.

apostolic

line back to the

consequently tended to
I

charismatically.

use

understanding it to
Although these

or

papal

the term

mean

two

the other. The

as a

descriptors of church polity

regrettable result

Apostle

define the church

charismatically

common

this led to

a

it

direct claim of

hierarchical, ecclesiastic

institutionally rather than

comparative

with

institutionally,

giftedness, not human personality.

are

intended to function in consort,

tendency to weight church function in
can

as

Peter.

of authority in

the function of spiritual

history betrays the

sense, the

office within the institutional church

study is the vesting

Of importance to this

chiirch

recognized

Ultimately within Catholicism,

succession in the

office which

as a

apostles of the classic, original

were no

one

be the institutional ecclesiastic office

direction

being
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without the

occupied by persons
office

In my

requires.

use

in the church's historical
influence

leadership

spiritually charismatic giftedness

of the term

apostolic leadership

development where reliance

I

am

for the

ministry that

referencing

upon the office

supplants the spuitual giftedness that ought to

or

this

tendency

the title to

secure

secure

such

leadership.
The

apostolic leadership model

suspicious
churches

carries little

of reliance upon institutional

for the

pragmatism of having

comes

from

relationship

your needs met in

college degree

not that

.

.

.

and

a

a

The decline of mainline

degrees

eschewed

are

competent manner. Authority

title

on

they

do not understand this

to lead

the door will

give

them that

principal. They think that

authority

to lead. But it is

easy" (Anderson 191).

The hierarchical architecture of presbyterian govemance models is
block to

a

generation in tune with communal decision making.

ecclesiastical office to

secure

influence in

a

postmodem culture

postmodem person is looking for authenticity in leadership.
the

context that is

of tmst and confidence and demonstrated competence. "Too

often would-be leaders fail because

a

leadership models.

North America supports this contention. Titles and

across

a

weight in a postmodem

appointed offices
Despite how the

invalidate them

as

serve as

model within

a

imposing road

Insistent reliance upon
is

a

vacant

hope. The

Even when such is found in

of the church, the stmcture itself becomes

an

impediment.

above models do not suit the current cultural context it does not

workable, scriptural models. In addition, there

models of leadership not discussed here that have merit and
and may

an

sub-species

of other biblical models

prophetic leadership

model

as seen

in

are

validity

(for example,
Nehemiah;

a

other

scriptural

in certain contexts

an

activist

leadership

contemplative
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model within

leadership

trap, however, is

to

a

to force the

try

to

biblical

coimter-cultural. To

miss the

or

constituency

as seen

you lead to

of these types of leadership under the

preference

one

model

prophetic leadership

opportunity

stubbornly cling to

to reach this

generation

an

in

Ezra).

respond to

The

a

self-styled
of being

spiritual covering

ineffective

leadership

leadership model

and overlook the other

fully

is to

biblical models

of leadership that exist.
One such biblical

leadership

Jesus Christ. Of the models

in

a

postmodem context.

model is the servanthood leadership model

discussed, this readily commends itself as the

For

a

Room Discourse of John 13-16

scriptural

overview of this model

(with particular

attention

we

as seen

most

look to the

given to chapter 13)

as

in

tenable

Upper
well

as

Jesus declaration in Mark 10:42-45:
You know that those who

regarded as mlers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and
their high
authority over them. Not so with you. Instead, whoever
wants to be first must be the slave of all. For even the Son of Man did not come to be
served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many. (Italics mine)
are

officials exercise

In the incamation Jesus

Incamational

leadership

humankind the

presented to

then would be understood

as

took upon Himself human form. Paul writes that in

nothing, taking
teaching

on

the very nature of a servant,

leadership

and the pattem of

"

enfleshment of God.

being

so

how God would lead if He

doing,

".

(Phil. 2:7). Such

leadership that the

(Jesus)

made Himself

is what

we see

in the

incarnate Son of God

portrays in this section of John's gospel. The principal qualities of servanthood

leadership

are

taken from the

purposes of this
its value in

study.

exegetical

cues

of the text and define the model for the

In each instance I will relate the

addressing the

needs of the emergent

quality illustrated

postmodem

culture.

or

taught

with
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1

.

The

principal

ethic of servanthood

"Having loved his
his love"
John is

own

(John 13:2).

who

in the

were

world, he

serves as

now

its context: it is love.

showed them the full extent of

In usmg the strongest word available to him for love

underscoring the measure

love is not

leadership also

of Jesus' love. In

addition, John underlines

simply professed but was demonstrated in the unseemly task

washing where

(agapao),

the Master took upon himself the role of a slave. In

that this

of foot

postmodem

a

world, the tangibility of demonstrated love appeals to the pragmatic character of the
culture and affirms the self-worth of the individual loved.
2.

The second great

quality

example that you

should do

leadership not only
between the

of servanthood

as

leadership

I have done for

is

"I have set you

modeling.

you" (John 13:15). Modeling

an

in

demonstrates the nature of leading but reduces the distance

leadership and the foUowership.

In

a

postmodem ethos,

this represents

a

winsome, non-hierarchical model.
3.

The authoritative power to lead in servanthood

serving.
his

As Jesus

example and

authority
theory

serves

do the

same.

of that which is

sees

in John 13 the

The

disciples

simply vested in offices or titles.

'old

leadership theory (Anderson 191-192).
is great moral

"Modem

leaders.

adopt the leadership style

disciple's feet. Interestingly, the

style' of Jesus

In

a

motivated to follow

in nature, not the amoral

authority flowing upward from followers to

pragmatism, there

is secured in the actual

powerfully

are

authority is moral

conferred. Christian leaders should
the

leadership

is

as

Authority

incamational servanthood. Jesus did not say to

must be

of Jesus, who washed

up-to-date

postmodem culture

authority to lead to

leadership

modem

of moral

be secured in the

give up leading

as

or

practice of

mling, but

said in
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"

Luke 22:26 that
to lead

4.

"

The servanthood
In the

17:20)

who rules

(is to be)

like the

in two senses,

the effect that he

to take up the mantle of servanthood. This

disciples in winning

and contributed to

by

any

and

reshaping the world is

disciple

and

personal

(cf

challenges his disciples of every

ordinary postmodem person the significance they long
Jesus'

who serves." The call

sense, Jesus calls focus upon himself in this text

personal
to

one

spirit of serving" (Ford, Transforming 153).

leadership of Jesus is charismatic

13:12-15; 15:1-16:16)
John

one

needs to be exercised in the

.

spiritual.

the

of Christ. But in

a

(cf.

found

significance

significance that

can

second sense, this is

charismatic because it is not tied to institutional realities but

spiritually hungry postmodem hezirt, practical

age

puts within the reach of the

for. The

a

John

a

be foimd

spiritually

spiritual ones.

servanthood becomes

by

For the

tmly spiritual

fimction, empowered by the promised Holy Spirit (cf. John 16:7-1 1).
5.

Servanthood

longer do

leadership

is

highly relational,

a core

value in

that 1 leamed from my Father 1 have made known to

by

Jesus

we

distinctions within the
rests therefore not

pillars

of the

Community
or

on

value

elitism,

clergy-laity

priesthood of all
95).

no

no

community of faith.

same

special

you" (John 15:15).

believers and the

mtimacy

classes of disciples, and

on

the twin and

gifts

of the

no

overt

complementary

Spirit" (Snyder,

of relationships and flattens

time. This makes servanthood

adding, and inclusive.

In such

"The New Testament doctrine of ministry

distinction but

This intensifies the

real hierarchies at the

affirming,

find

postmodem ethos. "No

Instead, I have called you fiiends, for everything

I call you servants

declarations

a

leadership

perceived

life
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6.

Servanthood

disciples
for it

and

leadership is also visionary.

into

future that he will not

a

physically

assures

a

accomplish.

The future

they presently enjoy, which is having

their

grief at his imminent departure (cf

future that takes them
There is

part of in order to prepare them

He alleviates their fears, comforts

them, and then promises the Holy Spirit as the

what

him

John

he

as

new source

paints

physically present.

16:6)

of all he will

it is to be

Jesus casts

a

preferred

vision of a

preferred

of tomorrow.

hope in this text when read through the eyes of a despair that could only
departure.

message of hope

assures

picks up that cadence
its message will find

Sensitivity that
leadership.

an

and

a

bleak and

a

ready

Jesus is the welfare of his

a

scriptural

is

pastoral

vision of a

this

leadership that

preferred future with

in character also marks servanthood

being betrayed unto death,
and how

disciples

16:5-16). Such pastoral sensitivity is

leadership that humanizes relationships,

relationships

servanthood

see

listener in this culture of despair and abandoimient.

be called

night he

pessimistic postmodem culture,

strengthens. Visionary

of hope and casts

only

On the

In

to

In the midst of

beyond their inmiediate grief to the possibilities

Jesus' imminent

John

be

(cf John 13:33,34; 14:1-4; 15:9-15; 16:5-16).

lead them to become and

7.

In this whole discourse, Jesus walks his

in the forefront of any

a

they

the

principal

will fare in his

concem

physical

of

absence

(cf.

value-added component of servanthood

affirms the worth of people, and

places

apologetic engagement with the postmodem

cultural context.

Summary
The shift is

to

underway. Modernism with all

postmodemism, a pastiche of styles

as

of its

empirical

Snyder says,

where

constmcts is

ambiguity

giving way

and contradiction
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rule at the expense of logic and

despair and pessimism, the

reason.

need for

In the chaos of this transition which is colored

and the

coitununity

pervasive. Historic cultural institutions that have
community

such

as

family

and church

are

relationships

been the

it could

provide

principal providers

cynically disparaged.

fashion. The cultural
Into this

Christian

vacuum

vacuum

conmiunity

in

identity, and spirituality

answer

as

an

historic window of opportunity to offer authentic

significance.

culture cannot

The church

hope to

a

is not for the church to

biblical

norms

On the

multiple

self-esteem, and the thirst

are

nor

does it have the

experienced within the emergent

prostitute itself to the culture

or

"dumb

gospel but to contextually re-invent itself in time with the

side of the

position the church to

teams to

they

as

of community and

leadership

low

platform

known and

culture. But the

of the

the

caricatured, stereotyped, and experienced by the wider

as

them

essence

are

anti-institutionalism, distaste for

culturally pervasive

credibility to speak into

down" the

as

meet such needs firom such a

answer

belonging, trust, relationships,

noted above. Sheltered in these needs

components of such postmodem points of angst

for

the

or

conspicuous.

to the cultural need for

hierarchies, despair and pessimism,

of

of pop culture trends in music, entertainment, and

of conununity is

the church has

is

The wider culture offers

only the artificial community defined as geography (residential communities)
conunercially exploitive community

by

leadership.

equation,

it is incumbent upon pastors and

seize this moment. Without

lay leadership

rejecting everything that

cultural

leadership pattems espouse, to effectively capture this moment with leadership

that has

scriptural integrity will

modeled

by

take

a

biblical model of servanthood

Jesus and rooted in John 13-16. Here love is

leadership,

demonstrated,

trust

is

as
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engendered, relationships are primary, belonging is invited, identity is secured,
spirituality is clearly in view,
within the

and

Kingdom community.

mvites critical evaluation

on

hope

is birthed in

The intention of this

such terms and

While in the midst of the culture and affected

a

seems

positioned to

impotent to bring change.

message

or

reach this culture

during this

character. And its greatest

community.

project is

to do

that, which in

tum

an

apple

in the water of the wider culture;

deeply by its waves and currents, the
At many

closed, subcultural entity. However, with the

be

vision of reality sheltered

grounds.

For the present, the wider church bobs like

church still

a new

points,

it

correct kind of

asset

can

to

prefer to

leadership the

transition without

apologetic

seems

remain

church

compromising

its

be authentic Christian

can
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CHAPTER 3
The
The purpose of this

Design of the Study

project was to evaluate

the process of positioning

congregation to plant a church on-site

in

relied upon the

birthing process.

existing

church for its

people resources to initiate

a

postmodem context.
The

The

existing

an

church

new

spiritual, financial,

its existence and the vision to carry it forward to

indigenous, self-goveming, self-propagating, self-supportmg,

and

plant

and

being

an

self-generating local

church, originated with the mother church.
Essential to this process is the

leadership required to position the mother church to

embrace this vision. As stated earlier,

sabbatical retum, 1 cast
new

a

vision

type of chvirch plant. A

service forward to

becoming

governing, self-generating
mother

during its growth

the

course

by multiple means

new

an

over

worship

service

autonomous,

of the first six months of my post

for the mother church to embrace this

was

started with

view to

growing that

self-supporting, self-propagating,

local church that would meet within the

to

a

same

maturity and remain within the facility

once

self-

facility as the
it is

fully

autonomous.

This

having

new

its

church will

own

ultimately be expected to

"suit of clothes" and will not be bound

emphasis by the mother church.
name, its

own

pastoral staff,

sharing facility

become

its

or

The intention is that this

own

defined in its

new

in the

sense

so

of

ministry style

church will have its

boards and committees, and

space, costs and maintenance, the essential

mother church will be

indigenous

forth.

or

own

Apart from

points of unity with the

doctrinal, denominational, relational and collaborative ministries
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where

mutually beneficial.

functional
with

a

long-range view of having
At present,

manageable.

a

as

many churches within

second on-site church is

already

one

facility

in the

over

the two-year

period, beginning

retum. Course corrections in the joumey toward

established

by collaborative leadership

church to embrace such

vision and

a

outlined below and forms the heart of this
A

a

variety

it

over

leadership team,

the

course

practically

concurrent with its

of my sabbatical

new

The strategy for

church

were

positioning the

of the

project is

project's design.

of instruments for the collection of data

number of sources: the

point

autonomy for the

consensus.

implement

from the

as

occur

developmental stage.

The formal, structural approval process for this project occurred

implementation

the two churches'

give general oversight to

anticipate that other similar on-site church plants will

1

relationship.

A joint board will

my

were

designed

Congregational

in consultation with

Reflection

Group, Barry

Pawluk of Phoenix Consultants, and Michael Schroeder of Weird Systems. These
instruments

change

are

as

process markers in the above strategy,

discussed and elaborated upon in

integrated corresponding use

chapter for the
The

used

determining

and the scope of ownership of the vision. How such feedback

outcomes

and the

were

purpose of

Chapter 4.

barometer of the

new

A timeline of strategic events

cultural context that the church finds

postmodem ethos shapes the content of the design,

leadership given to implement it,
In

actual

tracking the developmental aspects of the project.

itself in at the present. The emergent

accomplish the project.

shaped the

of the instruments noted above is detailed in this

design of this project was influenced by the

the nature of the

the pace of

and the instrumental

addition, authentic Christian community

church's progress

as

well

as

shaping the will

means

used to

serves as an

of the

accurate

foUowership to
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be led and

large.

The

making

a

winsome Christian

apologetic

.

What

as

the

were

the

project unfolded

widely

of the

and what

discussed in the

Questions

principles emerged from the process
use

organizational

for this

project,

and individual

dynamics

conflict
2.

in

a

in each of the

forward with the church
leader to read such

designed to enable the

clearly identify the

markers that

markers become self-evident
becomes apparent to

one

as

sitting

precipitate

the next

the three act drama
in

a

plant?

Pastoral

is it

adequate

integrity demands that real

compliance

or

cues

developmental stage.
imfolds,

fully

much like

a

and

Such

plot line

theatre.

ministry foundations that centered the study?
nor

as

The purpose of the

organizational

How did the real outcomes of the process compare with the

the sake of change,

alert the

and defuse the

What markers in the process indicated the readiness of the mother church

model used is

identified

proactive manner.

positioned and prepared to move

3.

are

designed to

anticipate the hurdles consequent to the change process

surrounding them

dealt with

of addressing

these issues

three acts of the transformational model. In effect, the model is
leader to

at

project.

principal leadership and foUowership hurdles that had to .be

them? In the transformational model I
and

engaging the postmodem culture

following research questions focus the design
Research

1

for

to

Never is it

backdrop

enough to bring change for

accomplish a vision by

outcomes be achieved not

manipulative methods but through authentic

the model of leadership chosen for this

project.

Such

a

of ideal biblical

any

means or

method.

through coercing

servanthood

process

leadership,

ensures as

far

as can
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be

simply pragmatic
4.

that the outcomes will reflect biblical

safely determined,

How did

a

or

expedient

ministry

success.

postmodem ethos shape the process of leadership and

The influence of the

postmodem

ethos upon the

foUowership

actual outcomes?

is both subtle and at

times, conspicuous. Being alert to postmodem realities enabled

me

to lead with

sensitivity throughout the project, anticipating angst and interpreting
new

Without this

light.

remained outside my

equip

and press

me

backdrop

of understandmg

understanding

to

some

left unresolved. This

or

interpret such outcomes

How

This

was

the

original vision for on-site

question will enable

leadership

fimction of key

anticipate that the
what 1

at the intersection

in

occur

implicitly

designed to
where the

cross.

shaping

the

process?

function and the

they interact with the vision.
some

1 would

degree from

and the pace at which it will unfold.

questions will be

will be answered

as

is

points

planting influenced by

to determine both the

lay leadership

question

ultimate destination of the vision will vary in

anticipate to

Some of these

me

church

outcomes in a

matters would have

emergent present day culture and leadership methodology
5.

ideals and not

as

answered

the

explicitly

as

the

design imfolds while others

project moves along but be

identifled in

principle

form

Chapter 5.
A

In

on a

Strategic Approach

to

a

Post-Sabbatical Ethos

anticipation of this, 1 developed a strategy

model of incamational, servanthood

leadership.

model" (29) of a three-act drama of intentional

leadership,

it lent

a

for

moving the church forward based

Rooted in the

"Tichy and Devanna

change through transformational

sfrategic framework for the intentional, planned change I envisioned.
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The

challenge

leadership

for

me

in

adapting this model

incamational in character,

servanthood

as

being

doing

so.

and

ministry of

But the church 1 found upon my retum

of transformational

reshaping the principal

Devaima tum to the arts for
We

"movers and shakers"

beuig

growth to the organizations they lead, they

O'Shaugnessy that winsomely

instrumental in

as

shaken. The term "movers and shakers,"

or

characterizing the nature

Arthur

by

poem

be moved

in

of certain leaders

ability to bring change

affirmed and rewarded for

descriptor

biblical

leadership.

Admired for their

prepared to

to make such transformational

rooting it in an authentic

Leadership culture often speaks

are

was

a

model, I

tum to

a

leadership.

It

fi:om

comes

movers

as a

a

and shakers

institutions of our culture. As
art for

not

though, has merit

identifies individual

differing

was

Tichy

and

insight.

the music makers, and we are the dreamers of dreams.
by lone sea-breakers, and sitting by desolate streams;-

are

Wandering

World-losers and world-forsakers, on whom the pale moon gleams:
Yet we are the movers and shakers of the world forever, it seems. (Italics mine)

(Palgrave 474)

Movers and shakers. With that touch of romantic

paints

a

profile

century later in

thing

of a transformational leader in this nineteenth century ode. More than
an era

of ever-accelerating

change, Lyle

Schaller says

in the context of the local church: that of all the factors that

growth and progress
"When taken
it is

melancholy, O'Shaugnessy

together,

possible to

minister"

of the local church,

isolate

an

individual is the

all these claims argue
one

( Minister 10).

significantly

prime

against a single

essentially the

mover.

factor

a

same

affect the

He writes:

analysis.

If however,

factor, this observer's experiences suggest it is the senior
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A

paradox

suspicion.

This

institutions and

exists in

paradox

where strong

is not hard to read.

and

Strong leadership

authority that have

appoints" because of the

The cry is for strong
The

ethos stands in distinct

authoritarian models of leadership that

are

has soaked into the Christian sub-culture,
a

foUowership.

The power and

wooed, eamed, and solicited
authorization to be

given to

are

authority to

over a

wary,

comes

making

then

execute

as no

church

reluctant, and often
hierarchical

surprise

or

that such water

leadership which

subject to

a

vests itself

guarded and reserved

intentional, plarmed change

significant length of time.

lead will be

suspicion by the

models. The local

leadership

opposition to

and absolute tmth claims

covering of authority

viewed with

rooted in traditional institutionalism. The

church swims in just such cultural waters. It

with

sought because

paradox.

leadership but followers

postmodem

is

historic and substantial abuses of

often characterized strong

church is not exempt from this seemmg

suspicious.

leadership is both sought and viewed with

organizations need it to prosper, but it is

foUowership that "anoints
power and

an era

proportionate to

The

length

must

be

of time for

the leader's skill and the

foUowership 's will.
My dilemma

as a

senior pastor

retuming fi'om a sabbatical was apparent.

primary agent of intentional change my
change and begin the

role

was

to create

process of initiating it. The

tmst to do so. The net result could be numbers of

because
than

an

they were willing to

entmst to

me.

environment conducive to

difficulty was

not

people opting

they considered the change premature, impalatable,

As the

or

having

the evident

out of the church

demanded

more

of them
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Unlike the secular context of Tichy and Devanna wfhere economic factors
motivate

compliance to

embrace

the

change,

local church context. As McKenna

once

for

leverage

change

remarked, it is closer to

is

quite

the

limited in the

leverage

of a

imiversity president (5 percent) than a seminary president (40 percent). Further, authority
is vested in

true

for

positions of recognized

clergypersons who

find

status

public

(for example,

president)

a

confidence in their status

that

no

longer holds

greatly eroded

in

a

postmodem paradigm.
The circumstance of bringing

is fiirther

change

compounded by the subconscious

ties of personal faith to formal church stmctures. If you tamper with the very stmctures

by which a church
you

are

vesting

defines its corporate faith

perceived as meddling
stmctures

with

a

or

to which it attaches

with the historic Christian faith. The saints have

spirituality that they

were

never

Therefore, if the senior pastor is to be the prime

other, how

conscious

can

on one

hand and

mover

an

as over

environment that is both
and

newness on

through sabbatical

doubly complex. Where is the delicate

diplomacy, and sensitivity

the

absence

balance between tact,

against progressive, intrapreneurial (that is,

irmovation), transformational leadership that

way of

in the process of internally

suspicious of both leadership

the senior pastor succeed? The loss of tmst

makes this dilemma

a

intended carry.

motivated, intentional, planned change and it must done in

productivity

spiritual significance,

is rooted in character and

intemal

spirit in an

incamational, servanthood model?
The

questions just raised

ground work was necessary.
the

majority

of work

was

affected the process

The net result

was

substantially.

that the strategy

up fi:ont where foundations

are

A great deal of

was

front

heavy;

that

laid and the corporate will is

is,
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mobilized. Even before the strategy could be

significant amount of time

had to be invested in

taught me that the larger the
inertia of status quo.
Once

a

brought to

bear upon the vision

diagnostic

group, the greater effort and

Turning

a

bicycle

assessment.

planning

around is easier than

a

Experience

it takes to break the

doing the

same

with

a

bus.

strategy for change is on-line, energy is given to responding to the consequences

ofchange

more

than to

A

directing change.

moving vehicle is

easier to steer than it is to

push.
The

following figure is

transformational model

approach.

This served

a

processional

as

and

change envisioned is

as

modified version of the

Tichy

and Devaima

reflecting the design of my project and the
the framework of the

intentional, planned change in

give

a

my church.

logical outline to

implementing strategy

Designed

the

as a

for

bringing

three-act drama, it is intended to

unfolding of change. The

carefully scripted as Shakespeare

spontaneous happenstance.

outline of my

and not

sequence of

simply the product of
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THE TICHY AND DEVANNA MODEL OF

TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP:
A THREE ACT DRAMA

Prologue:

Sabbatical

Re-entry

i
Act I: Do You See What I See?

Individual

Organizational Dynamics
Need For Next
�

�

The Season of Endmgs

Step Up

trigger events
felt need for change

�

resistance to

�

securing

{<f

change

consensus

Act 11:

Dynamics

disengage from past
disidentify with the past

�

deal with disenchantment

�

focus

on

future

Crystallizing A Vision
Individual

Organizational Dynamics

Dynamics

f Walking Through Transition

Motivation bv Visioning
�

creating

�

leaving old normal

�

casting the vision

�

transitional chaos

�

clarifying the vision
securing ownership

�

entering new normal

�

the vision

Act ni: A New Normal At A New Level

Individual

Organizational Dynamics
Tuning Social Architecfure
�
�
�

�

out of margins

moving
reweaving social fabric
motivating people
shaping the new culture

Epilogue:

^
�

Dynamics

A New Normal
inner realignment

�

new

networks

�

new

�

new

catalytic energy
synergism

A Preferred Future
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What follows this model is transformational

defining

leadership theory fleshed out and the

of incamational components of servanthood

positioning the church to introduce

intentional

leadership,

change

m a

all with

a

view to

postmodem context.

�-

Prologue:

The first six to

implementing the strategic

section

as

diagnosis

well

as

was

diagnostic

model for
aided

assessment

change

by the

for

me

to fulfill: fill the

measurable, and succinct. This
were

"hand in

vision not just in the

developing

a

a

1 had chosen

well

as

as

part of the strategy

family.

Assessment

glove."

seems

was one

clear mandate from the resident

a

take it to 1,000

building;

rather

was

rare

it

was

leadership

and relocate it to
nonetheless

a new

precise,

occasions where the vision and the

accomplished,

leadership but in the foUowership.

As stated

people;

pragmatic,

of those

Once that

"Signature Statement"

family (Appendix 1).
title for

became, in part, the precursor to

Requirements

facility. Though in retrospect this

mandate

diagnostic

the informal feedback of casual interaction within the church

When 1 first arrived at Foothills 1 had

waiting

in

formal assessment tools identified within this

Diagnostic
The Leader's

Re-entry

eight months of my sabbatical re-entry were spent

assessment of the church. This

itself. This

Sabbatical

in consultation and

it became critical to root

This led to

dialogue

a

two-year process of

with the whole church

earlier, the Signature Statement is simply another term

vision statement. The label

signature

distinctiveness of our corporate vision because

statement

nothing

is

was

as

chosen to

distinct

as

imply the

your

own

or
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signature. This

context of a

precise vision statement shaped the approach 1 took

endeavoring to recharacterise the whole
Important to

in

church envirorunent.

note at this juncture is how such a statement became the filter

through which the strategic model for change was perceived and adapted. Missing
ethic of Tichy and Devanna' s model is any

mcamational, servanthood leadership

ofJesus

one

is

impressed with the

rejection of power

and

legitimate provision

to emerge. In

reading

soil out of which such

for

authentic,

Henri Nouwen' s In the Name

leadership must

grow: the

control; the identification with the anguish of man and the heart of

God; the openness to "downward mobility" (Nouwen, Jesus 62); the focus
reclamation of the

mystical,

relevant. All of this is

of servant

mutually

leadership,

exclusive to

influence

between the character of incamational

significant methodologies
harmonize. Such

of forsaking the

on

the

desire to be

pressing

Tichy and Devarma' s perspective

gathering power, gaining leverage, massaging
disparity

in the

are

leadership

of Tichy and Devanna becomes

leadership, transformational

or

the order of the

in Nouwen and

where

day. The

some

of the

strikingly impossible to

not, is the antithesis of incamational,

servanthood character.
Churches
and their fiiture

motivated

are

looking

secure.

for servanthood leaders in whose hands God's

This entails

by love, shaped by servanthood,

ministry then occurs when such
divinity

as

growing an

far

as

a

and nurtured

life is mixed with

it will go. Nevertheless, in

model, it becomes possible

incamational life rooted in

to prepare the

glory

is safe

Christ,

by the Holy Spirit. Biblical

humanity

in such

a

working through the Tichy

post-sabbatical

church for

way

as

to take

and Devarma

change provided the
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retuming pastor remains rooted

in the incamational soil of a sound Christian character

and Jesus' model of servanthood
As is

access

leadership.

commonly understood in leadership theory,

the most

leadership styles has the greatest likelihood

God has used both natural and

spiritual gift

points the strength needed to take the
endeavoring,
embrace

in

a

change.

(1) Redeploy

performance

sense, to re-invent

This entailed the

staff to

and

integration

The first focused
I determined I would

serve

myself in

were

on

bring

longevity.

forward at various

order to

move

the church forward to

following:
I endeavored to

give greater attention to

carried

of my

post-sabbatical re-entry period with

by secondary

means.

calendar planning for the year

piggy-back off that spiritual

(which was accomplished)

formation work aimed at

between all the staff and

strategies (which was accomplished)

me.

The second focused

but I endeavored also to

team

building

mutually

with

a

use

it

and the affirmation

on

role

and to

help them to

stmcture

alliances with

empower their ministries.

Complemented with scheduled,
along

on

descriptions (which were clarified) but 1 planned the time to forge new

working relationships between staff members
staff to

but

re

of their individual dreams within the broader vision. The third retreat focused

new

to

to the next level. But now I was

strengthen staff unity through dialogue, recreation,

definitions and job

ability

issues. As reflected in the timeline below, I scheduled three

establishing communication lines
Christian Education

church I

eighteen months

intentional outcomes that

of success and

sets to enable me to

strengthen my hand while

staff retreats in the first

to

the person who has the

extended times of prayer

regular half-day staff meeting and

prayer

once a

together, these

week, served

as

retreats

windows to
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open up

communication, filter discontent, refocus staff energies productively, clarify

roles and

responsibilities, and reduce insecurity

pursued and

enhanced toward fruition

fimctions such

experiences,
(2)

as

and

Re-orient the

leadership

mission than the former

in

in the staff lounge,
our

structures to

terminology).

nuances

a

a more

staff-driven

was

intended to

was

common

move

them

working relationship

on

become
well

as

respects

issues before

are

gatekeepers

longer keep pace with
(technical

and Devarma' s

winter/spring

of 1996-97

on

the calendar. The purpose

our

adjustments

so

that

dialogue with the board

a

of

local church structure. Since the

ministry staff,

it is

important to position

the board. The purposes of both staff and board retreats

interdependent and serve the

the

in

is with vocational

addressing

family.

this process forward.

staff consensus could be built and maintained in

many

or

structures

Tichy

to prepare the one group first for direction and vision

elders, who in
closest

no

burgeoning fellowship

On the timeline board retreats followed staff retreats

of this

of informal staff

agenda for accomplishing

could

and cultural cues, to cast it in

further

were

wide range of social

The systems audit which I commissioned in the

contributed to this and

These ends

home with each staff person

lay-driven agenda which it seems

information flow, influence shifts, and the

acceleration, political

suspicion.

through the intentional use

birthday celebrations
plarmed hospitality

and

interests of the

explicit purposes noted above

secondary value-added components of team building,

vision

casting,

as

and the

filtering of agendas.
To

improve communication between the board and the

noted above to

move

staff and to enable the shift

forward, staff were formally invited and instructed to participate

fully in Board of Elders meetings, coming prepared to interact

on

issues raised and to
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participate in the building
same

of consensus. As well,

they participate

level. At those moments when the board of elders put

had the

issues that

opportunity to speak directly to the

certainly

more

accomplish it.

than

discovering

But it is

consensus

principal

(3)

Renewal of structures to empower the

shaped the project. Leadership

of a group and

people

The systems audit

(4) Refocusing

on core

was

the

(the stone)

explicitly

values and

and board retreats contribute

sharpening the

on

church's life. In biblical terms, Jesus

but the removal of the structural roadblock

leading

is

that group to
consensus

with all

perimeter
was

was

of church life for full

willing to

the

resurrect Lazarus

responsibility

intended to enable this structural renewal.

markedly to

this process, the

pulpit is the greatest ally

focus of the church. For the senior pastor it proves to be the

of doing the three

things

most essential to vision

development

as

the

the miraculous. Then

allowing

consistent focus

on

plarmed a pulpit

series in the fall of 1997 aimed at

1997, 1 prepared eleven topical
Statement and drive

us a

new

primary

"

Between

sermons on

series in the

levels of church life with Mark's
for seasonal

defining the

preaching themes,

church's

September 7, 1997,

core

entitled, "Let's Give

was a

I

values

as

and November 23,

the values that color the heart of our

church. Built into this series

year

in

(and) vision clarifier" (Malphurs 50).

Gospel of Mark designed to tune up the spirituality

shaped by my vision and leadership.

staff

principal

re-establishing my preaching rhythm with an expositional

1 worked at

Svmday of the

of the

relating them to the emerging vision. Although

vision cultivator, vision communicator

first

hat, the staff

voices involved.

participation in the

means

their CRG

certainly not less than building a wholesome

the

disciples.

on

in board retreats at the

follow-up message

It One More Year." This

Signature
on

sermon

the
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encouraged the
coming

on

church to continue

along the path already begun.

the heels of that in the first week of February

Building Dreams,"

catch

a

phrase

of Dale

Galloway,

was

my

fovindational to

as

our

Sunday

was

the brainchild of Jake Heibert,

the

was

"From

day

Strength to Strength

(5) Retooling administrative

.

a

.

"Healing

Hurts and

mentor. This

it, and motivated the church to

long-term vision as

a

church. The whole

member of my CRG. The theme chosen for

Building

Foundation for the Futiu-e."

a

structures to accelerate decentralization of power and

provision of legitimate ministry opportunities.
must be measured

entitled

leadership

message reviewed the progress of the past year, celebrated

embrace the year ahead

A second message

This "down

loading"

of ministry influence

by the impact it generates within the wider community,

not just within

the church. The systems audit is tailored to this need.

(6)

Recalibrate information and communication systems to engage the

the church

family

my executive

in the

pastor

preferred fiature of the

was

administrative staff and

church.

staff who

serve

in such

growth of

Building from the systems audit,

charged with this responsibility

lay

new

in consultation with

areas as

assimilation, greeting, and

follow-up ministries.
(7)

Recruit

a new

corps of entrepreneurs who will feed innovative ideas into the

mission and offer creative

ministry.

The

critiques

or

perspectives

newly emergent assimilation

on

emergent growing edges for

structures that

audit aid in this process. The investment of intentional

were

identified in the systems

energies in this

is

a

key to its

success.

A

variety of instruments

design of this project.

The

and events

were

coordinated to

expedite the strategic

following timeline displays the particulars

of each,

including
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its

intended purpose. However,

explicit,

to the

change process

primary purposes

Strategic

are

secondary purposes

and the ethos of the church that

pursued.

as

the

project imfolds.

Timeline

Event/Instr.

Date

Location

Purpose

Staff retreat

08/28-

Entheos

29/96

retreat center

Purpose:
plarming

Survey

reality have higher value

accomplished while explicit,

are

This will become evident

in

#1

Outcomes
calendar

Purpose: church
diagnosis

09/08,14,

Sunday

22/96

service

Board retreat

10/4-6/96

Gull Lake

Salvations

01/01/97

"97 in '97"

Purpose: momen
tum building

Board

Purpose:

meeting

tural renewal

Foothills
Church

Purpose: on-site
church plant

B. C. condo

Purpose:C.E.

am

Camp

Systems

goal

audit

01/14/97

commissioned
Sat.

night

ser

02/06/97

vice launched

Staff Retreat

05/4-6/97

Purpose: vision
casting, fmances

struc

strategy

Systems audit
presentation
Survey

#2

07/28/97

Board

Purpose: re
orienting
leadership

meeting
08/24/31

Sat. & Sun.

services
Core value

Sept

7 to

Sat. & Sun.

Purpose: deter
mining options

Purpose: re
freshing values

Nov 22

services

Board retreat

11/7-9/97

Gull Lake

Purpose: vision,
working relation
ships, finances

Staff retreat

01/6-7/98

Entheos

Purpose: work
ing relationships,

preaching
series

roles

Celebration

02/01/98

a.m.

service

Sunday
Projected
campaign

Sunday

Fall of

"A 2001

'98

Faith

Odyssey"

Purpose: vision
casting

Purpose: stew
ardship, salva
tions, autonomy
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above, beyond the explicit purposes detailed in the strategic timeline

As noted

the

implicit purposes of

team

building, refreshing

working relationships, filtering unspoken agendas
staff unity. These

communication

networks, forging

and/or discontent, and

are

new

strengthening

secondary purposes will likely have greater value than the

administrative purposes that

precipitated

and include the outcomes

determined

as

each occasion. In

by

1 review this chart

Chapter 4,

observation and in consultation with my

CRG.

The

Strategic Implementation

of the Transformational Drama

Act I: Do You See What I See?

We, m the ages lying in the buried past of the earth.
Built Nineveh with our sighing, and Babel itself with our mirth;

prophesying to the old of the new world's worth;
is a dream that is dying, or one that is coming to birth.
(Italics mine) (Palgrave 474)

And o'erthrew them with
For each age

The leader

this is not
old

so

for the

this

identify

foUowership.

purpose) they

foUowership

see

are

what the

that the status quo is

always

To them the status quo is often

by extraordinary extemal

content to live in

leadership

sees

a

on

as

trial. However,

comfortable

pressures

status quo envirormient.

without intentional effort

on

(often

a

Rarely

as an

crisis
does the

the leader's part to

it for them.

As part of the

above purpose: to
survey

assumes

Unless motivated

pair of shoes.

serves

inherently

was

project's design, the appended

diagnostically assess

developed

survey

where the church

(Appendix 2)

was

serves

developmentally.

the
This

in consultation with Mike Schroeder of Weird Systems, who

was
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also

a

member of my CRG. To hamess the widest range of congregational
was

survey

implemented in three parts

over

three

Sundays

8,1 5, and 22). Later in this chapter I discuss its value

as a

input, the

in the fall of 1996

(September

in the

trigger event

strategic

drama.

Act I: Do You See What I See?

Organizational Dynamics
Need For Next Step Up
�

�
�

Act

^

trigger events
felt need for change
resistance to change
securing consensus

,

I, Scene 1: Organizational Dynamics
The Need for the Next

Trigger

^

Step Up

Events

The realization of the need to take the next step up is
what

Tichy and

such

as

Devaima describe

those authors

identify,

as

"trigger events."

be

quite

organizations

trigger events

are

to

often intemal and

subtle and unobtmsive. Some of these would arrive at the next stage of a

developmental

sequence;

These number

a

moral crisis within the

Devanna call

developmental

leadership team;

or a

financial crisis.

only a few of the trigger events that can present the opportunity

the transformational leader to initiate

Tichy and

These may be economic extemals

where market shifts force business

recalibrate and revitalize. However, in the church the
can

commonly precipitated by

change. Candidly, nothing capitalizes on what

"planful opportunism" like

a

crisis(1986, 94).

moment 1 had to work with where the felt need for

Given the

change was

not self

for
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evident

to

the

foUowership,

movement toward

habit of not

it became necessary to stimulate

change. Tichy and Devanna, quoting

thinking

a

thing wrong gives

it the

trigger

events to create

Thomas Paine, write, "A

superficial

appearance of being

long

right"

(59).
In

an

light of this,

organization to

1

brought four trigger events

move

away from

an

into

play that enabled the church as

inertia centered in the current status quo to

embracing strategic, planned change. Trigger events

make

possible the ability of

leadership to position the church for such change during that moment
drama where
1

.

2.

organizational dynamics

are

bemg shaped.

in the

The four I used

The

diagnostic

The

introspective tendency of an organization in transition that make

survey

strategic

were:

(Appendix 2).
it

favorably

disposed to re-evaluation.
3

.

The relational crisis within the

leadership team precipitated by the necessary

disengagement of the roles

working relationships

and

that had been established in my

absence.
4.

The elevation in

Signature

profile

Statement

of the

(Appendix 1).

Considerable resistance to

growing

developmental track of the church in keeping with its

change may

forward has been formalized in

a

sabbatical,

earn

even

when

mission statement

formalized is seldom intemalized. At every
the church it is necessary to

exist

new

a

prior

or some

commitment to

other form. What is

stage in the Ufe cycle development of

permission to move forward. Coming back from

my seven-year track record for

leading the church, including going through a
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church

building program, ought to have given me a high level of trust with the
However, this

was

mitigated by my sabbatical

family.

absence.

Nevertheless, having demonstrated my ability to work within the indigenous local
system did give
address the

.

of credibility to

the Felt Need for

Adize's "Life

Cycle

upon to enable

development,
to be the

of an

us as a

Organization" (Appendix 3)

Vision

thought we

land. As at later

casting by multiple

Still, I had

to

change:

was

leadership team to identify where

not where we

promised

church for

within it.

Change

means

were.

points

resultant discontent becomes critical to
2.

bring change

followdng principles for positioning the

Awakening
1

me some measure

we

the

principal tool

really

were

The status quo must

in

never

I relied

our

be construed

in the process, the management of the

effecting the desired change.

is necessary at this stage to

profile the preferred

fiiture and cast it in the terms and conditions that put the future wdthin the grasp of the

foUowership.

A

description of such means can be

found in Act II of this

transformational drama. To lead forward, you must influence the volitional posture of
the
3.

foUowership

The envisioned

to lean into the future as one

change

occurs more

readily

might lean into the

when you

identify

wind.

your

key opinion

leaders and stimulate the informal communication networks with the message of the

preferred future.
4.

Crucial to the process is

a

call for the church to

introspective local church analysis of meeting
place

the view of a

ministries

serve

higher ideals

our own

than

needs and

simply

elevating

in its

muscular, mission driven community of faith. Proclamation

well in this

regard as

do momentum

building goals.

At the

beginning
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of 1997, 1 established in consultation with my CRG
in 1997

("97

in

We determined

'97").

we

a

goal of ninety-seven salvations

would count salvations based

on

signed

commitments, receiving of follow-up materials, and entry into six-week small
for

preliminary discipleship.

the church bulletin for
momentum

5.

An

was

values which,

character of the
1997

was

of your

tend to get

ability,

Overcoming

of this

clearly within the

marginalized

core

The

goal.

building

of

by this means.

future

status quo. The

33), the winsome

value

framework of the

time

over

preaching

dialogue

comes

from

with

key leaders,

by

the comfortable

series in the fall of

"likeability

best served

me

that

church for

(

best to the best

through

was

hospitality.

change

is:

Change

by moving ahead at the speed of a growing

ahead of consensus will fi-ustrate the

the acceleration of what

factor"

doing what you do

and intentional

significant factor in positioning the

Resistance to

Progress is

charm that

your

builds currency in your trust account. For

one on one

The second

too far

incidentally,

regular weekly count was kept in

reaching

and observable

tangible

reigning

the

a

intended to address this aspect of awakening the need of change.

preaching,

.

measure

passed,

leader, establishing what Roger Ailes called

For the

Message

1

people to

important requirement is placmg the

core

6.

made

As the weeks

groups

Tichy

and Devanna

foUowership.
identify

as

This

consensus.

season

To get

is marked

by

technical systems, the normal

channels of communication and information flow. Consensus

runs

and builds

on

redundant communication, and the wide dissemination of information, both of which

engender trust through conspicuous transparency.

All serviceable communication
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tools available to the leader become valuable in this

regard,

from

news

letters to

bulletins to conversations in contexts formal and informal.
2.

Pastoral

integrity demands that one not preach against those

Instead, outside the
that

serves

context of the message

well is informative

services of the church.
used to

speak to

pastoral

Approximately

and addresses them rather than

on

preached from Sunday to Simday,

moments taken in the

three to four minutes in

behalf of the

leadership acknowledges

length,

in not

these

moving

a

tool

were

ahead into

such fears and insecurities

endeavoring to bully or coerce people

foUowership

change.

principal worship

the fears and insecurities of people uneasy about

uncharted waters. Servanthood

disloyalty

slow to embrace

or

imply

readily embracing the changes

envisioned.
3.

All

planned

intentional

important not to

hide

change

or

at

a

price.

letting the foUowership

the

foUowership

fixate

on

prepared to take

than the

expedience

at the destination

if they

can

resistance to it, it is

reminded of the benefits of where the vision is

(our relocation project)
Be

overcoming

proves

detours

on

a

time

changes that were

leading. Tying

fruitfiil and

productive

worthwhile motivator.

the road to

of getting there.

points

same

the cost. In redundant communication streams,

this to the cost-behefit scenarios of previous

4.

In

minimize the cost of moving ahead while at the

not

are

comes

change.

The destination is

more

important

Experience has taught me that leaders can

arrive

of their vision with fewer casualties in the process of change

find creative detours

along the way to the

next

developmental

level.

However, it is important to keep in view for the church that going back to Egypt is
not

an

option.
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5.

The creation of public forums for
concems

nights,
ask

a

townhall-style meeting

effectively.

on

Smaller forums such

Potential road blocks to fiiture progress

and

overcoming

discussion of intentional

common

change

directed intentional

change.

it is almost

change

without

openness to

(

Agent

Excite

in attendance

meeting
can

can

work

can

even

be addressed and

maimer.

resistance to it.

discontent. Without discontent there

can

be

Lyle

Schaller says, "In any
overstate the

impossible to
no

planned intentional

importance

planned, intemally motivated

enough unrest with the

of

and

status quo to encourage

discouraging the troops by focusing

on

what

they

are

nof

89).

The third component in

positioning the

organizational dynamics

is:

Securing A Leadership

Consensus

.

the annual

The elevation of discontent with the stams quo is crucial to any

change

1

as

filtering

"Ask the Pastor"

are

Sunday evenings where those

unforeseen time bombs defused in this
6.

valuable method for

a

that arise. An effective tool I have used in the past

anything they like.

more

processing angst is

The safest

church for

ground for securing leadership consensus

time to walk the

leadership

team

sharing, getting

informational

sharing.

a

growing

everyone

for the future. The systems audit

is to

at the level of

assume

nothing. By taking

carefully through the process and the implications

where the vision would lead builds

information

change

was

on

the

consensus.

same

intended to

Ownership

page, and

provide

comes

of

through

internalizing the dreams

common

ground

for such
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2.

Institutionalizing the ground rules for moving ahead
anticipating the

natural hindrances to

necessary to affirm

consensus on

personal debate positions.
evidenced
3.

The

it will offer

or

healthy

conflict management pattem

vision-driven

in this

Tapping

into the

fasting
the

unity of the leadership team

or

face the inevitable

are

ought to

be in

place

be

problems coming

before

launching

Confront offers

to

can occur.

a

A

out in

good

spiritual resources required for the leadership task via prayer and

accomplishment of the joumey
more

acknowledge.

of

regard.

spiritual emphasis weekend retreats should

has derailed

it is

regardless

can

natural forums where this

change. Augsburger's Caring Enough

resource

example,

entry point for untold conflict.

Board and staff meetings

pipe.

For

the matter that everyone must support

leadership team needs to be prepared to

down the

4.

implementation that arise.

No fi:acture in

an

important for

in the process is

forward. The

never

be viewed

inability to

as

secondary to

marshal prayer support

initiatives in church life than local church histories would

Within my church context there

care

fifty venues established

are over

grouped prayer where petitions related to vision and local

church

to

for

development can be

brought.
5.

The leader must evidence enthusiasm and relish for the task.
not

buy

in to

a

vision apart from the

energetic investment

Leadership teams

of the leader in their

corporate fiiture.
Act I: Do You See What I See?

Individual

Dynamics

The Season of Endings
from past

�

disengage

�

disidentify with the past

�

deal with disenchantment

�

focus

on

fiiture

.

,

will
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Act

I, Scene 2: Individual Dynamics
The Season of Endings

If you do not leave well you will not enter well. The

always follow an organization into
perception

of that

new

through a wholesome

servanthood

context. The same holds true for individuals within the

sense

will, with sensitivity and

of closure to its current model of ministry without

leadership. Organizational dynamics

may be

leadership needed on this

Landry, former head coach

getting people to

do what

wanted to be. So,

side of the

of the Dallas

they

Cowboys

season

from the

itself for

the church is

suddenly

ability

are

at

to

embrace. As Tom

said of the coach's task, it is

they always

bringing a healthy

sense

of closure to the

leaving.

past

they play within the known

leadership changes the roles or the
is

readily

the

do not want to do in order to become what

People hold tightly to the past because it is
up in the role

once

objective

dynamics people

equation is pastoral,
do not

an

of

following somewhat the insights of Bridges in Transitions, the

following strategy commends
developmental

approached with

for historic constructs, but in individual

shepherd people through a season of growth that they

Disengage

care, lead the church

juncture Tichy and Devanna would benefit from the pastoral experience

rigorous disregard

stake. The

and the

experience

it.

At this

and

contexts and distort both the

The transformational leader

organization.

denigrating

new

baggage of the past will

afoot within the

they

know. Their

security

is bound

structure in which that role functions. Where

structures of an

foUowership.

all

organization,

a

great deal of insecurity
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Here, trust is the leader's greatest ally. Trust

can never

presumed upon within the servanthood leadership model. The
in the past enabled

me

to initiate

change then,

but in every

be assumed to exist

trust levels 1 had

new

developmental

or

be

enjoyed
season

of

church life trust levels must be refreshed and revisited. Since trust is rooted in the

foUowership sensing that they
welfare in

finds

are

loved

by

the leader and that the leader has their best

view, the servanthood leader must

significant in order to be willing to

recovery of pre-sabbatical trust levels

pace at which

Disidentify
To

change

by means that the

break with past roles and structures. The

obviously takes

time to rebuild and dictates the

be introduced.

accomplish the task of keeping people

fit the

to the

new

good

old

days, the

from

looking

their shoulders

over

normal toward which

they

are

heading.

suit who

they

God does this

are

to be in His

repeatedly

a

servanthood leader like Jesus this meant

in character sfiU just

a

pebble (cf

day servanthood leader must declare
to what it

currently is. Such faith

Matt. 16:18; Matt.

with faith what the church

embrace the vision of the leader and creates for them

disidentification

occurs

with the past.

a

in

calling Peter a rock when he

26:69ff).

statements stimulate the

in

redemptive

plan (for example, Abram, exaltedfather is changed to Abraham, father of many
Genesis 1 7). For

or

leader must cast and frame the corporate

Scripture when he changes someone's name to

was

receiver

with the past

comparing today
identity to

can

convey such love

can

ability

practical

So too, the present

be,

of the

and

not

simply resign

foUowership to

healthy
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Disenchantment with the past
The delicate task of motivating

plays

an

important role

The past carmot

be put in the
but

a

significance
great place

personal,

recognized

with

a

Jesus

forward in

in

people's spiritual joumey.

to visit but the

foUowership

emotional hall of fame of people,

season

of endings, the

was

carmot live there. The

a

place

where it

can

be riveted

centered

engender just such faith.

on

past must

be admired

in the present

or

on

fiiture.
faith and

centuries. The character of Mark's

stream of multiple, miraculous events and circumstances in the

intended to

ought to be

The distinction to be made is

pulpit message ought to

exploits of God's people through the

long

personal and corporate growth.

reality that cannot serve them functionally

as a

During this
the great

moving individuals

live in the present and not in the past

simply be denigrated in light of the present or future because the past has

such formational
that the past is

in

people to

gospel

biography of

The servanthood leader's social posture

lay and vocational leadership, keeping

in close contact and
be used to tweak the

dialogue with the unfolding drama.

This informal feedback

process, make the necessary

corrections, and gather data for the composition of

course

can

vision.

Act 11:

Crystallizing A Vision

They had no vision amazing of the goodly house they are raising;
They had no divine foreshowing of the land to which they are going:
But on one man 's soul it hath broken a light that doth not depart;
And his look, or a word he hath spoken, wrought flame in another man's heart.
(Italics mine) (Palgrave 475)

Organizational Dynamics
Motivation by Visioning
�

�
�

�

creating the vision
casting the vision
clarifying the vision
securing ownership
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Act II, Scene 1:

Organizational Dynamics
Vision

Motivating with
At this stage, the

leader must engage the
secure

ownership of it

necessitates

necessity becomes building the critical

foUowership

and establish the critical

create vision and

a

mass

gain critical

are

mass.

power, where

they

ability

change.

for

moving forward.

These

are

the

The

This

church.

circles of power that the leader must

following; reputational power,

communication power, the

for

surrounding vision in order to

being alert to the political dynamics of power within the

Within every church there

to build

in the processes

mass

access

to

coalition power, the power of individuals

measure

of sway certain individuals have;

of individuals to network their message; and structural

fit within the formal,

accepted

prudent leader will diagnose the key opinion
if they have sufficient influence to

bring

structures for

influencing change.

leaders of the church

others

on

side in vision

against this grid

creating

The

to see

and

dissemination.

Creating Vision
In order to be understood

accurately,

vision needs to be differentiated from other

closely related terms.
�

Vision: A vision is

ministry

as

its

a

clear and

challenging picture of the preferred future for

leadership believes it

question of who

we are

going to

be.

can

and must be. In effect,

a

vision

a

answers

the
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�

Mission: Mission is

about

a

statement of intention,

vision. For my

our

a

declaration of what

going to do

we are

church, the Signature Statement (Appendix 1) is

our

mission statement.

�

Strategy: Strategy is the

question of how we
�

Goals

Goals:

On balance,

a

rooted in prayer and

implementing the mission and answers the

for

accomplish the mission.

the evaluation structures and markers that focus

on

ends and

effectively the strategy is being implemented.

vision is clear when it

challenging if it takes

for its

intend to

serve as

outcomes and how

means

more

than human

can

be articulated

by the

ingenuity to accomplish; achievable

objective governing realities such the legitimate

fiilfillment; and reachable

if the

average

leadership

interests of the church's welfare and God's

and

foUowership

attender;
if it is

scope of opportunity

believe it is in the best

Kingdom agenda.

Coming to this project with a vision in place to plant new churches on-site within
my

present facility, the challenge circled

the vision than
with staff and

design.

pulpit,

The

creating

it from

ground zero.

lay leadership team have

around

The

Important to

note is the

gaining collaborative ownership

dialogue

church

family were the

project's

surveys, the

and feedback.

starting point at each point of engagement. The Signature

(Appendix 1) becomes the beginning place for vision ownership.

foUowership

are

of

principal points of engagement for this

been detailed in the timeline of this

points of engagement with the wider

and the various forums for

Statement

more

engaged on the known

soil of an

When the

agreed-upon mission statement.
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compliance
statement

is

more

readily

secured to

move

them to consider the

the church reaches forward.

as

In addition to the methods noted

collaboratively through vocational
Moving through the
gave feed-back

as

church

to what

above, vision ownership was pursued

staff to the

departments

department by department

they thought the future

responsibility in light of the mission statement.
back to

leadership, informing

The task of the

into

a

outgrowth of the

leadership

mission statement

and

group

then to

and program

The feed-back

was

program,

the next

season

area

care.

lay staff

of

then collated and fed

of pursuing the

seamlessly integrate

sub-species that directed

by

should look like in their

shaping the process

was

and programs under their

preferred

future.

the collaborative vision

of the church's

development at the program level.
Casting the Vision
Vision

foUowership

casting

is

declaring the preferred

in terms to which

the song of possibilities with
new

a

they

significance.

In the process, the leader

future oriented focus. The leader creates

mood, and a new optimism bom in the celebration of small

incremental progress. At this stage,

product,

because the

Momentum

Appendix
an

attach

future in the vernacular of the

asterisk

8

can

along the

way that

can

has not yet

carry the

variety of means for vision casting

proved effective

Clarifying Values

in this

project.

successes

day

,

a

and

is directed toward the progress, not the

product (the preferred future)

be built

are a

praise

a new

sings

come

into view.

change forward.

Identified in

in the church. Those marked with
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By tying this entire developmental process to the resident mission
where the church's values

readily by appealing

centered and formalized, the leader

are

to the statement for mandate

well is affirmation that this is not

it

reformation

revolution

a

old

beuig overhauled),

added to and taken to its

logical next step).

a

(the

can

statement

clarify values

authority. Important at this stage

(the

old

being replaced by the new)

but rather it is

an

irmovation

old

(the

as

is

nor

being

Securing Ownership
At this

point,

a

second survey

(Appendix 4) focusing

implementing the vision was deployed.
worship

services of the weekends of Sunday,

The purpose of doing it twice
church

In this survey, the

family.

on-site church

plant unfolding

As staff and

culture that

can

ensure

was

August 24,

the widest

the

conducted in the
1 997 and

available for

options

principal

possible participation of the

congregation was provided with choices

for

was

lay leadership,

we were

prepared to implement the

determining

voice of the church

family

in

same.

chosen

be

option

shaping vision.

In

a

was

church govemance
sense

of

in the

pervasive.

Again, by characterizing with integrity that the vision is simply providing
Signature Statement, ownership is almost an

deeper sense

of fulfilling

assumption.

But it should not be

our

entire

moving

The crucial fact in all of this

only be described as a denominational C.E.O. stmcture, the

anticipated to

.

Saturday evenings.

on

ownership gained within the church family through their active participation
process

31

Simday, August

particularly as it related to the mother church of the first

wdthin two weeks of congregation

determining

to

was

forward with the overall vision,

the

The survey

on

presumed to

a

a

priori

exist. Careful attention to the

means

noted
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above must be

given to

secure

the

ovraership required. Motivational work must still

done, but McKeima strikes

a

the law of gravity

mstitution like ours, the

top

to bottom"

The

(

In

an

Power 1

chord when he writes of a

colleague

spirit

of the

who

said,

study

place trickles down from

14).

foUowership will take their cues from trusted and proven leadership.

trickles down is critical to
the corporate

resources

securing ownership.

of prayer

to

are

be

At this pomt it is also

telescoped upon the

unfolding. A network of prayer support both unifies the
intervention of God in the
heart that is built

recharacterizing

through prayer carmot be

Act II:

of the

agenda.

important that all

process

as

it is still

The value of the corporate

seeing

God

give

Dynamics
,

old nonnal

�

leaving

�

transitional chaos

�

entering new normal

,

/

'�'7^^^

II, Scene 2: Individual Dynamics

Walking Through

the Transition

Organizational transition precipitates the most chaos for individuals
organization.

The social posture of people

exaggerated.

served in the old

Without the reference

paradigm

success.

Crystallizing A Vision

Walking Thfotigh Transition

Act

What

church and invites the

underestimated in

Individual

seem

"

be

is of little

dissolution of ego is extreme, often

use

moves

toward self-centeredness and

points of known structures,
in the

resulting

in

within the

new.

The

old

knowledge that

resulting insecurity

depression. In addition,

problems

and

because the
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preferred future has
destination.

People thmk,

servanthood leader
and

meetings

yet been reached, the present chaos is perceived

not

"We left

provides

dialogue

with

a

as

being

comfortable, workable past for this!?!"

formal and informal environments such

key opinion leaders

the final

The wise

information

as

for processing the angst associated with

such stages.
the Old Normal

Leaving

The

relinquishing

of clear roles for the

A great deal of caring

palatable.

of people most affected

ambiguity

must be done

listening

of an uncertain ftimre is

by significant others

hardly

in the lives

by the change.

Transitional Chaos

The

feeling

when old forms

as

no

of being persona

longer

the old forms which

and

spiritual identity

no

are

serve

non

anticipated functions. People

longer

serve

the

community

linked to structures which

The need for affirmation is

new ones.

grata characterizes the

high and can be

personal

visit. Steven Albert's advice in

by Tichy

and Devanna is valuable. He writes:

change. (3)

Create

are

sense

of loss of status

will tend to feel

of faith's vision. Both

being

as

personal

dismantled to make way for

delivered via

a

pastoral letter

Managing Organizational Transitions

continuity between the past

"(1)

Summarize the past.

and the future.

obsolete

as

or a

cited

(2) Justify the

(4) Eulogize the pasf

(180, 181).
Entering

the New Normal

Since emotional connectedness has not yet been established in the future that is
still

emerging,

it becomes incumbent upon the servanthood leader to encourage risk-
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taking

behavior for the

mentors in this process

alert to the

Being
unsure

of what
The

on

sense

they

are

exploration of the newly emerging paradigm.

of consultants should accelerate the process.

of vulnerability

people

getting

pulpit message

The best

as

into

requires

a

feel at this stage is also

leader's

Act II concludes is

exhorting people

pastoral methodology

to

hope

place

The

season

is marked

pmdent use of the

by

in its many

renewal,

or

people will

God who hears and

visitation, both personal and
and

bring pastoral

work and knows

no

other substitute.

not be

inclined to

instance, public response

gauging the

qualitative measure of community.

respond to public

conmiitment when such invitations

In the second

a

altar should not be overlooked at this stage for

tenor of responsiveness to the leader and as a

fu:st instance,

people

permutations, focusing

confidence in

in this window is

intensive

helpful. Being

patient understanding.

by the leadership team trained and equipped to debrief concems
comfort. This

provision of

through the use

what lies still ahead and

provides.

The

are

given by

In the

invitations to prayer,

someone

to such invitations is not

they

likely to

do not tmst.

occur

where

tmst levels are low in consequence of a diminished sense of community.

Act III: A New Normal At A New Level

today is thrilling with the past day's late fiilfilling;
And the multitudes are enlisted in the faith that their fathers resisted,
And, scorning the dream of tomorrow, are bringing to pass as they may.
In the world, for its joy or its sorrow, the dream that was scorned yesterday.
(Italics mine) (Palgrave 475)
And therefore

Organizational Dynamics
V

�

�
�

�

Tuning Social Architecture ;

moving out of margins
reweaving social fabric
motivating people
shaping the new culture
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Act III, Scene 1:

Tuning the
The arrival of a

architecture.
the church.

Organizational Dynamics
Social Architecture

normal does not

new

People need to

be

come

without carefiil attention to the social

encouraged to get re-involved

Though the character of their role

may have

with the social culture of

changed,

it is still the surest

path

to the re-establishment of belonging and re-identification. Once individuals become

known within the context of a
to express concem for others

and

leaning in to the new normal.
as

definable framework

recognizable,
participate

Pastoral

they

feel

secure

enough

in the process of affirming others who
at this

coaching

stage

covers

are

four needs identified

follows:

Moving People

Out of the

margins

During a season of fransition, people will
church's life
where the

(into the margins) and watch church life

change

is

occurring

and the

price

is

stmctures, for

example,

Reweaving the

with

to the

perimeter of the

unfold rather than live in the center
These

through the

programs, small groups, service

people

will need to be

normal assimilation

opportunities.

Social Fabric

happens spontaneously in static

systematic

move

being paid.

drawn into the heart of the renewed church life

What

tend to

intention. The

creates environments for

characterize its ethos.
facilitate this process.

Motivating People

church

seasons

must now

be undertaken

cross-pollination of networks, both formal

and

conforming relationships that shape the new culture

Fellowship opportunities

informal,
and

should be crafted out of every program to
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Profiling the

of the transition process to date and how it contributes to the

success

fiilfillment of meaningfiil ministry for the church will stimulate and motivate the interest
of the committed and

intrigue people on the

The celebration of progress and

Shaping the

significant shape to

the culture. These behaviors
of the church and
out the

shaped by holding

institutionalizing

it. The

for

building)

a new

is warranted at every tum and

earlier, the role of conforming behaviors

preaching ministries

culture is

place

in the drama.

opportunity.

New Culture

As alluded to

and

successes

sidelines to find their

church

use

as

or

be informed

norming

norming cultural

acts

cues serve

and

(for example, cutting
to

gives

In essence, the

declaring it, proclaiming it,

symbolic

device

through the teaching

modeling by key leaders.

new norm:

of symbols

can

as a

shape the

new

the ribbon

culture.

Act III: A New Normal At A New Level

Individual

Dynamics

A New Normal
�

inner

�

new

networks

�

new

�

new

catalytic energy
synergism

;

realignment

Act III, Scene 2: Individual

'.

�

Dynamics

A New Normal

The need at this juncture is to institutionalize the
it in such

a

themselves

way that fiirther
too soon the

growth and expansion can occur. If the

ability

somewhat fluid forms with

accomplished changes but to

to fimction well at this level

expandable

features enables

can

new

freeze.

forms date

Building

on-going progress.

The small

do
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group movement with

focus

a

fashion emergent ministries
of the

new

Inner

Realignment

features of the

on

can

new

buthing

new

be christened

normal

groups is
as

as

ministry.

This

of this. In this

good example

pregnancies

rather than

correspond to

the essential renewal of

deepens the intemalization of the vision's message.

servanthood leader must work wdth

responsibilities and roles to

ensure

Some

cancers.

are:

The structural renewal of the church must

vision and

a

lay leadership

that maximum

The pastor

and staff to reshuffle the deck of

productive ministry

is

occurring.

New Networks

These often emerge

opportunity

and must be

spontaneously

in

a new

envirormient of openness and

recognized by leadership and formalized within the wider

structure. The servanthood leader must watch out for lone ranger ministries that

counter-productive
and understand its

to the life of the

relationship to

Body. Every ministry must fit within the

the whole and how it assists in

fulfilling

can

wider

be

grid

the greater

vision.
New

Catalytic Energy
The

catalytic

energy that

lifts and emboldens the

new

paradigm,

from

success

empowers

exploration of new opportunities.

living

out on the

growing edge

growing momentum.

As these

the servanthood leader must be carefiil not to

enthusiasm that is
The

comes

come

forward in the

squelch the entrepreneurial

of what has just been

accomplished.

development of an entrepreneurial think tank captures the need

quite well. Identifying key entrepreneiu-s
leadership team

is be

helpful.

Three

and

inviting them to

focusing questions

It

mteract

at this

regularly

enhance such sessions:

point

with the
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1

What

are we

doing right?

2.

What

are we

doing that

3.

What could

.

The

use

we

of these

be

improved

on?

doing that we are not doing

questions

change provides valuable
contributions within the
New

could be

at

present?

in both formal and informal contexts in

information which is

helpfiil and leads to

of intentional

formational

leadership process.

Synergism
The

spiritual physics

of Body life and the

dynamic

of the

together to accomplish more

at this level than the

apparent

sum

side,

seasons

success

may breed unforeseen circumstances that

Holy Spirit

serve

of the parts. On the down

leadership

may not be able to

marshal the present energy to address.

Epilogue:
The

preferred fiiture

For the present, the

will be reflected upon in the

application

model suggests the fruitfiil

A Preferred Future

and

light of Chapter 4's

outcomes.

implementation of the three-act transformational

possibility

of success.

Chapter 4

will tell that tale.
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CHAPTER 4
the

Implementing

Project:

A Narrative

Description

The historic Christian church for almost two millennia has existed with the

tension of contextualizing the
been

a

better

witness and

over a

disciple

a

church that is

in every culture. Often the church corporate has

of culture than it is has been of Christ,

margmalized message.

being thoroughly
Veith

Gospel

When

wave

after

wave

can

be

an

impotent

of cultural mfluence washes

already wading waist deep in the culture,

soaked with cultural values. Yet it

in

it is difficult to

argued along

keep

from

with Gene

that, "The church can be postmodem without being postmodemwr" (Veith 210).

effect, the Gospel

can

be

accurately

contexutalized in

postmodem context without abandoning the biblical
The focus of this
to embrace

sabbatical
winsome

a

experience

convinced

me

planting

be well

apologetic

postmodem marmer within a

core

of the message.

a

postmodem

A church with

positioned to plant churches

ethos for

Adam, 1 reasoned that such

in

a

context.

of the value of authentic Christian

apologetic for a postmodem culture.

effective

a

In

project was to position an existing church (the mother church)

vision for on-site church

commimity ought to
an

resulting

one

year

conmivmity

as a

healthy,

authentic Christian

with similar

quality community,

reaching the postmodem person.

church would also

My

reproduce after

its

As it had been with

own

kind

(cf.

Genesis

5:3).

Upon retuming, however, I observed during
levels had deteriorated within the

experience

of Christian

my sabbatical absence that tmst

leadership and foUowership of the church, leaving the

community regrettably diminished.

It

was

apparent that the
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experience

of community within the mother church would have to be refreshed and

renewed if it

was

of servanthood

to be

positioned to plant a new on-site church.

church, it was necessary

conmiunity within it.
a

similar

premise

At the

that such

to

same

quality of community

was

systematically
time,

an

community would

and

informal

assessment of the

(observation)

and formal

a

of change. The

staff retreat, and

the

appropriate developmental points. However,

through its

Re-entry

at any

use.

strategic stages

stage of the process,

we

a

ran

principal

sabbatical re-entry
concurrent to

board

of the

retreat).

begin with what I

staff

an

be discussed at

informal tool

leamed upon my

These observations will be corroborated later

assessment tools noted above.

were

The formal tools

project and will

since observation is

were

the

tools for this task

[Appendix 2], regular

survey

tied to calendar moments and

retum

telling postmodem needs for

process which

(a diagnostic
a

guiding

Assessment

are

place

the

Sabbatical

church,

strategic model

meetings, regular board meetings,

that finds its

plant was being initiated where

Chapter 3, the first six to eight months of my

of the

influenced the

identity.

Diagnostic

spent in diagnostic

overtly

While

work to restore authentic Christian

on-site church

answer

Prologue:

As noted in

and

could be established. In both instances, the

belonging, tmst, relationships, spurituality,

implementation

strategic application

leadership became the principal means for accomplishing this task.

remaining sensitive to the fact that a postmodem ethos subtly
mother

The

by

the additional
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Apparent upon my re-entry into pastoral leadership

recovering
sabbatical
also

an

a

loss of trust in my

leadership that was

community that had marked

on

and demonstrated

The first factor

course

of the

was

by

such

means.

of fear and

me.

the dismissal of a

winter/spring of 1996,

communication,

be dismissed. This

was

same

manifested

reduced

some

beyond my

long-serving staff member by the
a

process

was

put in place

responsibility of giving the

in other staff who wondered

privately

an

board.

to terminate this

final word of
unwarranted

if they would be next to

family

on

the vocational

principle,

pastoral

we

staff. Even

do not have two

though this

was an

staff member resulted in covert

implied a staffing purge of sorts was underway. Observing this

by their awkwardness in relating to

office for the purpose of walking them

dismissed staff members and
This cleared the air to

a

sense

compounded when a part-time woman on our staff was released

expected, the disappointment experienced by the released
conversations that

community has

would suffer

community were

in order that her husband could be hired full time. On

people fi-om the

have my one-year

And since

Wrongly perceiving that I had initiated the move,

suspicion arose

was

factors.

staff member. However, the board left the
dismissal to

The recovery of pre-

integrity, 1 expected to

deterioration. However, the levels of both trust and

Over the

as

foundation, it was reasonable to expect that community

expectation by three unanticipated

necessity of

unexpected.

such components

absence erode the trust previously established
trust at its

the

staff relationships and the wider church ethos

evident need. Since trust is built

performance, faithftilness,

not

was

me, 1 called

a

special

fear

staff meeting in my

through the timeline of events related to the

assuring them of my individual support for

degree and began the process

each of them.

of restoring trust and

community.
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The second factor

was

Beeson Pastor program at
been

responsible

he chose to

the

departure

of another

Asbury, the tuning

in my absence for

resign, leaving

long-servmg

of which coincided with my retum. He had
To enable the

principal pulpit ministry.

both the staff and church

grievmg process and the transitional

staff pastor for the

m

The combmation of the

grief

chaos collaborated to

opportunity

engender insecurity levels

strong enough to unsettle the staff and church commvmity sharply. Identifying this and

discussing
losses

it

openly

with the staff gave

they had experienced

publicly eulogize this
and

m

and

initiating

staff member in

conversations with staff. Also,

earliest convenience sent
wholesome

permission for them to grieve, legitimizing the

an

the essential

amusing

grief work.

anecdotal

inviting this

staff member back to

of my retum to

newly

of a

was

between staff members in my absence would

positive

discussion in staff meeting my satisfaction with the

relationships

to move forward and allow

now

be

work of reconfiguring

manner

arbitrarily dismantle them.

new

roles to emerge within the

working relationships.

was

the

evident that the relational fabric.

in my absence and that my intention

further and not to

and

working relationships

forcibly unraveled. Wanting

to counteract this and affirm the value of relationships, I advertised in

working relationships

began to

preach at his

commvmity

formed staff alliances and

that had been established in my absence. Concem
woven

I

with him.

A third factor that contributed to the lack of tmst and

perceived threat

addition,

fashion, both from the pulpit

healthy signals to the church family

on-going relationship

In

in which

was

conversation and

they

to empower such

This made it

new

had re-ordered

possible

working
for staff

vision that would do the
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One further observation

had limited risk

and

taking

of "holding the fort"

or

was

plarming

"conserving

the conservative posture of church
with faith. The result of this

our

were on

the

drawing board.

responded with a conservatism

leadership

was a

and

In consequence of this, the church

of equal character. Not perceiving

running

problem.

an

With the leaner

giving

months of summer

deficit of approximately

operations

$100,000

This critical financial circumstance became

leadership

and create

some

momentum while

and trust within the church. If a

just noted could be

secured.

used each

all

Sunday,

minute talks from the

The result

pulpit

Signature

was a

Beginning

designed to

the future. Rather than
terms of our

success

Statement

positive change

family.
move

5 percent in attendance

Thus the church

on

saw

over

the first

re-establish my

recovery of community

people's participation in giving.

and

cash flow

new

the

signal

These five-

our

crisis, it was rooted in

desire to get

on

position of $40,527

with

fulfilling it.

in the first

donors. This combined with

same

were

Sunday and focused the church on

an

seven

increase of

period signaled new hope to the church

of a

new

leadership momentum that would

the church off of a rooted, conservative inertia and toward

lead with faith and vision.

was

$750,000 budget.

opportunity to

call in terms of a financial

our

significant

July 1, 1996, "stewardship nuggets"

(Appendix 1)
in

a

up, the church

coming

contributing to the

identified the need each

rooting the

family

could be established and celebrated then the ends

increase

weeks and the addition of twenty-seven

just over

an

on a

no new

assertive vision to

an

support, they quietly slowed their giving levels, leaving the church with
financial

ethos

All aduh Christian education had been

gains."

suspended, discussions of administrative downsizing had taken place,
initiatives

leadership that

a new

opportunity to
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Confirmation of a
seen

in what took

fi-eedom to

come

place

growing responsiveness

at the altar

on

The

Simdays.

forward at the end of a

of the church to my

practice

service to deal with issues the

worship

sabbatical. However, upon my retum there

was

Although I acknowledge that people respond to

people

such moments, h is naive not to

presence is

over

God the

Holy Spirit

If the person in the

pulpit

message will not be tmsted and the response to it will be diminished

this

phenomenon, I began in mid-July to

for prayer in the middle of the service where
comfortable posture for prayer, and I would

them, praying for them

among

specific prayers

fuller

as

the weeks

summer's end the
evidence

as

people

come

1 sensed God

for others. In this

family warmed to

church

as

manner

1

could

prior

and not to

come

leading: laying

was

is not tmsted, the

or

retarded.

offer moments of invitation

forward,

down from the

among them

assume a

platform

hands

as one

on

and walk

some;

who

praying

serves.

The

this servanthood model of leadership and the altar got fuller and

passed and this pattem for praying

sense

the years

recognize that how the principal pulpit

perceived affects that response.

Observing

Holy

very little response at the end of

services.

m

was

of an open altar, that is, the

Spirit had spoken to individuals about had been carefiilly developed
to my

leadership

of safety and

security

for the church

within the church

people began spontaneously responding

once more

was

modeled.

family was

By

in clear

at the end of services,

confirming the growth in responsiveness to my chosen leadership style.
It must also be noted how the conspicuous spirituality of such prayer invitations
found

a

welcome home in the

postmodem hearts

may seem, the church collected

can

corporate worship. The message

often be very

can

be

of the church

unspiritual

family. Odd though it

in its

experience

of

totally cognitive, the prayer perfunctory, the
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music

providing only
service

worship

disease. In

an

interlude

whole

as a

being

segue between

or

an

expedient dose
God

genuine prayer, however,
This renewed

spiritual exchange.

can

be

service components, and the

worship

of church where

no one

gets the

honestly encountered in a significantly

spirimality did not go

unnoticed

by

me or

by the

CRG

who affirmed both its presence and its value.
In discussion with my CRG in
trust and

community for both leadership

initiatives noted above
CRG affirmed what

were

was

around that

was

were

emerging

was

sick church caimot

pastoral colleagues and staff

songs and

concurred that

by

the

mood

to be

spiritual turning

growing momentum.

and the aimouncement

sense

The

for

a

weekly
in

period

of community and trust

is

worship

re-

trickle down effect within

saying

for

me

community

are

in

common

as

church

they

would in

a

in conversation with

disrepair, the

church

healthier church

began to laugh again,

coloring church life and the

initiated.

leadership. Nevertheless,

of the financial and

opportunity

Where trust and

was

that progress had

the CRG.

laugh

approached, the

with my

linger after services to fellowship with one

a new

intentional change

growing

respond spontaneously

environment. As fall

worship

a

The

to address these needs. The

was consensus

quiet reserve

accelerate the

lay leadership,

the wider church could be foreseen

does not feel free to

a

"publish glad tidings"

used to this end. With

a

as a means

quarterly church news letter,

among staff and

That

still

underway in order to

church bulletin, the

foUowership was determined.

happening. Although there

determined to

together we

and

also underscored

been made in both areas, there

services

August, identification of the need for growth in

as

well

as

clap during

another. The CRG

moment was

ripening

for
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Act I: Do You See What I See?

Organizational Dynamics
Need For Next

Step Up

trigger events

�
�

felt need for change

�

resistance to

change
securing consensus

�

Organizational Dynamics:

Although other catalysts to change exist,
in

an

organization: pain and vision.

change

initiated

through vision is

context, it preserves and
have been lost
faith

over

community.

time

For

status quo must be

four
1

.

them to

four

diagnostic

redemptive

recover

a new

as an

trigger events

were

organization to move

change

which

the

in character. In

core

communicant
be

a

church

values of the church that

generation

brought on

stream

within that

however, the

strategic

survey

pro-actively brought into play

away from

a

that

rooted inertia centered in the

intentional, planned change driven by vision. Trigger

of leadership to

drama where

trigger events used were:

The

unintentional

placed on trial.

possible the ability

that moment in the

things conmionly precipitate change

precipitate

intentional, plarmed change to

current status quo and to embrace

events make

redemptively

refreshing

Act I

long term health of the organization. However,

intentional and

can even

Recognizing this,
enabled the church

two

Pain tends to

be destructive and detrimental to the

can

-

(Appendix 2).

position the

church for

organizational dynamics

are

change during

being shaped. The
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2.

The

introspective tendency of an organization m transition that make

disposed to
3.

it

favorably

re-evaluation.

The relational crisis within the

disengagement of the roles

leadership team precipitated by the

and

necessary

working relationships that had been established in my

absence.
4.

The elevation in

profile of the developmental track of the

church in

keeping

with its

Signature Statement (Appendix 1)
The

Diagnostic Survey
As

serve

part of the project's design, the appended survey (Appendix 2)

the purpose of diagnostically

This survey
was

also

survey

a

was

assessing where the

developed in consultation with Mike

church

was

at

was

intended to

developmentally.

Schroeder of Weird

Systems who

member of my CRG. To hamess the widest range of congregational

was

implemented in three parts

over

three

Sundays

in the fall of 1996

input, the

(September

8,15 and 22) in the Sunday moming service.
The first survey,

Developing a Strategy for Serving Our Community,

responses from the 625 distributed. When the CRG analyzed this response

they concluded that since

many

couples completed the

participants were actually quite encouraging.

demographic
information

12),

information

the CRG

was

17 and

(question 16,

(questions 3,4;7,8;1 1),

and

While

survey

as

rate

361

(58%)

the number of

providing the church with

following), program development

worship style preference

most interested in the

couples,

saw

following resuhs:

information

(question
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1.

Church
and

The survey demonstrated

growth:

serve our

commimity.

somewhat of a need for

In

In

multiple

services within three months and

Church

expressed

a new

one

fashion

or

service to

any interest in

a

starting

eighty-six percent (as

noted

within twelve months

(question 2). Among

preference was to
preference
favored

offer

of timing

adding

a

expressed the

another

another

traditional model

service at

a

eighty-six percent

sentiment that the

(question 6).
majority of church

attendees

daughter church. Only ten percent
while

daughter church plant (question 6)

above) expressed an

a new

at least

services within twelve months in

The survey revealed that the

growth options:

preferred adding

multiple

eleven percent

addition, only

church did not need to grow in
2.

resident desire within the church to grow

question one, sixty-seven percent^ sensed

sensed at least somewhat of a need for

question two.

a

the

interest in

starting

a new

multiple service options

time other than

service

the clear

Sunday moming.

In the

questions (questions 9&10 totaled) only twenty-one percent

service

on

Sunday moming

slot. Of the altemate time slots,

while the balance

preferred another time

Friday night was preferred by thirteen percent,

Sunday night by thirty-eight percent and Saturday night by forty-nine percent.
3.

Attendance pattems: The survey showed that
would

give consideration to attending

a new

percent indicated that they would support
six months if it fit within their schedule
the

primary

interest in

starting

the

new

or

eighty-six percent of church attendees

service

(question 14)

participate

in the

new

service is

All percentages

are

rounded to the nearest full percent.

seventy-four

service for at least

(question 1 5). Although the

CRG

agreed that

reaching new people, having

willing to consider "seeding" such and effort was encouraging.

^

and

a

group
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The second and third part of the survey showed
response rates than the first

(the first, 58%; the second, 47%;

part of the survey, Our Children and Teens,

development needs

and

comparable though slightly

intended

was

acquire demographic trends

this purpose. The third part of the survey. Care

in

the third,

49%).

less

The second

principally to explore program

preparation of same

and served

Groups and Programs for Adults,

was

designed to explore the need for community and to strategize about adult Christian
Education. In this respect to this survey, the responses to the
on care

that

a

focus

As

groups would

on care

a

help to

correct that. No clear

should be

a new

placed

promotion,

interest that

not vibrant and

consensus

can

be

on

service

on a

Saturday night within six months;

establishing more

Care

emerged

on

tapped.

growth and development than they had anticipated.

survey that did not tum up in hard numbers

carefully identified

a

stronger focus

were

the

hoped for

family

was more

But the results of the

outcomes that were

for the CRG.

The survey would
had such wide

this pattem and

that

Groups (fast tracking leaders, wider

better administrative processes, etc.); and that the church

interested in

secure a

greater

sense

participation in it.

The width of the

simple value

as

it unfolded.

of being heard contributed to

Having a voice

in the process

ownership of that change.

participation was

leadership to take.

of ownership of the emergent vision because

The

helped shape consensus

of change vsidened the
2.

some

was

result of this survey the CRG concluded that the wheels could be put in

motion to start

we

section of questions

groups satisfied the CRG that the present level of community

adult Christian Education other than there is

1.

cross

No distinctions

a

demonstration of an inclusive posture for the

were

made

over

member

or

non-members status
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nor were

responses

weighted

participant's opinion,
tmth

direction

points

two

3.

or

grounds.

group

critique

and servanthood in

leadership

The desire for

groups

sync with the
tune

with the

vision in

an

Signature
common

new sense

and

still
The

perception that leadership
was

a

posture contributed

signaled to the

Statement

ground we

the

making.

CRG that the

(Appendix 1)
had

already

earlier.

was

in

to the desire

day

These

transparent

perception of a

enjoin the whole church family

that is part of the present

was

the

sense

of anticipation grew

people began to talk openly

church wide

of decision

building

for

authenticity

ethos.

congregation was moving

and that the emergent vision

was

in
in

established. This fixed the future

agreed upon past.

The greatest outcome
A

postmodem culture where discerning

and feedback. The result of this

The CRG felt that such

care

to every

postmodem need for belonging identified

of hierarchical stmcture to

consensus.

a

equal value

This gave

participation is an integral part

The survey process also contributed to the

flattening

5.

such

important issue to

resonate with the

and open to

4.

by

an

on

expectation that we

that God

was

stirring

the nest

(cf.

Deut.

32:11).

to what would be done with the survey feedback

as

about the future

were

again.

about to do

This

stirring

resulted in the

something significant though it was

being shaped and formulated.

Introspective Mood
This second

trigger was

point of the transhion process,

questioning
makes the

not an event but a mood. In transition

individuals and

of previously held absolutes

organization favorable

to the

or

theory,

at the

organizations become introspective.

assumptions

is

common to

this

season.

mid
The
This

asking of common missional questions such as,
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"What is

our

business?" and "How's business?"

movement. In such

a

climate, the trusted leader

popularized by
can

steer such

the church

growth

questioning toward

solutions compatible with the resident vision. Using such questions in conversations,
informal encoimters, and meetmgs of the Board of Elders

well

as

as

staff meetings,

clearly contributed to accelerating compliance to the need for change.
heightening the discontent with the current status

quo

This resulted in

making the intentional changes

coming just down the calendar more palatable.
A

Relationship

Crisis

During my
the

sabbatical absence staff relationships

required shift in responsibilities

between staff members when such

staff people and

new

for

some

changes

were

and the natural

occur.

ways of accomplishing work.

re-ordered in accord with

reshuffling

This resulted in

Upon my

chemistry-built staff alliances

communication and

unwillingness to openly

informal, hallway strategizing

Recognizing this,
end of August 1996,

a

church. However my

relationships

and

a

so common

staff retreat

regular annual
principal

sense

disengage

to the

was

belongingness.

perceived

meeting discussions

scheduled for fall calendar

was

of

as

and the

past.

event used to

purpose

was

some

staff evidenced in lack of

enter into staff

planning

at

the

shape the ministry calendar of the

not calendar

fostering renewed community.

affirmed for the staff to

and

that had formed in my absence. This

threatening and produced considerable angst among the

alliances between

retum it became

administratively necessary to reconfigure working relationships
the

new

of chemistry

The

Carried

planning but rebuilding

staff

primacy of relationships had to be
on

the back of calendar

planning
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was

the necessary

spuitual formation work of reshaping relationships that had

deteriorated and been subject
Over two

days the

considerable transition stress.

to

staff were walked

through a sequence of events

designed to get them interacting socially, spnitually,
they were

sent

prayer walks in

on

and prayer. These
Twice
the

we

walked and
and

begirming

along

with

start in

pairings

were

pairs

with

determined

prayed through the

once

a

discussion

by

lot

and

working relationships

a

perceptible

Three times

a

day

question to guide conversation
the discussion

questions.

at the retreat

cross

joumaled and

working together on the

and

vocationally.

as were

stations of the

at end with our outcomes

eating, playing,

and

and exercises

shared

center,

tangible angst

a

felt

at

This

voluntarily.

fall calendar, resulted in

reduction in the

once

fresh

by

staff

members.
On

an

personality,

amusing note,

on

the retreat

a

because of the

perceived strength and charisma of my natural

moment arose where this

came

up in discussion. The staff all

agreed that when suggestions to them regarding programming
made

by

me, that

they could not

do

but accept my

opinion as the

taken back, then amused, I countered that from
asked

an

opinion the new rule

would be: "You

now

can

ministry strategies

way

things

had to be. At first

on, when 1 gave

say

no

became

a

lesson in

that, but you

can

say

pastoral sensitivity for me and markedly

perceived approaching me.
The Next

or

Developmental Step

a

suggestion or was

to me!" For many weeks after

the retreat, smiles and chuckles abounded whenever staff would hear

conversation say, "You could try this

were

conviction that staff members felt

they were given with such natural

anything

or

no

me

in

a

hallway

to me!" This

experience

enriched how the staff
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While the

diagnostic

survey

consider the next

provided the spark to

developmental steps, the back room work took place at regular Board of Elder meetings
and

our

fall Board Retreat. Fueled

of 1996,

we

walked

together as

Organization" (Appendix 3).
were

a

by the

survey

results,

which

we

contributed,

had to

visioning issues,

(Appendix 1) to
In

move.

In consultation with them

retreat

Board Retreat in October

we

a

we were

a

had hit

a

able to establish that

developmental pause
address

greater conmiitment to

our

provided the

context for the first in

question/answer format that provoked a wide

stewardship

Signature

�have to be

was

Board in

discussion and very

start

a new

premise that it would

self-goveming

Saturday night service early
one

and

Statement

a

dialogue and

helpfiil input.

It

was

survey,

autonomous church as the first of many but it would

carefiilly planned and executed. Nevertheless,

enjoined to

upon

an

fi-om

depth discussion of on-

agreed that a Saturday night service, the evident preference of the diagnostic
becoming

we

developmentally.

planting. My vision was carefiilly discussed with the

could be led toward

of an

lot of work to do to get there. As

Although the retreat was designed to

grow the church forward

addition, this

site church

grew that

a consensus

took away from it

we

our

leadership team through Adize's "Life Cycle

not at Prime on Adize's chart and that we had

each person

at

day

be

an

autonomous,

church that would share the

vision had been received, albeit somewhat

same

the

political

in the

new

will of the group

year with

an

agreed

self-supporting, self-propagating,

facility

as us.

The center

piece of my

tentatively, and now the implementation

process could be moved forward.
In addition to

staff retreat.

Using

this, the

retreat

many of the

was

same

used for the

same

subliminal purposes

as

the

exercises noted above in the earlier staff retreat, I
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was

able to refresh the

they with each

other.

working relationships

between the Board of Elders and

Although outcomes varied,

the

comments of doing this more often and individuals

would

never

have

likely

occurred without the

trip home

plarming

experience

was

was

on

growing

the

of the retreat.

on our

diagnostic

Signature

survey. It

agreed that, undoubtedly,
between the two and
from the

afforded

of Act I,

diagnostic

was

one

ran

The felt need for

by the trigger events.

Statement
from

September 8,

were

shared

only served to

weekly that reinforced each
accelerate the felt need for

change,

my

sermon's

evidence of charismatic servanthood

forward.

change.

Spiritual leadership

preaching.

the my

I found that

Such statements

readily acknowledged,

absolute

giftedness.

includes

preaching)

it

turning the hearts of the

they warmed to the coming changes

seem

is

leadership. Leading from the pulpit has

of regathering tmst and

season

visionary

preaching provided the

spiritual giftedness (a pastoral gift mix that

long been my pattem and in this

to my

a

unfolded, supportive results

considered charismatic when it is rooted in the contextual soil of spiritual

people toward the future

preached

1996 to October 6, 1996. The CRG

in character. As the series

conspicuous spiritual leadership to move the process

an

change

(Appendix 1) that, for timing, corresponded

In the process of overcoming resistance to

Within the context my

had to

affected the other and the effect traveled in both directions

positive

survey

focus and content which

became

now we

at a staff and Board level but not church wide. To effect this I

five week series

with the

opportunities

by repeated

together that

social events

Continuing to work through the organizational dynamics
capitalize

marked

myself and

as

they warmed

vain upon review but must be taken in

dependence upon

God.

light of
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As my
come

which

likeability

were

still not

the two retreats, and the
consensus

we

factor grew in this soil,

was

Statement

Signature

night

growing

m

to

our

anticipation of the changes to

concems

and pour

we were

gasoline

was

desire to be what

our

over

on

served in

of desire to get

But

as

the survey,

all taken together,

were

In addition, I met

Among the expressions

community was the

series

could not remain what

their souls. A similar purpose

in late November.

ministry

we

preaching

calling us to be as a church.

of my Board members to debrief any

discontent

did the

fully developed or being publicly discussed.

grew at the CRG level that

sensed God

so

on

Signature

and fulfill what

lunch with each

any fire of positive

an

"Ask The Pastor"

with

fiilfilling

our

Statement called

us

to

be.

Act I: Do You See What I See?

Individual

�

�

The Season of Endings
disengage from past
disidentify with the past

�

deal with disenchantment

�

focus

on

now

became my

ally

Dynamics:

in the individual

Act I

dynamics of the transformational

is yet unknown. The loss of a

church felt it. However the discontent that
status quo that had to be

.

during the vmfolding of the organizational dynamics

disengage firom the past is to let go of the shore

something that

^,

future

Individual
The discontent awakened

Dynamics

you

sense

was

recognize
of security

rising could

drama. To

and launch out toward

was

tangible

and the

not co-exist with the old

abandoned, despite the inseciuity such discontwit engendered in
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the

change

it

precipitated. People will

endure the

pain and price

of change if there is

vision that warrants it. But before the door to that vision could be

last

opened,

the door to the

had to be closed and locked.

one

Only substantial discontent with the past can obligate change.

I marshaled the

discontent awakened to date and in the January 14, 1997 Board meeting, added

opening
help

motion

was

to engage a

frnn to do

consulting

in the process of moving the church forward to

us

a

the audit

was to

recognize

as

a

systems audit

a

on

preferred fiiture.

to it. The

the church to

The intent of

identify road blocks to the growth and change the Board had come to

necessary. It would also confirm

or

repudiate

the

growing

discontent with

the status quo.

Approval

was

Phoenix Consultants,
the door to the past,

prompt with very little discussion. The firm recommended,
was

chosen. The systems audit would prove invaluable to

consigning

outdated programs, ineffective ways and means,

administrative bottle necks, and redxmdant
This enabled the

was

not

leadership

emotively

with the status quo that the

discontent with role and
in the

summer

methodologies to

and the church to

rooted but

disidentify

objectively verifiable.

diagnostic

It not

survey had first

a

the past tense of church life.

with the past in

a manner

that

only confirmed discontent

identified, but added to that

working relationship issues that came out in its completed from

of 1997.

No small part of the discontent with the status quo

significance,

locking

postmodem cultural value that Scripture

validate. For the church this

significant for God,

as a

was

evidenced

church. The CRG

by

a

was

can

the

to a

legitimate hunger for

degree

growing desire to

do

affirm and

something

(the Board) would repeatedly affirm that the
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mood of the church

but

was

that

did not want to

they

"play

church"

really wanted to accomplish something significant for God.

flinctional pragmatism of the postmodem culture

as

became serviceable tools in
The systems audit
Formal

January.

approval

1997.

Febmary 6,

chapel where

desserts. The

was

moming but well

not the

was

only matter the

given to

community, the

a

within the

moves

see

toward the

tangible results

by the postmodem

Board dealt with that

launch date for

model that

the service and the

worship style

This

ethos

moving the project forward.

our

Knowing that genuine Christian identity

authentic Christian

"just hold services"

well that wants to

for effort invested. On both counts, these two values embraced

our

or

was

to be

only

be rooted in

included

be debriefed

more

in

Saturday night service,

can

approved

experience could

chosen

was

was

night

cafe to follow in

a

over

coffee and

contemporary than Sunday

worship palette of the majority

of church attendees

on

Sunday moming.
In

approach

people

dialogue
on

and not

the start date

no

pressure

sign up

the

or

with the CRG it

promotion of the

of our

was

was

announced and

applied to

we

would take

service because the ultimate

people were

ensure a

commit to attend. As

twenty-eight Celsius

new

new

determined that

simply attract those attending Sunday moming.

expect much of a response. But
of minus

was

a

step of faith, it seemed quite

launched

was

key

to reach

new

Over the next few weeks

nor were

a

launch but

people called to

short time frame to

Febmary 6, 1997, with
our

low

concerning the

certain number of attendees

at 6:30 on

we

called to prayer

goal

a

first on-site church

an

outdoor temperature

plant under the banner

Saturday night service. Attendance was sixty-five, including children and

infants. But the

new

door to

our

preferred future was now open.

The service grew to
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over

ninety

in less than six weelcs and

over

100 within 12 weeks and has

never

dipped

below that level.
A

companion in feeding this

reaching ninety-seven people
absence it

was

distressing to

for Christ

with the Board,

we

as a

1997

identify

agreed to

goal

established

church in 1997

leam that there had been

faith in Christ. We determmed to

dialogue

momentum was a

as

(97

m

only twelve

'97).

by

the Board of

In the year of my

recorded decisions of

"The Year of the Harvest"

approve the above harvest

goal

In

with the

following

conditions.
A person would not be counted

unless
1

.

as

having expressed

faith in Christ for salvation

.

That

a

person

signed a response

card and received

2.

Had their

3.

Received the six week

4.

Joined

5.

The church bulletin would record the results

a

name

small

and address

registered

a new

Bible where

one was

needed.

at the church.

follow-up discipleship booklet and completed it.

discipleship

group

using the thirty
on a

lesson materials for

weekly basis

as

new

believers.

candid

accoimtability.

Adding to

these two

important decisions was a third that was very important to

planting authentically Christian churches in a postmodem context.
post-sabbatical retum,

all attempts at Adult Christian Education

lukewarm interest. The

To this

point in my

strategies had been

received with

only

that there

interest, albeit widely diverse in character. In the January board meeting

we

was

discussed this matter at

design committee

some

be stmck to

length

diagnostic

survey

and concluded that

however, had demonstrated

an

Adult Christian Education

develop a comprehensive, systematic program including a
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strategic reworking of our Sunday schedule

discipleship pastor,

Dan Jansen and 1

and lead it. We discussed
necessary, all in

a

late

and the

strategic initiative

church

landscape
was

still

heading out on,

over

May reporting

an

build the

date wdth final

design committee

approval

in June if

in the fall of 1997.

(the Saturday night service,

in Adult Christian

the salvation

goal of 97

arena

of church life the

To encourage faith for the corporate joumey

expositional preaching

opposed to heavily didactic Gospels

such

series in the
John

as

or

Gospel

of Mark

season

the

postmodem heart,

church
for

confronted and

was

begun.

as

evidenced in

healing

upgrading

a

sfrengthened the

marked increase in the numbers of people

appealing to

coming to

be anointed

an

spirituality.

sprinkled into my preaching.

1996 1 had made such faith statements about
at that time still

being $55,000

our

faith statements that

were

growing faith.

ability to

finish

in the red. When

$19,000 in the black, it only added "tmst capital"

strengthened the

our

preferred fiiture

A faith statement declares the fiiture before it arrives

and assists in the mood of anticipation that attends to

black, while

are

collective faith of the

To fiirther encourage faith, statements made in faith about
were

While

at our services. The altar became an evidence of growing faith and

in

As

Matthew, Mark is characterized by

conspicuous spirituality is front and center.

the message of this book

of

we were

great exploits of faith. As miracle afi:er miracle unfolds, modernist perspectives

explicitly

in '97,

Education) substantially recharacterized the

the next year. But in the wider

underway.

implementation. My

given authority to

were

anticipation of a launch date

These three decisions

endings

to enable its

made

to my

we

our

Earlier in the fall of

budget year in the

finished the year

leadership account and

during the

first months of 1997. This
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focused the church upon the future and assisted in the process of disidentifying with the

past.

Maintaining continuity between the past and the future while disengaging from
the past is essential to

logical, sequential
when

seen as a

avoiding corporate despair.

sense to

joumey.

the

To

steeping

stone to

ineffective in

a

valued

today's

foUowership, continuity

ensure

being tied into the Signature

this

continuity,

Statement. In this

fiiture,

not

context. This

and avoided the trap of making

While

a season

the

changes make

contributes to

maimer

the past

was

of church life to be

of hope

a sense

the emergent vision

legitimatized the

yesterday's

having

continually

was

viewed

denigrated

as

positive

as

ministries that had to be left behind

servants feel less valued in the face of new,

fresh realities.

Act II:

Crystallizing A Vision

Organizational Dynamics
Motivation bv Visioning
�

�;S

�

creating the vision
casting die vision

clarifying the vision
securing ownership

�
,

'f'-

Organizational Dynamics:
March of 1997

from the

evaluate the

critique

brought the annual meeting and the opportunity to get feedback

congregation on the transformational

with my CRG

or

we

Act II

process

determined to have focus groups at

comprehension

levels of the vision

being

as

our

it

was

unfolding.

annual

meeting

cast. These

would

In

dialogue

in order to

serve

to

filter

complaint through the grid of the vision. Although thoroughly promoted and
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well executed, out of formal church

membership of 340

the annual meetmg, many of whom

were

initially

distressed

by this

but I took it

gap between

leadership

leadership was

in

and

or

had less than

Board/CRG members

as a

The absence of contention

leadership.

we

back handed

conflict

or

staff The CRG

foUowership had been significantly closed.

good hands they were prepared to

be led

such

by

me

at

was

in church

compliment of trust

clear evidence to

was

forty people

that the trust

Satisfied that

leadership

on an

implicit consentual basis.
The "97 in '97" salvation

By

March 1 8 there had been

above. This

represented

a

goal

was

providing excellent momentum to

thirty-six recorded

300% increase

baptizing these new converts two
mother church attendees their

or

over

as

the past year.

three every

integral

salvations

by the prescribed

Sunday moming to

definitions

5

Beginning April

role in this harvest. The

refreshed the faith of everyone and the

the vision.

we

began

reinforce for the

baptismal testimonies

baptisms continued without missing

a

Sunday

until the second week of July.
The vision for

musical/drama
This

growth

and

development accelerated through our armual

production where, forty-three recorded

decisions for Christ

brought our year-to-date total to seventy-nine of the goal

participants

in the drama and those who

felt

as

Each

was

way the need for
context of a

making

a

noted.

The

participated in the preparatory concerts

follow-up, and the discipling of new believers all had a new

they had.

were

of "97 in '97"

the

if they had contributed with

Easter

stake in the vision. Each

salvation of so many, and of course

significance to the

difference that could be

objectively verified.

significance resident in the postmodem heart was being

community of faith that was under going

of prayer,

a

renewal of its

In

met

a

subtle

within the

spiritual

and
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communal ethos. In

ownership

addition, the

Christian life,

following

Easter the

preaching to the felt needs

failure, fear, rejection,

was

growing

deepening

the

early steps

in the

while

was an awareness

in

focused

on

of new converts and stale believers

we

on

the issues

used the

to underscore the vision and values of the church. There

personal conversations

values and vision

pulpit ministry

and the hurts of life. Over these weeks

Signature Statement pantomime

our

of belongmg

of the vision.

In the five weeks

of doubt,

sense

among the CRG how such

an

brought a heightened sense of accountability to the

overt

display

church

of

as a

whole.
Dan Jansen and 1

committee

using

secretary. We

completed the

children's pastor,

our

Calgary.

curriculum

options (Appendix 4

were seven

driving

From

essential

local church context

coUegial

more

for

May

4-6

we

and

youth pastor and

our

design

church executive

Windemere, British Columbia,

designed multiple

Appendix 5).

building blocks to

(Appendix 6).

warmth and

did

our

went on retreat to a condo in

drive from

felt

roster for the Christian Education

a

service

In the process

comprehensive

options
we

a

five hour

and adult

identified what

Christian education in

we

our

It would be difficult to underestimate how much

community was engendered

bonding and community

in this

between

us

working retreat.
than

a

The time spent

year of regular staff

meetings.
Following up
program

was

on

the

presented to the Board/CRG which was

design component features

acquire three

Design Committee retreat,

of the

seven

required

a

comprehensive overview of the

called

"Body Building" The

building blocks. Every participant would

courses

and two of the elective

courses

need to

from each. The
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intention of the program is

to offer a full Christian education with a

component. This program demanded

moming worship

service from 10:00

fellowship and classes.

In this

a new

am

strong discipleship

Sunday moming schedule, moving

to 9:30 am, followed

manner we can

by

a

our

church wdde coffee

leverage the Sunday moming worship

attendance to its maximum for Christian Education purposes. In addition, this addresses
two

principal needs:

opportunity

for

one,

systematic Christian Education and lay training;

corrmiimity to develop.

The response of the group
year ago.

However,

participation in this
answer was

even more

new

was

telling,

enthusiastic,

a new

leadership for the Saturday night initiative,
renewed conversations about

were

the

was

a

big

concem

shift from where

for the

model of aduh Christian Education.

arrived at, it is clear that

service which

and two, the

a

Saturday

in their

being

by

church and their

taken

empathetic response.

time-table for eventual autonomy for the

not initiated

were a

Although no definitive

level of ownership is
seen

they

by the
This fueled

Saturday night

me.

Act 11:

Crystallizing A Vision

Individual

.

Dynamics

Walking Through Transition
*

On

August 26,

1997

i 1

leaving old normal

�

transitional chaos

�

entering

new

we

had

anticipated,

he

-v'
,

Barry Pawluk of Phoenix Consultants presented the first

formal copy of the Systems Audit to the Board.
than

j^;^

normal

clearly

identified the

Although his study

principal

adminisfrative and relational systems of our church. The

went wider afield

bottle-necks in the

major snags in the operation of
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the church

are

system enhancement, communication, visioning, role identification,

govemance, skill
area

development, performance

of communication includes

everything

people assimilation to the handling
trainees. Mike

Schroeder,

consultation with

our

on

section of Act I.

come over

was

tracking

appointed to

as

was

a

Among the confirmations

during

my sabbatical

ofEndings
were

the

even as

perceived

lack of vision that had

staff level which

was more

pervasive than anticipated;

visionary

sabbatical and the reluctant

leadership tmst

in evidence

implementation of a fresh vision that the church was

one-day support staff retreats

were

were

readily addressable problems.

scheduled to address these

support staff were very pleased to be heard and have their

spirit of hierarchy

among the

determined that

The discontent and the role confusion

It elevated their

especially

was

upon my retum had retarded the

promptly.

Dynamics

absence; the level of discontent with the

administrative support staff. Amid much discussion it

dissipated during my

it closed and locked the

of the Individual

and the considerable confusion about roles within the staff team,

Two

of

designated for fiirther review and

number of things,

identified in the Season

the church

looking for.

work in

fall retreat.

status quo within the church and at

drive had

of volunteers and

Barry and me to strategically implement the communication section

our

the past,

processing of information and

communications elder,

The systems audit confirmed
door

from the

of basic requests and the

the report while the balance of the report

consideration at

enhancement and task empowerment. The

sense

concems

concems

and the

addressed

so

of significance within the stmcture and flattened the

within the staff composition.
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The second
the church

was

major church survey was

offered the

Education component.
content

as a

the vsddest

151 surveys

was

conducted

were

over

the survey

I took this

as a

two

Svmdays

to ensure

attendees. The response rate

retumed out of the 700 that

were

distributed

signal of tmst and affirmed the

through three

one

previous

forward with

survey.

a

served to review

was

over

the

same

with

The survey

was

positions

of preference that

were

Confirming the prior stance taken was important to

vision based in part upon those results. The responses confirmed

prior results with strong approval (99%, 95%,

three).

adult Christian

agreed.

Questions

moving

a new

31, 1997 and

24 and

Barry Pawluk of Phoenix Consultants helped shape

Sundays (22%). However,

shown in the

August

on

format with

possible participation of Simday moming

the CRG who

the

options for the fall

consultant service. The survey

quite low, only
two

conducted

and 83% for

stmctured to offer the best

option possible

survey results and the work of the Christian Education

question four the pivotal question in the

question

one

based

on

through
the

prior

Design Committee, making

survey.

"(4) If the moming worship service ran from 9:30 am to 1 0:45 am to accommodate
youth and adult Christian education classes to follow, it would still be convenient
for me to at least maintain my usual church attendance pattem."
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (85% in favor)

This response mandated the service format
Board had

seen as

the choice from

96%). There
rooted in the

a

being the

different

most viable

angle

and

change that the committee

option. Questions five and

again the results were

six

and the

simply confirmed

very favorable

(86%

and

"old nonnal" with broad based

ownership

opportunity (taken or not) to influence the process and shape the

outcomes.

was

clear

consensus

to leave the
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The

participatory character of the process

mind that values

found

a

resonant response in

community based decision making,

the

postmodem

flattened hierarchies, and group

think solutions.
On

aimounced in
the first

new

the CRG
and

7 and 14 the decision to

September

Sunday format begiiming

options while coffee

on

fourteenth

day

offer

and colored the

ensure a warm

and

transition,

facility tour of the new class sites

a

dozen muffins and the

fellowship

experience

throughout the

fellowship

of community for weeks

format took root.

Within the

new

Simday format the youth Christian Education hour was

service

beginning

at 1 1 :00 AM with

church

value added

new

youth worship

was

program, with

while the

come

as a

the

the fourteenth. To

we

format

Sunday moming

and juice and muffins would be offered

lobby. Volunteers brought seventy-five

to

our

conjunction with the promotion of our new "Body Building"

suggested that on the

markedly to

change

stmctured

twenty minutes of worship,

twenty minutes of teaching, and twenty minutes of small group work. The growing

strength of this

service has resulted in

youth church model
church. The

new

envisioned

Fall 1998 start up date for

this church

students. These

plant demographically

already begun within the

youth

as

adding

second on-site church

core

the necessary

discipling of leadership

leadership group
steering

1998

for this

of current Senior

committee

Board of Elders. Formal

plant will placed on the

prograhi

Education, and other support

ages. The

leaders will be part of a

on-going input and mentoring firom the

beginning a

plant within the wider vision of the

nursery care, children's Christian

church model has

High
with

as

as

a

the second on-site church

developmental track is

components such
stmctures

as

targeting

leadership team

approval for this

Spring Board of Elders retreat.
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Knowing that such transitions can be chaotic,
preached from September 7
our

Signature Statement.

fulfillment of what

an

stated. The

core

value

The

mtegrity of a vision is

declared it will be. This

a new

rooting

surge of interest in

deeply

more

sermon

covered

were

care

groups,

in the church

as

a

was

in

deeper

series calmed the

community on its desire to be what the Signature
topics

changes

best found in the fuller and

Statement

belongmg, equipping, caring, serving,

building, adoring, witnessing, giving, meaning, deepening,
in

value series of sermons

to November 23. This was mtended to root the

organization has

church and focused the

a core

signal to the

and

dreaming.

CRG that

a

This resulted

vision for

caring

was

part of a new normal for church life.

Act III: A New Normal At A New Level

Organizational Dynamics

�

�
�

�

Tuning Social Architecture
moving out of margins
reweaving social fabric

motivating people
shaping the new culture

Organizational Dynamics:
Tuning the

social architecture at the

new

Board retreat at Gull Lake considerable time

relationships
board

was

where the vision

our

popularized

chiurch's future where

taken to

new

otir own

spin on Lyle

in his church

seven

assess

paradigm.

might take us next and was

steps in the process. Putting
week church"

normal became my next task. At the Fall

was

of board and staff together in the

Act III

the

working

Of principal interest to the

I committed to

Schaller' s

growth seminars,

we

detailing the next

phrase

"the

openly

discussed

seven

day a
a

day

in

different autonomous churches would all frmction out of
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the

same

Each church would have its

facility.

services and

we

would jointly effect

a

wider

day of the week for corporate worship

ministry to

our

community

agreed to work together on a faith/stewardship campaign in 1998

crystallize where the emergent vision would take

developmental

track that would

autonomous church

by the

year

move our

2,001

.

of reweaving the social fabric of these

Finances continued to be

us

Saturday evening

We

help to

being

a

an

together abetted the task

relationships.

donors had met with limited results and

and

that would

service to

This process of dreaming

a concem.

of concem

Expressions

our

plan to

were

made that

a

contact individual

deficit still hovered aroimd

operations

with less than twelve weeks left in the year. 1 took

church to finish the year in the black

city.

next. Included in this would be

vision without financial support could not go forward. A

$60,000

and

responsibility to

by calling them to support the

new

lead the

vision for

growth

development.
The church then

who had been

on

experienced what can only be

my list for

to the church. This went

financial year end

managed to pay

a

an

being

additional

cast and

contact

responded

directly against our debt

remarkable

this gave to the church
vision

personal

was

one.

called

a

financial miracle. A donor

and donated

one

load of $2.3 million

Even without this

gift we

understanding that

someone

certainly

pursued. By promptly underscoring this for the

resulted in another $30,000

plus being given to

Adding to this momentum was the
'97". We had in fact surpassed it,

debt retiral in

making

But the

biggest lift

believed in the
church

family

it

January and early Febmary.

achievement of our salvation

finishing

our

finished in the black and

$29,000 off our principal indebtedness.

the

million dollars

goal

of "97 in

with 118 recorded and traceable decisions. A
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bonus

to this was the creation of eleven new

folks. In addition, the
heart of the format

new

designed for youth Christian Education.

with

The present

plant.

high attendances
A staff retreat

relationships
Fueled

lid

came

possibility

was

scheduled

January 6-7,

off the dreams that

news

were

and the

others in these dreams and

was

in the

engaged

new

needing

experienced

successes

we

.

we

might engage

Building

a

suggested that

we

gratitude

host

a

Celebration

a

now

Sunday early

in

and look forward to 1998 with

on

retreat,

we

struck

was

as a

a

plan to

shaped by the

use

new

destination but

a

Under the celebration theme of "From

Foundation for the Future",

celebrate the past but in addition find

Christian Education

"new normal".

preparation for even more significant growth.
.

together to

our new

in Christian Education and the need to look at 1998 not

.

the

prior,

fabric of the church but these folk

In discussion of this with my staff while

Strength to Strength

in the year

could work

February 1, 1998 for this purpose. The theme chosen for the day

emphasis

working

attention in the systems audit.

of adult attendees in

year to look back upon 1997 with

anticipation.

126 for the year of 1997

God. We discussed how

ministry of the

A member of the CRG had
the

as

contributing to the reweaving of social

needed to be

averaged

next on-site

aspirations and spent a considerable time discussing options.

sixty-five percent participation rate

format

becoming the

1998 to re-order the

discussed and how

accomplish something of significance for

The

had

service in the

of 166 and 178.

financial

recent

populated by these new

At the staff and board level

of this group

Saturday night service

and roles that had been identified

by the

groups often

Sunday format had fostered a youth worship

discussion began to circle around the
church

care

we

determined not

way to approve the armual church

only to

budget, thereby
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gaining the widest possible ownership of it.
non-member

in this process

participants

No distinction in the value of member

was

to express themselves. The Board of Elders

developed for this purpose

and the

moming

made in order that everyone

agreed heartily

stmctured

so

to

and

an

or

free

might feel

instrument

was

accomplish this end

(Appendix 7).
During

the

service, the congregation was led through the instrument while

underscoring its purpose

and value in

encouraged to complete the
the church. The

were

card

approving the

fiilly regardless

annual

budget. Everyone

of the character of their

questions pertinent to service, participatory support,

designed to round out the

instrument and couch the

was

relationship to

and prayer support

budget issue effectively withiii

the wider ethos of the church's

ministry.

instrument built off a

sfrategy for prayer that has been used for the past five

years

or more.

worship

song,

requests

are

the

A prayer request is filled out and

they

are

during the singing

brought forward and placed

in baslcets

of a

along the

then divided up between staff and the Board of Elders and

following

instance,

common

The prayer request component within the

week

as

to preserve

well

as

particular
altar. These

prayed through in

forwarded to all the prayer ministries of the church. In this

stewardship confidentiality, only staff and board received the

requests. By coming forward and placing their completed instmment in the basket

altar, the participants had
The

a

clear

sense

of the

spiritual

character of the process.

budget was approved overwhelmingly (87% in favor,

respondents)

at the

215 of 246

and for the first time, non-member and adherents alike had first hand

participation in the approval process.
eighty percent (183

of 229

Commitment to

respondents) and for the

giving

first time

in order to

we

see

it met

was

explicitly measured this
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issue.

In

effect,

a

benchmark

processes. The other

themselves

strong

at

people

to pray

regularly for the church and
do

staff this year.

so

of 246

(21 1

being indicated.

desire to

serve

In total,

Again, the response was

responses).

fifty-five percent (136

and identified that

collated these responses and followed up

appointments.

In this manner,

practical

on

each

of 246

In

addition,

range of desired

respondents)

the instrument. The staff then
with

one

ministry suggestions

and

service commitments became the tool for the

wider social architecture of the church to be

organizational dynamics

area on

budget

of individuals to commit

encouraged toward involvement in serving, with a wide

involvements
a

established for any fiiture

significant benchmark was the response

eighty-six percent committing to

were

indicated

measuring point was

for the

rewoven

new

normal of

of Act III.

Act III: A New Normal At A New Level

Individual

Dynamics

A New Normal
�

inner realignment

�

new

networks

�

new

�

new

catalytic energy
synergism

Individual

While the staff retreat

Dynamics:

Act III

provided inner realignment and new catalytic

staff, the Board still pressed for a definitive, pragmatic, visionary goal
maimer

in which

developed the

they would align their working relationships with staff

idea of a faith

encompass three

to

campaign to

energy for

shape

the

To that end,

we

be laimched in the fall of 1 998 that will

things to be accomplished

in the next three years. One,

remaining building debt of $1 .25 million; two, reaching

118

people

a

paying off the

year

(on average)
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over

those three years; and

autonomy while starting

three, moving

at least

one

within the emergent culture. The

our

Saturday night church to complete

other church

targeted to

reach

a

definable group

preliminary name for this three year project is,

"A

2,001 Faith Odyssey",
The response

was

very

heartening

and the group started

speaking

into it with

enthusiasm. In addition, the Board affirmed what the staff affirmed at the staff retreat

January

6-7: that

we

recommit ourselves to

Saturday night venture
apparent

now

early

this

as

give

best

in order for it to become all that

that if the church went through

spring,

our

a

change

this vision would be carried

on

The

new

we now

into the

dream it could be. It

of pastoral

leadership,

was

fiilly

was

even as

by the lay leadership left behind.

this sense, the transfer of the treasured vision to them

complete.

ministry energies

In

intemalized and

synergism anticipated in the transformational model

was

coming

into

play.
Epilogtie:
The

revised

telling of any tale

strategic time

outcomes

is

seen

A Preferred Future

in the real outcomes which

line below, with research

that accelerated the

change

question

process most

�

the renewal of staff relationships that alleviated

�

the restoration of coUegial

�

the

�

the stimulation and management of discontent.

�

collateral momentum

core

values and

summarized in the

outcomes to follow.

Among the

effectively were:

suspicion of my leadership.

working relationships with the

refreshing of the church's

are

Signature

acquired through salvations goal.

Board of Elders.

Statement.
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�

outside confirmation of a vision for

�

early

The

success

change brought by the systems audit.

in financial recovery that fiieled renewal of trust.

Strategic TimeUne Revisited

at the

Project's

Conclusion

Event/Instr.

Date

Location

Purpose

Staff retreat

08/28-

Entheos

29/96

retreat center

Purpose:
planning

09/08,14,

Simday

22/96

service

10/4-6/96

Gull Lake

Survey #1
Board retreat

am

Camp
Salvations

goal

Systems Audit

01/01/97

01/14/97

commissioned

Outcomes
calendar

A fresh start in

staff relationships

Purpose: church
diagnosis
Purpose: vision
casting, finances

Status quo put

trial

Relationships

Sat.

Night

Ser

02/06/97

Staff Retreat

audit

Systems
presentation
Survey #2

05/4-6/97

07/28/97

"97 in '97"

Purpose: momen
tum building

Momentum built

Board

Purpose:

That

Meeting

tural renewal

Foothills

struc

Church

Purpose: on-site
church plant

B. C. Condo

Purpose:

Board

Meeting
08/24/31

Sat. & Sun.

services
7 to

re

newed; basics of
vision approved

Sat. & Sun.

CE

plus

acceler

ated motivation
for

vice launched

on

change

Launched
Feb.6/97
C. E.

Design

strategy

created

Purpose: re
orienting
leadership

received and

Purpose: deter
mining options

Proof of trust

Purpose: re
freshing values

Values renewed

implementation
initiated

Core value

Sept

preaching

Nov 22

services

Board retreat

1 1/7-9/97

Gull Lake

Purpose: vision,
working relation
ships, finances

Vision

Staff retreat

01/6-7/98

Entheos

Purpose: work
ing relationships,

Working relation
ships redefined,
roles clarified,
trust strengthened

series

roles

Celebration

02/01/98

Sunday
Projected
campaign

Simday
service

Fall of

"A 2001

'98

Faith

am

Purpose:
casting

vision

Purpose: stew
ardship, salva-

affirmed;
working relation
ships redefined

Budget approved,
vision cast

Pending
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Location

Date

Event/Instr.

Odyssey"

Research

Outcomes

Purpose
tions, autonomy

Questions Revisited

Question One: What were the principal leadership and foUowership hurdles that had to
be dealt with

as

the

project xmfolded

and the

principles

that

emerged

from the process of

addressing them?
The status quo is

corporate joumey

an

inevitable hurdle. The church

to institutionalize the

currently

muscular faith and vision that got it to this
momentum for

change

came on

and minds of people. While

Signature

Statement back into view, the

my

staff and

a

great deal of time

regathering their tmst.

core

on

values of the church

growing

was

a

trial in the hearts

by bringing the

discontent had to be

threat to

recently formed

spent debriefing real

At the

managed adroitly

same

time,

or

perceived grievances with

tmst had to be

regathered with lay

Tomorrow

making

mns

principles which issued from this process were:

through yesterday.

extension of where the church has

became the

decision

performance.

The identifiable
1.

unrest. With

staff alliances and

leadership and the chvirch family through communication, collaborative
and effective job

forsaking the

place. Breaking this inertia and estabUshing

change without precipitating debilitating

post-sabbatical retum perceived as

relationships,

freezes in its

comfortable status quo,

the heals of putting the status quo

refreshing the

to ensure maximum opermess to

regularly

ground

of such

The

new

always

vision must be

been headed. The

seen as a

logical

Signature Statement

continuity in our church's corporate joumey.
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2.

No trust

Relationship are primary.

intentional investment in the
vision forward
3.

Trust is the
trust any

4.

(vocational

primary

can

garnered or regathered without

relationships principally responsible

staff and

for

an

carrying

the

lay leadership).

currency for the

substantive

be

purchase of compliance

change is grounds

for

opposition

Managing discontent effectively may be the
requu-ement. The inertia of status quo

for

change.

and conflict not

Without

growth.

servanthood leader's greatest skill

thinking is broken by

momentum that leads into the future is fueled

by

discontent and the

its careful management.

Question

Two: What markers in the process indicated the readiness of the mother

church

fully positioned

as

and

prepared to

move

The first survey in the Fall of 1996 sent
that

we were

moving

a

forward with the church

clear message to all of us in

away from the comfort of the status quo with

measurable interest in church

growth and reaching new people

be harnessed. The wide-based collateral support found in the
CRG

was

further accelerated

salvations

goal of "97

consigned tmst was
and the

comparative

a

encouraged the emergent vision.

growing tmst in my leadership
This

at

time other than

for Christ. The strong

waiting to

(86%)

seen

in

growing

through the

they

horse

was

the

deepening spirituality.

attendant momentum that resulted in the

strength. When

in the effective disinterest in the 1997 Armual

Budget Meeting

low response rate it the second survey in the fall of

were now

a

survey's

Added to this

altar responses and

Board/CRG took heart in the decisions made to date.
the vision

Sunday moming was

in '97" and the fiiiitful recovery of financial

seen

leadership

objective,

starting

interpretation by the

service

an

interest in

a new

plant?

actively espousing.

1997, the

They felt tmsted and affirmed for
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Question

Three: How did the real outcomes of the process compare with the

of ideal Biblical

Without
model for this
focused
trust

ministry that centered the study?
question, the servanthood

project.

lead. To have

come

model of leadership

of the church

love and

rooted in

empathy

the

was

spiritually tailored
lead with

the surest way to

humility

regather the

back and led with the customary assertiveness of my

trusted past track record would have been

genuine

was

sensitivity to relationships and

To re-enter wdth

upgrading the spirituality

required to

widely

was

on

backdrop

for staff and

pastoral suicide.

lay leaders,

1 foimd

a

newly empowered relational networks that my

With

expressions

of

currency of new trust that

servanthood model

engendered.
Biblically grounded ministry was
its

by insistently taking the church back to

found

implied and explicit commitments vested in the Signature

joumey traveled toward
not

simply

an

the on-site church

expedient, manipulated vision. Ovmership

from the soil of historic, corporate

in the

plant the logical

Signature

Statement. The

consequence of Biblical

chiirch. The renewed
service and

ministry

step of Biblical ministry,

in

our

paved the way

social networks in

involvement

as

well

as

as

expressed

the natural

corporate convictions.

community came hard on the heels of

for it. The

spirit of community was

directly

its missional heart

Saturday Night Service was perceived

The movement toward authentic Christian

opportunities to reweave the

next

for the vision grew

spiritual commitment to

ministry rooted

the stmctural renewal that

Statement. This made the

new

Sunday format changes

led to

new

ways which refreshed the whole

evidenced in the renewed interest in

the

growing

altar response. Tmst

reshaped
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the ethos with

openness and

a new

fresh corporate self-esteem of belonging and

a

effectiveness.

Question Four:

How did

a

postmodem ethos shape the process of leadership

and actual

outcomes?

alert to

Being
process,

defusing potential

vision. Tmst

the

was

foUowership

feedback. With

secured

postmodem realities

built not

in

a

hazards and

in

effectively accelerating

primacy placed

shapmg

on

the vision

through

ownership

but

spirituality conspicuous

resident in this culture. To make double and

of the

through engaging

surveys and invited
to

change was

staff, the board, and the church-collected

and response at the

warmed many hearts fiirther to the vision that

was

even

across

the

already appealing to
triple

use

of the

congregation

the

pragmatism

facility had

inherent

an

to many.

My calling is pastoral.

leadership has
milieu.

the

valuing relationships, compliance

levels. The intentional effort to make

appeal

spared me considerable grief in the

simply through ministry performance

participating

through dialogue

doubtless

an

affable

My ministry

boat toward

is

This

pastoral component

authenticity

when

significance. My best skill

is finding

a

affirmed

way. The

servanthood model of

1 found upon my retum. In

intrinsic attraction.

pragmatic,

a

me

a

in this

seemingly drifting

by postmodem life hungry for
outcome focus of workable

responded to that.

This message component of who God has made

an

a

coupled with a transparent spirituality

success was

solutions that is part of this present culture

of hope has

in

turning situations around. Turning around

tangible, observable

postmodem ethos

seen

And my message is

hope.

found many resonant souls in the

culture of wide

spread despair,

a

message
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Question
the

Five: How

was

the

origmal vision for

on-site church

planting influenced by

process?
The CRG and I reflected

planting

was

should be

has awakened

a new

will for carefiil

a

to be

more

projected to be reached and what the style
should be.

The

refreshing of the

enthusiasm for church

discipleship.

The

new

leadership- wide burden to

attention to

a vacuum

to see filled with a sure

strong desire

The

adult and

ensure

a

were

made

and built into the

target specific in what people

or

focus of the

core

new

values in the

on-site church

Signature

as

well

as

Statement

determined

youth Christian Education program has

that every on-site church
Christ. The

which this resident

foundation in

to

youth model on-site

growth and evangelism,

making responsible disciples of Jesus

foundations has left

plants.

a

plant can now be anticipated

addition, the vision now looks

plant ministry

fostered

process. There is

for the fall of 1998. Course corrections that

way with this initial on-site

process. In

by the

agaui with other on-site church

plant is already projected

along the

this and concluded that the vision for on-site church

vindicated and affirmed

reproduce this model
church

on

systematic

plant gives

postmodem

marked

loss of

leadership team is committed and
Christian Education.

eager
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CHAPTERS
A Reflective

Summary

Upon my retum from sabbatical it was difficult to do something
write

a

staff.

worship

service order without

My journal

in those

being

days reflects

be

on a

far

reaching decisions while walldng

a

second

guessed by vocational

wondering why I

careful not to

retumed to this when I could

over

promise

down

direction 1

or over

a

hallway

with those

relate to the issues of leadership and

as

clear

means

as

a

can

be

seen

community

in

leadership method

in the

a

(method),

the

one

shapes the

discuss

and

leadership

issues from my

leadership principles.

that the

In this

and

maimer

theologically.

1

practical

leadership principle

as

they

at

is not

(principle)

and the

always be

the risk of overlap, I would like

categories

of leadership methods

point of application helping to

identified is beneficial, centered in Biblical

and transferable in

hope to be

a

a

other and the method cannot

in the two

Each is followed with

principle or method

applicable),

findings

findings of this study

is content focused

accurately separated from the principle. Nevertheless,
to

What makes the

postmodem context.

from

might be expected. Although one

focused

staff members and

same

commit in conversations and spontaneous decision

difference between these two scenarios

The line which divides

I make

Now my joumal reflects that 1 need to be

give.

making without seriously considering the practical implications.

other

and support

"pastoral honeymoon" with a new church. Today, twenty months later,

they readily comply with the

always

as common as

quality for other projects

able to evaluate each and reflect upon the

ensure

ministry (where

or

church contexts.

findings
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Leadership Principles
1. The road to tomorrow

Corporate

runs

church life is

through yesterday.

a

corporate spiritual joumey and

in time of no consequence to its past.

direction chosen will

come

out of the joumey traveled to date. Therefore the

a

greater likelihood of success if it

be demonstrated that it is rooted in the historic joumey of the church. This confirmed

Albert's assertion of the value of creatmg

continuity

between the past and the future. An

established thread of continuity between where the church has

visional destination

on

isolated moment

Respect for that joumey implies that any new

implementation of any planned, intentional change has
can

not an

missional

might be

enables

ownership

of the intentional

firom and what its

change to be secured
The

ground already proven worthy and inherently acceptable.

Statement of our church in which

core, missional values

our

visional touchstone for the church while the

changes

assumed to be in the forefront of the church's

change

come

must be

were

thought.

are

vested became the

unfolding.

The

Signature

But it carmot be

continuity

that enables

demonstrated and proven.

Application
The present

day church is

not

an

invention of the present

day leadership.

Establishing continuity between the historic spiritual joumey of the church and the future
the

new

vision espouses avoids

local church

history

in order to

a common

secure

compliance.

and left fine Christians disaffected and

joumey

of the church

This trap has bmised many churches

hurting. Attention to the corporate spiritual

through the principle

reduce unwarranted friction.

trap of denigrating of spiritually significant

of continuity

can

accelerate

change

and
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2. Trust is the

principal

currency for

purchasing compliance

for

change.

re-gathering of trust was one of my primary tasks upon retuming

The

sabbatical.

During

my

one

year absence the tmst I had

from my

acquked through demonstrated

faithfulness, effective job performance, and relationship building had dissipated. What

greeted me upon my
intentional

retum was a

reserved, cautious

change was going to be undertaken.

tmst that had to be re-eamed if any

In contrast to

Tichy

and Devaima where

gathering power and leverage was a key to transformational change, the key for me was
gathering

tmst. This illustrated the marked difference between

and

organization

Since the

a

leading

a

volunteer

corporation of employees.

acquisition of tmst runs

on

the rails of relationship, I spent what at first

appeared to me to be an inordinate amount of time re-establishing relationship
and

reweaving

social and vocational networks among staff,
that

only through such an investment was

Discovered

along the

regather the

tmst needed to lead. With

as seen

way

was

and

lay leaders,

in the model of servanthood

a

it

stmctures

myself.

possible

to

deliberately patient, sensitive, pastoral posture

leadership

demonstrated

the reconnection and renewal of relationships with my

key

by Jesus,

staff and

I worked

through

lay leadership.

Application
The erosion of tmst

more

difficult and

sensitive strategy

relationships

3. All ends

complex.

precipitated by my the

sabbatical absence made my re-entry

Such re-entry would be best served with

designed prior to re-entry

subservient to the

relationally

for the purpose of re-establishing

and roles upon retum.

are

a

primacy

of relationships.

working
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The
otu"

principal truths

of Scripture

truths of Scripture best served, then

implementing intentional change.
the

primacy

commimity while change

is

relationships must be

Similar to Grenz' s

of relationships

relationship

disciples

preserved

and the

of primary value in

ensures

mean course

the

embrace it. The

people-

as

preservation

of

corrections in vision,

patient implementation of change

willing to immediately

with his

relationship with God and

our

defining of community

ends

over

occurring. This will

altemate routes to visional ends, and
includes those less

all relational:

Therefore if community is to be

relationships with each other.

in-relationship,

are

patience

in order that it

of Jesus in

becomes the servanthood leader's model here.

Application
To

a

trivialize

marginalize,

preferred future

ignore relationships to accomplish the

is contrary to Biblical

people" to get the job
servanthood

or

done cannot be

ministry.

compatible

the finish line

4. Intentional,
core

as

possible,

planned change

not

over

reconciled with Jesus pattern of

and that the

simply to

is made

point is to get as

many

more

people

finish

palatable when

it is centered in the

explicit

values of the church.
An emergent vision should be

the

or

relationships or "run

coerce

A leader does well to remember that the destination is

leadership.

important than the route taken to get there
safely to

To

desired ends of

core

value

values of the church finds

perspectives.

For

consequence of where

our

a

seen as a

logical

next

step

and valuable

not

a new

ally

in the church's historical

church that meant the vision should be

our core

values had been

Statement venerates such values in

our

leading

church. The

all

along.

change

step. Vision rooted in

seen as

The

the

logical

Signature

then became the necessary
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fulfillment of long cherished values,

not an

contributes little to the values of the

conmiunity.

expedient mvention that

serves a season

but

Application
Methods

are

do. This axiomatic

prmciples are few;

many,

methods

always change, principles

saying underscores how fleeting the

never

character of a method is and how

permanent the value of a principle. Methodological trends abound in the church. Every
era

has its hallmark

methodology.

leaving town, change that is
someone

else's

success

more

To avoid jumping onto the latest method that may be
than

novelty

or a

poorly

is rooted safest within the inherent

church. Core values of the church must transcend the

or

the

ingenuity

where

style

is

contextualized version of

core

leadership

preferred to substance,

persoimel change.

in the church the substance of change matters for it

If the church is to last

strategies, structures,

beyond the present regime

vision must be centered and founded at the level of principle in
values

time to

(save

that

core

values

are

subject to

can

be

no

lasting change without

A church may

either

superficial

or

intended

take hold, the vision must be
the

leadership

of leadership the

intransigent,

immutable

necessary review and clarification from

new

default

broad-based

comply with an initiative

ministry when the principal leader leaves.

as

and

time).

5. There

was

charisma of any leader

of any strategy. Unlike Veith' s characterization of the wider culture

to succeed. Core values must be retained while

core

values of the local

position.

only

to

for

change

ownership

but default to old pattems of

In such cases, the

please the

compliance with the change

leader. For substantive

effectively transferred to the foUowership

This cannot

of the vision.

change to

and intemalized

happen without broad-based ownership.
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The methods used to obtam such

transferable

to any context but

they served well

securing methods that proved effective
eighteen months;

building

at the

course

ownership in this project may or may not be

were

corrections based

in this

the wide

on

one.

Among the ownership

participation in three

feed back;

surveys in

patient, intentional

leadership and foUowership levels; refreshing the core values

Signature Statement; effective

use

of the

within the context of an informed and

pulpit in vision casting;

both

a

privilege

and

a

of the

couching

growing corporate spirituality.

ownership mirrors the priesthood metaphor of the church where
participation as

and

consensus

the vision

Collaborative

Grenz identifies such

responsibility.

Application
The difference is vast between the leader
intentional

change

getting their way

and

bringing lasting

that transforms the church in the current context and for the future.

Gaining ovmership is not

about

winning

.

it is about

leading the

chvirch to fulfill its

unique calling under God. Change without broad-based ownership

is certain to be

temporary in longevity and minimal in lasting impact.

Leadership

Methods

Important to remember as methods are discussed

is that type of leadership is of

greater consequence than the method that is tactically implemented
for

change that

is

being espoused.

All

or

the type of vision

methodologies for change in a church context

prone to failure in hands unaccustomed to

washing

feet and

breaking bread.

are
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1. Servanthood

through

leadership proved to

the on-site church

that gets put

integrity

on

or

an

effective method for

leading the

characterizing servanthood leadership

authenticity, appearing

then discarded when

no

from among many Biblical models the

instead to be

longer serviceable.

a

mask

suit of clothes

or a

determining

But at issue is

leadership model best

suited to

as a

unplementing

intentional, plarmed change. That servanthood leadership proved effective does
minimize the

spiritual mtegrity

accessing it to
leaders

over a

being

seen

"subtle

hidden

drawing

lead. Unlike

Tichy

in John's

nor

make such

and Devanna who

manipulators" (197),

spiritual resources

this is not

secure

leadership

openly
a

thm

less

not

genuine while

advocate transformational

veneer

of servanthood laid

desired ends. Servanthood

leadership

in Christ to incarnate His model of leadership

is

as

gospel.

Other Biblical

am

of the leader

agenda of manipulation to

upon the

church

planting project.

At first blush it may appear that

method lacks

be

leadership models

may very well

accomplish the

same

ends but I

yet to be convinced of that. The servanthood leadership model is explicitly pastoral

in character and

do not

readily

intentional

pastoral

leadership

is

Application

empathy

work accelerates

requisite upheaval

The demand for

care

in its devoted

and love for followers. Such traits

appear in the other models discussed and

change, pastoral

cope with the
structures.

conspicuous

along with the change

as

seasons

of

followers try to

in comfortable relational networks and familiar

pastoral

care

is not in clear view in the

going

explored. During

far

outstrips one's ability to

leadership model chosen,

make up for its absence.

no

deliver it. But if

amount of strident
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The

pastoral posture of servanthood leadership

implementation of this project.
stress in church life

for pastoral

high

care.

is

a

markedly potent

practitioner of ministry be

stress

alert to

its successful

status quo

on

trial

the greater the need

producer)

high need of pastoral

discontent,

some

change

and

(see below) began the process

of discontent within the church in order that the

care

in

clearly

contributes

not

a source

change

of elevating the level

envisioned would be

a

solution to

of additional discontent. All the instruments of the

project in

way raised discontent levels wdthin the church. Some of these included the three

surveys, the

systems audit, the

Signature

values

vision

casting,

and the

statement to the collective consciousness of the church

family.

core

preaching,

When discontent is elevated in this marmer, the
solution to the

perceived

relief in

as

change
was

higher the

implementation.

Placing the

the

suited to the

stress seasons of church life whatever the stressors may be.

2. The careful management of discontent accelerates

that

ideally

It appears that at the level of principle, that the

(and change

Let the

was

so

far

discontent. In this way, the desired

comfortable and serviceable and conflict

can

change

minimal.

Application

change

change becomes

was

perceived as

a

can

be

be inevitable.

view that the management of discontent is crucial for

change

look for

a

seen as a

corporate

loss of what

Confirming

planned change,

in this

of

as a

it addresses the elevated discontent. Where the real outcome of the

does not resolve the discontent raised, the

where the

foUowership

refreshing

Schaller' s

project

relief, the change was celebrated and conflict was
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The effective management of discontent is

change.
upon

For

a

pastoral leader this

reading the

social

critical component to

has to be imdertaken with

of the church

cues

a

issue of managing discontent must be

or

taking

more

brought into the personal spiritual disciplines of the

leadership team.

often be

intimidating (e.g. computer technology)

mail boxes

as

rather than

a

opposed to private

letter

or

mail

seems

an

that

to

ally

critic

a

can

impassioned plea at

public momentum

for his

In

(Mark 12:12).

goals
When

a

can

even

a

local church,

the

can

change

undesirable

change

(e.g.

as a

can

group

solution

two

rival.

But

public ministry

bay

a

church with

they

carmot do

a

well

so

placed

when

of Jesus it is noted how

and enabled His work to

ministry momentum, the natural phenomena of

ministry that is effective

in '97" gave

was

forces

his critics at

and

growing,

difficulty derailing

carry forward that

though the

Devaima' s model,

Application

In the

In the context of this

goal of "97

formulated

or

characterize any

congregational meeting.

intentional, plarmed change is

(John 7:44).

salvations

culture where

stop any forward progress in

and ends that critics have

in church ministries

cannot

change fatigued

delivery) to

ministry kept

momentum that attaches to

toward

a

change that few

ministry momentimi is against them.

continue

In

problem enhances the likelihood of its acceptance.

3. Momentum is
It

as

than intuitive reliance

its institutional temperature. The

pastor and the church

perceived

bringing

on

the

or

creates

a

positive

flow

opposing.

agenda of a local church,

momentum

agenda when carefully reasoned argument

project, the momentum provided by the

validating momentum to the emergent vision being

were

not

directly related. Surprising to

complete oversight

of this valuable

ally

in

me, in

change.

Tichy

and
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When

inertia has set in, to create

ministry

evidenced by the considerable

new

momentum is very difficult

amount of work it took to

regenerate ministry

in my context. The rule of thumb is if you have momentum, add to
work to create it. This
can

process when its

4. For

successes are

on

to

occur

in

a

Schaller' s view,

simply about striving

church

can never

accomplished.
In this

quo

as

regard.

church

making

relax into

for excellence

project,

a

variety

always

of means

This survey put the status quo
a

or

making

The

a

Placing

change

difference

demanding

impact for

be

on

were

on

ministry

the status quo
or

any other

God. If that is to

In the

it has

already

trial.

used to elevate discontent with the status
the most

helpful

in this

diagnostic

survey

was

trial when

no one

perceived there was a shred

conviction could be had. Both the survey outcomes and the

articulate discontent if no

ministry

co-

happen, the

outcomes evidence that discontent did in fact exist but the church is not

place to

on

examination of the status

dreamy, comfortable contentment with what

noted above. However, the initial

project's
safe

its maximum

The status quo must

of evidence to suggest

a

a

in the

mtegral to growth and change

opted slogan fi-om business leadership theory.
a

assist in the

local church the status quo must be

of any local church is discontent with the present status quo.

quo is about

of momentum

trial.

Again confirming

trial is not

none,

profiled and celebrated.

planned, intentional change

continually placed

can

momentum

it; if you have

project demonstrated that the attendant successes

accelerate the pace and acceptance of change. Momentum

as

one

makes it safe for it to be voiced.

of Jesus, from the way He related to

which He debated the Pharisees, the

always

religious

status quo

women

was

to the manner in

always on trial.

No

topic

off
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limits (save the Messianic

secret wrhich

discerning judgment held back (the
politeness (Matt. 16:13-23).

Woes of Matthew

In the local church the

permission giver to
diagnosis

such

of the church

23);

no

In the present church context,

and feed back must be established to

stagnation.

ultimately relaxed [Mark 10:46-52]);

was

input,

as

pastor/leader

the

correction stifled wdth

acceptable

means

that the church does not drift into

ensure

can

fimction

as a

of critique

polite

gatekeeper and

project demonstrated with the

originatmg with the

no

initiation of the

senior pastor.

Application
When the
be

we can

sure

comfortability of an old pair of shoes marks the life of a local

that the status quo

visional issues to program

reigns

and

plarming, for the

growth and progress

are

church

truant. From

church to grow forward the status quo must

be called to accoimt.
5.

During

the white water of change, faith and

message and love is the posture of the service

Transition theorists such

everything

is chaos

as

William

hope

are

the content of the

given.

Bridges teach that in the heart of transition,

very much like white water. The

new

tomorrow for which you

left the comfortable past has not yet arrived. Dissolution of ego is cormnon,

exaggerated self-focus

(Egypt)

and not

and

pessimism about the fiiture. Having

having entered a new normal yet (Canaan),

discouraging and

pulpit

disoriented. Our corporate

experience as

as

is

an

left the old normal

the wildemess is

a

church reinforced

Bridge's

view.
At such

consensus

a

point the

to embrace the

fiiture focus of hope and confidence in God

present and lean

mto the

fiiture that

was

still

shaped the

unfoldmg.

Faith
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statements about the

preferred

church when it had lost its

future seemed out of place at the tune but carried the

sense

of confidence in the vision that precipitated the

they were undergoing. Loving service
staff and

in

personal pastoral work

gave

change

assuring security to

lay leaders.

Application
Like Christ in the
message both become

Faith and
for what

hope

they

or

in John 13ff, the message and the medium of the

critically important durmg any significant transition in church life.

couched in love incarnated in the leader

cannot see. This model

during building
whole church

Upper Room

programs,

individuals in the

pastoral changes,

The value of it

family.

affords

can

a

give security for people

valuable

and

tragic

ministry pattem

to trust

for leaders

circumstances that affect the

also be accessed in personal work with families

multiple transitions of life

in

an ever

pace-accelerated changing

world.
Not to be overlooked

during transition

leader not just the follower. This

was

is the effect of the transition upon the

the most

imexpected component of my

sabbatical

re-entry. The transition of Jesus sharpens in Matthew 16 with the explicit declaration of
His

redemptive purposes (Matt. 16:21) and

that transition is

course

the

anguish

is intense and
walk

seen

in His tears

of Gethsemane

a season

for

Jemsalem

(Luke 19:41-42;

Matt.

23:37) and

of

(Mark 14:32-42). The impact of strain upon the leader

deepening spiritual disciplines.

through this determinatively

Community

over

culmmates in the resurrection. The duress of

sustained

The leader must be

by spiritual perseverance.

prepared

to
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Unattended community is like

an

overgrown

garden, complete with noxious

weeds, prickly thistles, and plants that have gone to seed. The experience of retuming
from sabbatical
core

was

similar to

walkirig

into just such

a

In confrast to this

garden.

are

the

components of authentic Christian community identified in Chapter 2: belonging,

identity, spirituality,

a

high view of relationships, and tmst.

component features of community
evidence that this

was

in

was

some measure

The recovery of these

essential to the execution of the

accomplished is

the identification of principles and pattems that

project.

The

detailed below and followed

by

emerged from the study.

Belonging
The

degree of renewed belonging

grovsth in ownership.
to the

sensed

by the

church

As individuals within the church felt

a

family was

greater

sense

evidenced

of belonging

whole, the evidence of their taking ownership responsibility for the church

MuTored in the

ownership is

post-resurrection shouldering

conclusive

of the mission of Jesus

proof of the transfer of the vision.

opportunity to take ownership verified Dmcker's
community.
mvitation to

For the

church, the opportunity

groups and Adult Christian

serving, and contributing

participation in the

about their

as

to the

ownership

was

himger for

viewed

as an

also

place

an

Education, increased involvement in

shaping of the vision through surveys

on-site church

Belonging was

surfaced

The eager response to the

belonging within that commimity. Overcoming financial deficits, increased

participation in care

unsure

grew.

by the disciples,

assertion of the cultural

to take

by

plant were

and active

all benchmark indicators of this frend.

issue for staff who upon my re-entry felt insecure and

in the intended vision.

reserved tmst in my

Lay leaders had similar insecurities that

leadership. However,

over

the

course

of the

project they
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both became full
sense

participants

of belongmg to the

in its

shaping

and

unplementation,

a

witness to the renewed

leadership team.

Identity
The historic Christian church

positions the joumey and story

of an individual

believer into the story of God and His church. This intersection of personal narrative
with the Divine narrative

integrates identity and belonging

resident in the wider culture. Where
culture

In

continuity

values and the

gave the church

sense

contmuity

in Christ cements the

of identity is found

corporately

in the

a

refreshing of these two components through preaching tied to

positioning

re-awakened

of the

sense

Signature

participation

in the vision itself

Statement at the center of church life

of its corporate

The broad acceptance of the vision verified

identity

rooted

of core values and missional statements that govem the direction of the church.

For Foothills Alliance, the
our core

deeply

a

Christ.

local church context, this

a

hunger for both

discontinuity predominates within a postmodem

(Grenz, Veith, Snyder, Hirsch),

identity of a new believer in Jesus

with the

were an

by the

identity

and purpose for existence.

surveys taken and

compliant

ample evidence of a refreshed

sense

of corporate

for the church.

Spirituality
The
rather than

larger the church the greater it
charismatically, the

This results in the

seems

inverse of Snyder's

marginalization of spirituality

gridlock to preserve the

is the

tendency to

view it

institutionally

preferred view for vital community.

and the

entrenching of administrative

institution which Nouwen laments. The recovery of Conspicuous

spirituality within the church was

seen

in this

project in the outcomes of evangelism (the
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"97 in '97"

goal that

was

exceeded),

dkect pursuit of spiritual encounter

of the altar in

public worship

the vision. In

addition, support staff roles

for

response),

and

a

development initiatives for them,

within administration

mmistry

all of which

were

use

participation in prayer for

broad-based

contributing to the spiritual welfare of the church by the

(the growing

were

affirmed

as

investment of training and

characterized

as

enabling the spiritual

of the church to go forward.

Relationships
Servanthood

leadership models

community with hope. The
high priority

on

core

values

implicit in the Signature

a

centering of relationships.

centering, orienting the community to

welcome

apologetic

in

a

the restoration of a

surveys where

people felt their concems were addressed,

relationships and people being
value

followed. What

on

demonstrated

high relational focus,

a

a

by many (Guinness,

social fabric evidenced

restored

servanthood

the restoration of the relational

staff and then with

Statement within the

project has

rewoven

by

place a

felt heard, the systems audit

point to

valued. Re-re-enforced

relationships,

began with

people

and the

in the tenor of Adult Christian Education classes all

places high

This

culture of relational poverty noted earlier

Zander, Mahedy and Bemardi). The
where

Statement all

relationships, makmg any centering of the Signature

corporate view of the church
this

incamational love which humanizes the

sense

of

leadership that

strength

of the church

lay leadership became the consequent

pattem for the foUowership.
Trust

The

regathering of tmst began with

and insecurities

were

addressed in

a

staff and

lay leadership when unspoken fears

straight forward manner.

Their

growing participation
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and

compliance with the vision signaled mcreasing trust levels.

followed gave people
when those voices
to the

voice into the emergent vision and trust grew that much broader

a

listened to and the detail components of the vision

were

corporate voice expressed. Consigned

response rate to the annual

growing.
the

The

swelling

a

see a

In

targeted,
a

leadership

seen

in the

leadership and

follow and

culture of the

plants

can

fall and the

community pales

in

own

be

seen

in the present desire

expressed trust

1

.

Christian

the

with what that

Christian

an

cyber-community

relational richness and

or

or

arresting
techno-

living, organic strength

through this project but 1 proved

leadership team and

did leam about authentic Christian

community

it

my

are

the

and pattems.

community

Comparing

what constitutes

1 do not think I leamed that

things 1

in God for

individual where the television

satisfaction and the satisfaction of my

church. But among the

following principles

position,

comparison with the

community of faith.
my

trust and that

in the future.

increasing privatization of the

Grenz' s

myself to

was

All of these evidences

respond to.

in God. This

plant begin this

on-site church

option. Similar to

to

the low

safety was fueling this

the computer becomes the medium of community, the church presents

of the

by

and the second survey re-re-enforced that trust

altar response confirmed that

second on-site church

additional

trust in the

corresponded

compelling momentum that moved the vision forward with an ever

increasing confidence
to

meeting

pulpit voice was trustworthy enough to

contributed to

The survey work which

caimot be assumed to exist

subjective experience
experience

community

was

is not

a

of such

simply because

community

like two years ago is

at

one

gather.

present in this church

markedly

spontaneous reality but

Christians

different. To my mind,

which

we

have to be
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completely intentional about cultivating.
large church where

2.

incidental relational contact is made

social distance between

people

Christian community is

not

leader

can

and not

Commimity in the
spiritual

in crowd

the fruit of a

create the conditions

organism

an

This appears to be

for

people

versus

community to flourish,

renewal of Christian

envirormient in which such

essence a

God

small

a

simple cause and

simply a social construct, only

church is in

even more

in

effect

leader

can

by the

remote

room.

The

relationship.

but because the church is
make

can

community grow.
in the

spiritual commodity. Therefore,

community, the

for the

even more so

influence

commimity should grow but only

God

or

shape

can

the

make it

happen.
3.

Christian

community can only exist with significance

based. Without individuals

the

taking responsibility

community of faith, community

is the person beside them, without that

how the
4.

The

on

pulpit voice

high value

clarifying the

weaving

likely to

in

shaping

of relationships, the
core

the truth is

for the corporate health and life of

for

a

guest

or

visitor in

person's ovraership

warm

a

worship

service

of the health of the

to the ethos of the

Christian

commimity

community. By focusing

principal place

values that promote

the ideals of Christian

the vision for

is broad-

no

matter

may try to characterize it.

pulpit has a clear role

the

and

seeker is not

ovmership

cannot flourish and grow. Given that the flrst

point of contact with Christian conununity

community the

where

community is both

and handled.

the

Scripture,

preacher can contribute to

the fabric of the local church. Here

cast and modeled

proclaimed, illustrated,

of relational truths in

community,

conmiunity into

the church

by the servanthood leader in how
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5.

Structural renewal

commvuiity

is

can

spiritual

structuring itself to
In this

project,

the

be instrumental to
in

serve

move

character, the church

can

enhance its

to reformat

within the church
6.

If belonging,

Refreshing the use

promotion of care

know when you have mature, well

and

a

seen

in

specific

toward the ideal

come

ends but in

seen

this

study is

limited

case

is

having

in Christ and

2.

The

entrepreneurial

3.

The

pastoral

ideal, how do

you

that is the wrong
a

direction

community

growing

are

not in

contextual influences of the

polity.
unique to Calgary, Alberta.

track record and tenure.

core

is not

forward

Study

study method where comparables

urban context

the

propositionally in Scripture.

Among these would be:
Denominational ethos and

are

the church arrives at but

all of the above components

principally by the specific

1.

an

to conclude that authentic Christian

evidentially

single

one

developed community? Perhaps

Limitations of the
As with any

public worship services,

high view of relationships

conununity is not a place

in which it heads. 1 have

contribution to

community.

components of authentic Christian community and each

such

experienced.

groups, and the encouragement toward servanthood

identity, spirituality, tmst,

question. Perhaps

positive

of the altar in

all effective handmaidens to

were

be

Simday moming to accommodate Adult

Christian Education classes cannot be underestimated in its

the intentional

development by

opportunity for such conamunity to

the best

the renewal of community.

Given that Christian

spiritual renewal.

ready view,

project.
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4.

The

degree of hrist objectively and subjectively expressed by the foUowership in the

leadership.
5.

The

6.

The size of the church and its

spirihial

and nahiral

gift mix of the principal leader.
ability to

release

a

portion of its

adherents to church

plant on-site.
7.

The

facility's ability to

afford space for the concept of on-site church
Potential

Follow-up

Studies

Reflecting upon the experience of doing this project,
could be built off this

study begin to suggest themselves.

formational themes of this

planting,

all within

a

planting

other

possible projects

that

These circle around the

study which are leadership, community,

and on-site church

postmodem context.

Leadership
The

challenge

of re-establishing
had

ever

serve

was

demanding

working relationships and clarifying roles

expected and was worked

what would
for

of post-sabbatical re-entry

best. A

study

on

relationship management while

networks upon retum would

seem

out "on the

one.

consumed

more

time than I

fly' without prior considered attention to

post-sabbatical re-entry focusing
on

The delicate task

sabbatical and then for

on a

strategic design

reweaving the relational

to have real value.

Community
The

postmodem need for community continues to conmiend itself as

target for evangelistic enterprise. A study that would develop

designed to penetrate

a

an

a

visible

evangelism strategy

postmodem culture using authentic Christian community would
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be of marked benefit to

a

wider church

endeavoring to redemptively engage

such

a

culture.

On-site Church
In this

Planting

model, the on-site church plant was, by design, similar in ethos and

character to the mother church. The

youth church

on-site model in the

1998. This opens the door to the

logical

next

step is already underway with

gestational stage

possibility of targeted,

cross-cultural in character (an ethnic church plant)
on-site church

with

plant targeting the poor).

have considerable benefit to irmer

A

study

or

buthing

cross-subcultural

city church planting

or

targeted

scheduled for the fall of

on-site church

that would

a

plants that

are

(a middle class,

pioneer such

a

project would

the renewal of dying,

traditional, downtown church.
Conclusion
The church cannot escape
context in which it

presently

or

ignore the

postmodem

finds itself In the face of it, Veith calls for

Christianity that would rebuild the Biblical
"Christians, if they

uifluence of the

to be

a

cultural

confessional

foundations that cultural forces have eroded.

altemative to

postmodem relativism, need to
confess their faith in word and deed. This means knowing what that faith is
might regain their vitality
(Churches that) reclaim their Bible-based heritage
and testify to a core of Biblical tmth that will stand as a blazing witness to a
relativistic culhire" (Veith, 220).
are

an

.

.

In part, the Adult Christian Education

and echoes the

can

the

implied call

righteous

answers

leadership

as an

as

well. And still yet,

effective

developed in this project responds to

rooting the

leadership model

.

.

of Ps. 11:3, "When the foundations

do"? In another part,

Veith' s call

.

.

are

being destroyed,

church's vision in Biblical

restoring the primacy
addresses Veith' s

this

what

ministry

of servanthood

perspective. Positioning
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the present

community

leadership to be aware
among them also

But after all the
to tomorrow still nms

of these realities while

speaks to

a

strategic change,

through yesterday.

church

leaning

refreshing

into

a

unplementation,

perceived re-mvention

takes

us

culture. To

there

...

ensure

2,000

the road

a

rapidly

the church's fiiture, it will be the road most traveled that

the road that

Testament and almost

of

of the church in the

present day is really only the contextualization of the historic church in

changing

experience

culture uncertain of itself

the surveys, and vision
The

the

runs

through John

years of church

13 and the balance of the New

history.
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1

THE SIGNATURE STATEMENT OF

FOOTHILLS ALLIANCE CHURCH

"BUILDING A CARING COMMUNITY
OF FAITH
THAT GLORIFIES GOD IN ITS

CHARACTER AND SERVICE"
the

fulfillment of

this intention will be

shaped by

the

following

priorities:
ADORATION:

Building a worshipping community that understands and
practices the Scriptural disciplines of personal and corporate
worship in glorifying God. (John 4:24)
DEVOTION:

Cultivating true, Christian spirituality in the lives of our people
in a Spirit-filled relationship of vital prayer, growing faith and
active trust in the living Christ as witnessed in the New
Testament church. (1 Cor. 2: 9-16)
COMMISSION:

Producing faithful disciples of Jesus Christ who embrace the
responsibility for evangelism and discipleship in accord with
Christ's Great Commission, reaching out to people locally,
regionally, nationally, and globally. (Matt. 28:19-20)
COMPASSION:

Nurturing

a

church that

servant's heart

for

people by demonstrating
concem
and
of loving
tangible help. (Gal. 6:2)
cares

a

THE BOARD OF ELDERS

MARCH 1995
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Appendix 2

that

"Building a caring community of faith
glorifies God in it's character and service."

Diagnostic Survey Part
Date:

September 8,

One

1996

Attendance: 1,058
Surveys Distributed: 625
Surveys Received: 361
WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Church growth experts say that when your facilities (such as seating, parking, and
lobby space) are more than 80% fiill, church growth slows. One of the ways we are
looking at increasing the capacity of our facilities without additional building expense is
to add another weekly service. Please circle
your choice.

1)

Do you

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
2)

Do you

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

see a

need for

multiple

services at Foothills in the next three months?

not needed

(103 responses)
(100 responses)
needed (68 responses)
strongly needed (35 responses)
extremely needed (10 responses)
somewhat needed

multiple services at Foothills
(45 responses)
somewhat needed (96 responses)
needed (105 responses)
strongly needed (44 responses)
extremely needed (25 responses)

see a

need for

in the next twelve months?

not needed

3) Which of the following statements best describes your view of how Foothills
approaches programming?
Foothills focuses more on programs than people (70 responses)
a)
Foothills focuses more on people than programs (1 74 responses)
b)
Please comment

4) Foothills has:

on

your

answer:

Appendix 2
a)
b)
c)
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Too many programs (21 responses)
Not enough programs (55 responses)
A balanced schedule

(207 responses)

5) Which of the following statements best describes your view of Foothill's current
congregation size?
A large congregation positions us well for serving our growing community
a)
(186 responses)
A
b)
large congregation can reduce the feeling of community and

relationship
(120 responses)

6) Which of the foUovring best describes your view of the future size of Foothills?
Foothills needs to grow by reaching people for Christ (154 responses)
a)
1 am comfortable with the current size of Foothills
b)
(41 responses)
Foothills
needs to start a daughter church rather than growing in size (36
c)
responses)
Foothills needs to start additional services (62 responses)
d)
Foothills needs to do a better job with the existing congregation and
e)
programs before pursuing growth (73 responses)
Feel free to comment

on

your

7) If you answered "e" to the above
work?

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

question,

which

area or

program needs the most

groups (52 responses)
children's programs (20 responses)
care

youth programs (34 responses)
adult programs (42 responses)
other:

Please comment

8) If Foothills

answer:

grows

on

your

answer:

dramatically in the next three years,

which of the

following

would

Appendix
be the most

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

2
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important to you?
Improved care group and discipleship programs (175 responses)
Greater sense of community at Foothills (133 responses)
Improved facilities, such as balconies and parking (34 responses)
Multiple service formats (103 responses)
Improved children's programs (40 responses)
Other:

WHAT'S YOUR PREFERENCE?

9)

If Foothills

addition to the

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
10)

proceed with multiple services, which day and time of the week,
existing Sunday moming service, would be your first choice?
Friday night at 7:00p.m. (30 responses)
Saturday night at 5:00p.m. (10 responses)
Saturday night at 6:00p.m. (22 responses)
Saturday night at 7:00p.m. (91 responses)
Sunday moming at 8:30a.m. (81 responses)
Sunday night at 5:00p.m. (21 responses)
Sunday night at 7:00p.m. (51 responses)
was

to

in

Other:

If Foothills

proceed with multiple services, which day and time of the week,
existing Sunday moming service, would be your second choice?
Friday night at 7:00p.m. (30 responses)
Saturday night at 5:00p.m. (15 responses)
Saturday night at 6:00p.m. (29 responses)
Saturday night at 7:00p.m. (58 responses)
Sunday moming at 8:30a.m. (39 responses)
Sunday night at 5 :00p.m. (3 7 responses)
Sunday night at 7:00p.m. (63 responses)
was

to

in addition to the

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
1

1)

additional service, which of the following would you consider
essential to your participation in that service? (circle all that are appropriate)
If Foothills added

a)
b)
c)
d)

12)

Other:

child

an

(53 responses)
(96 responses)
youth programs (87 responses)
care

children's program

other:

If Foothills

was

you like to see?

proceed with multiple services, what type of service format would
(While your response can not guarantee the direction we will take.

to

Appendix 2

yoxir

input

a)
b)

is valuable to
The
A

same as

more

175

us).

the current

Sunday moming service (103 responses)
example, more hynms and organ

traditional format with, for

music (27

responses)

contemporary format wdth more chomses and band music (141
c)
responses)
A service oriented towards non-Christians and those "seeking" a
d)
relationship with Christ (98 responses)
Another Format:
e)
A

13)

If Foothills

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
14)

more

was

to

proceed

Those who

with

multiple services,

who should

we

be

serving?

attend any church (89 responses)
Those who seldom attend any church (204 responses)
never

Those who attend another church

Primarily

the overflow of our

(12 responses)
existing moming service (124 responses)

Other:

If Foothills

was

to

proceed

with

service other than the current

multiple services, would you consider attending
Sunday moming service as your weekly worship

a

experience?
not interested (45 responses)
1)
somewhat interested (105 responses)
2)
interested
(1 05 responses)
3)
strongly interested (43 responses)
4)
5)
extremely interested (18 responses)
1 5) Would you be willing to make a six month commitment to support and
a new service in order to get it started on a stable footing?
Yes�regardless of day and time (26 responses)
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)

Yes� if the

day

and time accommodate your schedule

participate

in

(200 responses)

Not at this time

(41 responses)
Unsure (0 responses)
Require more information (38 responses)

ABOUT YOU

foUowmg age categories
Under 18 (1 5 responses)
18 to 24 (19 responses)
25 to 29 (31 responses)
30 to 39 (110 responses)
40 to 54 (117 responses)
55 to 65 (24 responses)
over 65 (10 responses)

1 6) Which of the

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

1 7) For each of the

followmg

age

would best describe you:

categories,

a)

Newborn to 24 months:

b)

2 to 5 years old:

dependant children do you have:
responses)
children (63 responses)

how many

children (20

Appendix

c)
d)
e)

2

6 to 9 years old:
10 to 14 years old:

children

(103 responses)
(97 responses)
children (48 responses)
children

1 5 to 1 8 years old:

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

176

(OPTIONAL)'

Name

Address

City, Province,

Postal Code

Phone Number
YOU MADE IT!

That's the end of the survey. We appreciate all of your help. If you would like to add
any suggestions or comments that the church leadership could use in developing new

strategies

'

for the church,

The section which follows

please use the

was

space

below,

or

send

us a

included in each part of the three part survey.

note.

Appendix 2, Part 2
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FOOTHILLS ALLIANCE CHURCH
DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY PART TWO

Date:

September 15,

1996

Attendance: 1,017
Surveys Distributed: 631

Surveys Received:

297

This survey is to get your input. Foothills is looking at having multiple services each
week. Your help in
completuig this survey will help us to make better decisions.
OUR CHILDREN

1)

Do you currently, or will you in the next 12 months,
during the Sunday moming service?
Yes

a)
b)
2)

No

ofyour children are currently mvolved
moming service?
One (51 responses)
Two (73 responses)
Three (24 responses)
Four (5 responses)
More than four (1 responses)

3) If Foothills was to proceed with multiple services,
during that new service?
no (20 responses)
a)
b)
possibly (72 responses)
c)
definitely (15814 responses)
4)

any of the children's programs

(154 responses)
[Go to Question 5] (87 responses)

How many

Sunday
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

use

m

the children's programs

would you

require

during the

children's programs

What format of children's program would you like to see during the altemate service?
the same as the current children's programs (54 responses)
a)

b)
c)

a

A

Kid's choir rehearsal format

Caraway

Street program,

a

(10 responses)
Christian children's program similar to Sesame

Street

(This

is not

a

television show, but rather

a program

with

a

stage, characters,

and skits, similar to Sesame Street, used to teach children about Jesus Christ.
The final program may be an alternate but similar program). (92 responses)

d)

OUR TEENS

Another Format:

(13 responses)

Appendix 2,

Part 2

5) How many ofyour teens are currently involved
One (45 responses)
a)
Two (26 responses)
b)
Three (4 responses)
c)
Four (1 responses)
d)
More than four (1 responses)
e)

178

in the

youth programs during the

week?

6) Which of the following is the most effective way of teaching teens?
a)
Large groups with teaching and discussion (35 responses)
Smaller groups similar to care groups (108 responses)
b)
c)
Sunday School classes (16 responses)
Another Format:
e)
(9 responses)

7) Would your teens be interested in attendmg a Saturday evening
not interested (25 responses)
a)
somewhat interested (44 responses)
b)
interested
c)
(25 responses)
d)
strongly interested (15 responses)
e)
extremely interested (4 responses)

service?

8) If your teens were to attend a Saturday evening service, what type of service format
would be most appropriate?
The same as the current Sunday moming service (6 responses)
a)
A
more contemporary format with more chomses and band music
b)
(56
responses)
A service oriented towards non-Christians and those "seeking" a relationship
c)
with Christ (17 responses)
A service targeted specifically at teens and young adults (62 responses)
d)
Another Format:
e)
(0 responses)
9)

What is

our

a)
b)

greatest need for
Junior

Senior

our

teens?

High (grade 7-8) (56 responses)
High (grade 9-12) (46 responses)

ABOUT YOU

10)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
1

1)

following age categories would best describe you:
(7 responses)
1 8 to 24 (7 responses)
25 to 29 (19 responses)
30 to 39 (111 responses)
40 to 54 (82 responses)
55 to 65 (9 responses)
over 65 (4
responses)

Which of the

Under 18

For each of the

following age categories,

how many

dependant children do you have:

Appendix 2,
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Newborn to 24 months:
2 to 5 years old:
6 to 9 years old:
10 to 14 years old:
15 to 18 years old:

Part 2

childicn (33
children (84

responses)
responses)
children (108 responses)
children (1 06 responses)
cldldien (46 responses)
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FOOTHILLS ALLIANCE CHURCH
DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY PART THREE
Date:

September 22,

1996

Attendance: 914

Sm-veys Distributed: 682
Surveys Received: 334
CARE GROUPS

1)

Are you

a)
b)
2)

currently part of a care group?
Yes (100 responses)
No [Go to Question 6] (161 responses)

Who is the leader of your

care

group?

Name:
Does your
Foothills?

3)

care

help you to

feel coimected to the

larger

church

family

at

not coimected

(5 responses)
(26 responses)
coimected (38 responses)
strongly connected (25 responses)
extremely cormected (7 responses)

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
4)

group

somewhat connected

How would you describe yoior care group's outward focus?
We often welcome seekers (41 responses)
a)
We

b)
c)
d)

are

not oriented toward seekers

(11 responses)
(52 responses)
other believers (7 responses)

We often welcome other believers
We

are

not

oriented to welcome

5) What would you like your care group's future outward focus to become?
Welcome seekers more often (35 responses)
a)
more oriented toward seekers (27 responses)
Become
b)
Welcome other believers more often (19 responses)
c)
Become more oriented to other believers (22 responses)
d)
[Go to question 8]
6)

If you

are

presently part of a care group, what reason would you give?
no one has asked (22 responses)
not sure how to get involved / new to Foothills (39 responses)
not enough time (67 responses)
other:
(33 responses)

not

a)
b)
c)
d)

7) Would you like to be contacted about how you can be involved in
Yes (39 responses)
a)
No
(84 responses)
b)

8)

If Foothills

was

to have

a care

group?

multiple services, how would you rate the importance of

Appendix 2,

groups

as a

a)
b)
c)

Part 3
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way to feel connected to the

larger church family
less important than now (6 responses)
the same as now (76 responses)
more important than now (123
responses)

at

Foothills?

SUNDAY NIGHTS AND YOU

9)

Did you attend last year's Sunday evenmg service from
Yes (67 responses)
a)

b)

10)

1)

to

6:30p.m.?

(180 responses)

Did you attend last
Yes (91
a)

b)
1

No

6:00p.m.

year's Simday evening aduh electives program?
responses)
No (169 responses)

How would you prefer to spend your Simday evenings:
leave Sunday evenings open for time with family and friends
a)

(140

responses)

b)
c)
d)
12)

participate in a Foothill's fimction on Sunday evenings (69 responses)
meet with your care group on Sunday evenings (48 responses)
Other:
(14 responses)

If Foothills

was

to

proceed

with

monthly aduU seminars, rather than the current

Simday evening adult electives program, how would you rate
not interested (1 9 responses)
a)
somewhat interested (74 responses)
b)
interested (1 07 responses)
c)
d)
strongly interested (32 responses)
e)
extremely interested (1 5 responses)
13)

If Foothills

was

to

your interest?

proceed with monthly adult seminars, rather than the current
day and time of the week would be

Sunday evening adult electives program, which
your first choice?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
14)

Saturday moming, 8:00 to 12:00 (33 responses)
Saturday Aftemoon, 1 :00 to 5:00 (20 responses)
Saturday Evening, 5:00 to 9:00 (54 responses)
Sunday Aftemoon, 2:00 to 6:00 (30 responses)
Sunday Evening, 5:00 to 9:00 (104 responses)

If Foothills

was

to

proceed with monthly

adult seminars, which would you value

more?

a)
Multiple seminar topics to choose from taught by volunteers (94
responses)
Fewer seminar topic choices taught by high-powered speakers (173
b)
responses)
Video or multi-media presentations (78 responses)
c)

ABOUT YOU

Appendix 2, Part 3

following age categories
Under IS (7 responses)
18 to 24 (23 responses)
25 to 29 (26 responses)
30 to 39 (102 responses)
40 to 54 (89 responses)
55 to 65 (18 responses)
over 65 (6 responses)

1 5) Which of the

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
16)

For each of the

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

following

age

2 to 5 years old:
6 to 9 years old:

10 to 14 years old:
1 5 to 1 8 years old:

would best describe you:

categories,

Ne whom to 24 months:

182

how many dependant children do you have:
children (1 6 responses)
children

(59 responses)
responses)
responses)
(47 responses)

children (84
children (84
children

Appendix 3

LIFE CYCLE OF AN ORGANIZATION

fPAelJ
le
fPAElJ XPrime
Aristocrat

fpAEij

\pAeIJ

I Adolescent
Early Bureaucracy [pAei]

[PaEi]

j

1

Childhood

fPaeiJ/ Infant

Bureaucracy p-A-j

-"Courtship

Dea^i^
Growing

Aging

[ JLeadership Style needed
P

.Performer

A

what?

.Admmistrator

E

.Entrepreneur
.Integrator

/

Paei

pAei
paEi
pael

(Adapted from class notes, PM810,

.

how?

why?
who?

maintainer
.

organizer
.planter
.builder

Dr. David

McKenna, July 20, 1995)
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Appendix 4
A Fresh New Look For The Fall

(Please

the

following questions by circling the number that best represents your opinion, with 1
being least favorable and 7 being highly favorable. Responses 4 or higher will be considered favorable for
answer

the

Dates:

August 24, 31,

analysis

of the collected

1997

Attendance: 677, 678 (note: this does not include
Surveys Dishibuted: 375, 325

Surveys Received:
(1)

I think that
1

151

our

2

data.)

(note: this mcludes

both

Saturday night attendance)

Sunday's responses)

young people and adults need a
3 4 5 6 7 (99%infavor)i

systematic

Christian education.

(2) I think that the opportvmity for buildmg new relationships and getting to know
people would be well served through a youth/aduh Christian education program.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (95% in favor)

(3) According to our survey of last September, the majority of folks did not prefer to
take another night for such programmmg. I think then, that the best window for such a
program would be Sunday moming.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (83% in favor)
(4)

If the

moming worship service ran from 9:30 am to
follow, it would

and adult Christian education classes to

10:45

am

to accommodate

still be convenient for

me

youth

to at

least maintain my usual church attendance pattem.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (85% in favor)

(5) If youth and adult Christian education classes ran concurrent with children's Sunday
school, as a family, it would enhance our ability to attend. If this question does not apply
to your present life circumstance, please leave it blank.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (86% in favor)
(6) It would be important to me that such classes would be part of a systematic,
comprehensive plan that would build into my life both the foundational understandings
my faith and the practical means for living it out.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (96% in favor)
(7) The

Thank

one

you!

thing 1

have

always

been interested in

studying is

of

185

'

All percentages

are

taken from the 151 surveys that

were

completed over the two Sundays.
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PRELIMINARY CONTENT SKETCH OF BUILDING BLOCKS

A.

Bible Knowledge
1 Old and New Testaments
.

B.

BIBLE UNDERSTANDING
1 Doctrine and
.

2.

C.

Spkit-fiUed

theology

life

Bible Application
1

Prayer

.

2. Time with God
3.

Evangelism
Giving
Conmiunity
Scripture reading/study

4.
5.

6.

a.

Memorization

7. Inductive Bible

study

D.

MISSIONS

E.

Life in the Body
1 Communion
.

2.

Baptism

3. Rites of passage

Membership
Body life
c. Marriage
Spiritual gifts
a.

b.

4.

F.

WORSHIP

G.

SERVANTHOOD
1

.

Caruig

2. Social justice issues
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FROM STRENGTH TO

STRENGTH:
Building

?

I want to be

a

I commit

year. 211

?

Foundation for the Future

part of all God has in

246 responses

n

a

store for

us

myself to pray regularly for the church
of 246 responses (86%)

225

of

place of ministry for serving
you):
Youth
Young Adults

and staff this

God here

(circle

of 246

responses

(55%)

budget

and will

one

that interest

Children
Adults

Women

Greeting

Ushering

Choir

Visitation

Teaching

Care

Men

Worship
Caring
Groups

Other
?

year!

(91%)

I want to find my
or more

this

136

I believe that

faithfully

to

we can

achieve the 1998

it reached.

see

215

of 246

responses

give
(87%)

I wsint to trust God for the

following measure of commitment in giving:
Tithing
Begin tithing
n Giving regularly
? Begin giving regularly
183 of 229
responses (80%)
?

I

?

am:

?
?

a

attender

regular

a new

Please pray for

?

a

member

attender within the last 6 months

me

/us

in the

following

way:

Name:

Phone

#

(We

will

follow-up

only

on

those items that you have

requested. Thanks!)

Appendix
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FROM STRENGTH TO

STRENGTH:

Building

a

Foundation for the
Future

What

are we

What could

doing

we

well at

improve

What do you think

we

(our

on

best

strength)?

(improving

should do next

the

process)?

(shaping

the

vision)

Appendix
Vision
1

.

*The

primary

it with

embody
2.

*The

Casting Methodologies'

leader must model the message,

deeply rooted passion.

a

191

8

The

personify it, take

genume

ownership

of

primary leader of the vision must wholeheartedly

it.

primary

in mind:

(a)

the audience and

fulfillment for them;

(b)

the wdse

leader must verbalize the vision,

how the vision will benefit

as

well

as

bring

expressive language, metaphors, figures
always speak in positive terms

keeping

of speech, memorable

use

images, etc.; (c)

of

to

and let the conviction held about the vision be evident

to all.

3.

*Soimd

begins
4.

bytes become

where the

Slogans

memorable

parking lot ends",

means

is

an

examples

are:

for

articulating the vision.

example

similair purpose and be

can serve a

character. Some

a

of one such sound

annual, seasonal

from Circle Drive Church,

Decade of Destiny"; John Osteen..."We're here for
Hurts and

5.

Symbols

Building

can

means

and basin

byte.

permanent in

"Building Together In A
Dale

concretize your vision. The baseball diamond

of vision

on

ministry

Galloway, "Healing

Dreams"

popularized by Rick Warren at
this

you!";

or

"Our

casting.

Saddleback

diagram that was

Community Church is

A church focused

on

a

good example of

servanthood may well

keep

a

towel

permanent display in the lobby

Stories and testimonies from those who have been

6.

*

7.

*Highly redundant communication reinforces
called attention to at least

once a

a

helped by the vision.

vision that must be vinderscored and

month. The vision must be

program initiative that is undertaken and

stamped on every

imprinted on everything handed palced in

Appendix

The vision must be allowed to flavor

people's hands.

writing, personal conversations,
8.

A

9.

*Run all

Scripture memory

focus that

pulpit prayer, preaching,

etc.

undergirds the vision.

programming, staffmg, structures, constructs,

vision. Make the
10.

1 92

8

*Keep the

etc.

through the grid of the

changes that are warranted.

rules and structures to

a

minimum

knowing

it will stifle

creativity

and

information flow.
11

.

*Stay

in close touch with

12. *Filter

key leaders.

feedback, criticism and complaints through the grid of the vision. The

spiritual discipline perseverance may be the only tool to keep the foUowership from
lapsing

back into inertia

or

the desire to go back to

The vision wdll be nibbled to death

Develop
13.

*Stay
same

page

1 8.

as to

minnows

more so

roles and structures.

than attacked

by

sharks.

conflict resolution pattem to follow where needed.

priorities but be

what those

sure

that the entire

leadership team

is

on

the

priorities are.

designed logo.

15. Baimers

17. A

healthy

mtentional about

14. A well

16. *Use

a

by

yesterday's

are

very

a mass

big

in Korea and

esteem I

done

on an

armual basis.

mailouts.

promotional video offering

*Lapel pins

are

or

a

fireside chat about the vision.

buttons that feature the vision.

produced

the church.
19. Skits and drama.

"I Love

During

a season

of very low corporate

My Church" buttons that proved invaluable to

the ethos of

193
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20. *Make wise
21. A well

use

designed,

22. *A song

or

Statement

of new

comers

classes

or

membership

undated brochure, suitable for

pantomime. The church family

(Appendix 1)

in

pantomime

giving

classes.

to

imchurched visitors.

at Foothills has been

and repeats it in unison

taught the Signature

on

chosen

Sunday

mornings when the vision is being brought into conspicuous view.
23. *An armual state of the
24. *Marshall the prayer

'

ministry

mmistry to

vision address.
carry it forward.

Adapted from Aubrey Malphurs' book, Developing

a

Vision for

Ministry in

the 21st

Century.
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